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Abstract. Recent work has made substantial progress in understanding the transitions of random con-
straint satisfaction problems. In particular, for several of these models, the exact satisfiability threshold has
been rigorously determined, confirming predictions of statistical physics. Here we revisit one of these mod-
els, random regular k-nae-sat: knowing the satisfiability threshold, it is natural to study, in the satisfiable
regime, the number of solutions in a typical instance. We prove here that these solutions have a well-defined
free energy (limiting exponential growth rate), with explicit value matching the one-step replica symmetry
breaking prediction. The proof develops new techniques for analyzing a certain “survey propagation model”
associated to this problem. We believe that these methods may be applicable in a wide class of related
problems.
1. Introduction
In a random constraint satisfaction problem (csp), there are n variables taking values in a finite alphabet
X, subject to a random collection of constraints. In previous works on models of this kind, it has emerged
that the space of solutions — a random subset of Xn — can have a complicated structure, posing obstacles
to mathematical analysis. Major advances in intuition were achieved by statistical physicists, who developed
powerful analytic heuristics to shed light on the behavior of random csps ([KMR`07] and references therein).
Their insights and methods are fundamental to the current understanding of random csps.
One prominent application of the physics heuristic is in giving explicit predictions for the locations of
satisfiability thresholds in a large class of random csps ([MMZ06] and others). Some of these thresholds are
established rigorously in recent works [DSS14, DSS13, DSS15]. However, this threshold is only one aspect of
the rich picture that physicists have developed. There are deep conjectures for the behavior of these models
inside the satisfiable regime, and it remains an outstanding mathematical challenge to prove them. In this
paper we address one part of this challenge, concerning the total number of solutions for a typical instance
in the satisfiable regime.
1.1. Main result. Given a cnf boolean formula, a not-all-equal-sat (nae-sat) solution is an assignment
x of literals to variables such that both x and its negation  x evaluate to true — equivalently, such that
no clause gives the same evaluation to all its variables. A k-nae-sat problem is one in which each clause
has exactly k literals; it is termed d-regular if each variable appears in exactly d clauses. Sampling such a
formula in a uniformly random manner gives rise to the random d-regular k-nae-sat model. (The formal
definition is given in Section 2.) See [AM06] for important early work on the closely related model of random
(Erdo˝s–Re´nyi) nae-sat. The appeal of this model is that it has certain symmetries making the analysis
particularly tractable, yet it is expected to share most of the interesting qualitative phenomena exhibited by
other commonly studied problems, including random k-sat and random graph colorings.
Following convention, we fix k and then parametrize the model by its clause-to-variable ratio, α “ d{k.
The partition function, denoted Z ” Zn, is simply the number of valid nae-sat assignments for an instance
on n variables. It is conjectured that for each k ě 3, the model has an exact satisfiability threshold αsatpkq:
for α ă αsat it is satisfiable (Z ą 0) with high probability, but for α ą αsat it is unsatisfiable (Z “ 0) with
high probability. This has been proved [DSS14] for all k exceeding an absolute constant k0, together with
an exact formula for αsat which matches the physics prediction. Its approximate value is given by
αsat “
ˆ
2k´1 ´ 1
2
´ 1
4 ln 2
˙
ln 2` k (1)
where k denotes an error tending to zero as k Ñ8.
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2 A. SLY, N. SUN, AND Y. ZHANG
We say the model has free energy fpαq if Z1{n converges to fpαq in probability as nÑ8. A priori, the
limit may not be well-defined. If it exists, however, Markov’s inequality and Jensen’s inequality imply that
it must be upper bounded by the replica symmetric free energy
frspαq ” pEZq1{n “ 2p1´ 2{2kqα . (2)
One of the intriguing predictions from the physics analysis [ZK07, MRS08] is that there is a critical value αcond
strictly below αsat, such that fpαq and frspαq agree up to α “ αcond and diverge thereafter. In particular,
this implies that the function f is non-analytic at αcond. This is the condensation transition (also called the
Kauzmann transition), and will be further described in Section 1.2. For α P pαcond, αsatq it is conjectured
that
fpαq “ f1rsbpαq ă frspαq .
The function f1rsbpαq is quite explicit, although not extremely simple to state; it is derived via the heuristic
of one-step replica symmetry breaking (1rsb), and is presented below in Definition 1.3. Our main result is
to prove this prediction for large k.
Theorem 1. In random regular k-nae-sat with k ě k0, for all α ă αsatpkq the free energy fpαq exists and
equals the predicted value f1rsbpαq.
Remark 1.1. We allow for k0 to be adjusted as long as it remains an absolute constant (so it need not equal
the k0 from [DSS14]). The result of Theorem 1 is already proved [DSS14] for α ď αlbd ” p2k´1 ´ 2q ln 2; we
also know that αsat is smaller than αubd ” 2k´1 ln 2. We can thus restrict our attention to α P pαlbd, αubdq.
Of course, for α ą αsat, we already know fpαq “ 0. The case α “ αsat can arise only if dsatpkq ” kαsatpkq is
integer-valued for some k. We have no reason to think that this ever occurs; however, if it does, then the
probability for Z ą 0 is bounded away from both zero and one. In this case, our methods would show that
Z1{n does not concentrate around a single value but rather on two values, zero and limαÒαsat f
1rsbpαq.
The condensation transition has been actively studied in recent work. The existence of a condensation
phenomenon was first established for random nae-sat [CP12], and has since been found in random regular
nae-sat and independent set [DSS14, DSS13]. It has been demonstrated to occur even at positive tem-
perature in the problem of hypergraph bicoloring (which is very similar to nae-sat) [BCR14]. However,
determining the precise location of αcond is challenging, and was first achieved for the random graph coloring
model [BCH`16] by an impressive and technically challenging analysis. Subsequent work pinpoints αcond
for random regular k-sat (which again is very similar to nae-sat) [BC15a]. The main contribution of this
paper is to determine for the first time the free energy throughout the condensation regime pαcond, αsatq.
1.2. Statistical physics predictions. According to statistical physics heuristics, the random regular nae-
sat model has a single level of replica symmetry breaking (1rsb). We summarize here some of the key
phenomena that are predicted from the 1rsb framework [ZK07, KMR`07, MRS08], referring the reader to
[MM09, Ch. 19] for a full expository account. While much of the following description remains conjectural,
the implications at the free energy level are rigorously established by the present paper. Throughout the
following we write
.“ to indicate equality up to subexponential factors (exptopnqu).
Recall that we consider nae-sat with k fixed, parametrized by the clause density α ” d{k. Abbreviate
0 ” true, 1 ” false. For small α, almost all of the solutions lie in a single well-connected subset of t0, 1un.
This holds until a clustering transition (or dynamical transition) αclust, above which the solution space be-
comes broken up into many well-separated pieces, or clusters (see [MMZ05, AR06, ACO08]). Informally
speaking, clusters are subsets of solutions which are characterized by the property that within-cluster dis-
tances are very small relative to between-cluster distances. Conjecturally, αclust furthermore coincides with
the reconstruction threshold [GM07, KMR`07, MRT11], and is small relative to αsat when k is large.
For α above αclust it is expected that the number of clusters of size exptnsu has mean value exptnΣps;αqu,
and is concentrated about this mean. The function Σpsq ” Σps;αq is referred to as the “cluster complexity.”
The 1rsb framework of statistical physics gives an explicit conjecture for Σ, discussed below in Section 1.3.
Summing over cluster sizes 0 ď s ď ln 2 gives that the total number Z of nae-sat solutions has mean
EZ .“
ÿ
s
exptnrs` Σpsqsu .“ exptnrs1 ` Σps1qsu, (3)
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where s1 “ arg maxrs` Σpsqs. It is expected that Σ is continuous and strictly concave in s, and also that
s` Σpsq has a unique maximizer s1 with Σ1ps1q “ ´1. For nae-sat and related models, this explicit calcu-
lation reveals a critical value αcond P pαclust, αsatq, characterized as
αcond “ suptα ě αclust : Σps1pαq;αq ě 0u .
By contrast, the satisfiability threshold can be characterized as the largest value of α such that Σps;αq ě 0
for some s. Thus, for α P pαcond, αsatq, EZ is dominated by clusters of size exptns1u, whose mean number
exptnΣps1qu is exponentially small, meaning they are highly unlikely to appear in a typical realization.
Instead, a typical realization is dominated by clusters of size smax where
smax ” smaxpαq ” arg maxts` Σpsq : Σpsq ě 0u .
Since Σ is continuous, smax is the largest root of Σ, and for α P pαcond, αsatq we expect to have (with high
probability) Z
.“ exptnsmaxu EZ. The function f1rsbpαq “ smaxpαq is the 1rsb free energy prediction.
1.3. The tilted cluster partition function. From the discussion of Section 1.2 we see that once the
function Σps;αq is determined, it is possible to derive αcond, αsat, and fpαq. However, previous works have
not taken the approach of actually computing Σ. Indeed, αsat was determined [DSS14] by an analysis
involving only maxs Σps;αq, which contains less information than the full curve Σ. Related work on the
exact determination (in a range of models) of αcond [BCH
`16, BC15a, CKPZ17] also avoids computing Σ,
reasoning instead via the so-called “planted model.”
In order to compute the free energy, however, we cannot avoid computing (some version of) the function
Σ, which we will approach via the physics heuristic. First consider the λ-tilted partition function
Z¯λ ”
ÿ
γ
|γ|λ (4)
where the sum is taken over all clusters γ. According to the conjectural picture described above, we expect
to have Z¯λ
.“ EZ¯λ .“ exptnFpλqu where F is the Legendre dual of ´Σ:
Fpλq ” p´Σq‹pλq ” max
s
”
λs` Σpsq
ı
. (5)
The physics approach to computing Σ is to first compute F, and then set Σ “ ´F‹. Note that by differenti-
ating Fpλq “ n´1 lnEZ¯λ we find that F is convex in λ, so the resulting Σ will indeed be concave.
At first glance the reduction to computing Fpλq may not seem to improve matters. It is not immediately
clear how “clusters” should be defined. It turns out that in the regime we are studying, a reasonable definition
is that two nae-sat solutions are connected if they differ by a single bit, and the clusters are the connected
components of the solution space. A typical nae-sat solution will have a positive density of variables which
are free, meaning their value can be changed without violating any clause; any such solution must belong
in a cluster of exponential size. Each cluster may be a complicated subset of t0, 1un — changing the value
at one free variable may affect whether its neighbors are free, so a cluster need not be a simple subcube of
t0, 1un. Nevertheless, we wish to sum over the cluster sizes raised to non-integer powers. This computation
is made tractable by constructing more explicit combinatorial models for the nae-sat solution clusters, as
we next describe.
1.4. Modeling solution clusters. In our regime of interest (i.e., k ě k0 and α ě αlbd; see Remark 1.1), the
analysis of nae-sat solution clusters is greatly simplified by the fact that in a typical satisfying assignment
the vast majority of variables are frozen rather than free. The result of this, roughly speaking, is that a cluster
γ P CLpG q can be encoded by a configuration x P t0, 1, fun (representing its circumscribed subcube, so xv “ f
indicates a free variable) with no essential loss of information. This is formalized by a combinatorial model of
“frozen configurations” representing the clusters (Definition 2.2). These frozen configurations can be viewed
as the solutions of a certain csp lifted from the original nae-sat problem — so the physics heuristics can
be applied again to (the randomized version of) the lifted model. Variations on this idea appear in several
places in the physics literature; in the specific context of random csps we refer to [Par02, BMZ05, MMW07].
Analyzing the number of frozen configurations, corresponding to (4) with λ “ 0, yields the satisfiability
threshold for this model [DSS14].
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Analyzing (4) for general λ requires deeper investigation of the arrangement of free variables in a typical
frozen configuration x. For this purpose it is convenient to view an nae-sat instance as a (bipartite) graph
G , where the vertices are given by variables and clauses, and the edges indicate which variables participate
in which clauses (the formal description appears in Section 2). A key piece of intuition is that if we consider
the subgraph of G induced by the free variables, together with the clauses through which they interact, then
this subgraph is predominantly comprised of disjoint components T of bounded size. (In fact, the majority
of free variables are simply isolated vertices; a smaller fraction occur in linked pairs; a yet smaller fraction
occur in components of size three or more.) Each free component T is surrounded by frozen variables, and
we let zpT q be the number of nae-sat assignments on T which are consistent with the frozen boundary.
Since disjoint components T ,T 1 do not interact, the size of the cluster represented by x is simply the product
of zpT q over all T .
Another key observation is that the random nae-sat graph has few short cycles, so almost all of the free
components will be trees. As a result, their weights zpT q can be evaluated recursively by belief propagation
(bp), a well-known dynamic programming method (see e.g. [MM09, Ch. 14]). In the rsb heuristic framework,
a cluster is represented by a vector m of “messages,” indexed by the directed edges of the nae-sat graph G .
Informally, for a given cluster, and for any variable v adjacent to any clause a,
mvÑa represents the “within-cluster law of xv in absence of a”;
maÑv represents the “within-cluster law of xv in absence of Bvza”, (6)
where Bv denotes the neighboring clauses of v. Each message is a probability measure on t0, 1u, and the
messages are related to one another via local consistency equations, which are known as the bp equations.
A configuration m which satisfies all the local consistency equations is a bp solution. Thus a cluster γ can be
encoded either by a frozen configuration x or by a bp solution m; the latter has the key advantage that the
size of γ can be easily read off from m, as a certain product of local functions. For the cluster size raised to
power λ, simply raise each local function to power λ. Thus the configurations m with λ-tilted weights form a
spin system (Markov random field), whose partition function is the quantity of interest (4). This new spin
system is sometimes termed the “auxiliary model” (e.g. [MM09, Ch. 19]).
1.5. One-step replica symmetry breaking. In Section 1.4 we described informally how a solution cluster
γ can be encoded by a frozen configuration x, or a bp solution m. An important caveat is that the converse
need not hold. In the nae-sat model, for any value of α, a trivial bp solution is always given by the “replica
symmetric fixed point” (also called the “factorized fixed point”), where every mvÑa is the uniform measure
on t0, 1u. However, above αcond, this is a spurious solution. One way to see this is via the heuristic “cavity
calculation” of frspαq, which we now describe to motivate the more complicated expression for f1rsbpαq.
Given a random regular nae-sat instance G on n variables, choose k uniformly random variables v1, . . . , vk,
and assume for simplicity that no two of these share a clause. Remove the k variables along with their kd in-
cident clauses, producing the “cavity graph” G 2. Then add dpk ´ 1q new clauses to G 2, producing the graph
G 1. Under this operation (cf. [ASS03]), G 1 is distributed as a random regular nae-sat instance on n´ k
variables. If the free energy fpαq “ limnÑ8 Z1{n exists, then we would expect it to agree asymptotically withˆ
ZpG q
ZpG 1q
˙1{k
“
ˆ
ZpG q
ZpG 2q
˙1{kNˆ
ZpG 1q
ZpG 2q
˙1{k
. (7)
Let U denote the set of “cavity neighbors”: the variables in G 2 of degree d´ 1, which neighbored the clauses
that were deleted from G . Then G and G 1 differ from G 2 only in the addition of a few small subgraphs which
are attached to U . Computing ZpG q{ZpG 2q or ZpG 1q{ZpG 2q reduces to understanding the joint law of the
spins pxuquPU under the nae-sat model defined by G 2. Since G is unlikely to have many cycles, the vertices
of U are typically far apart from one another in G 2. Therefore, one plausible scenario is that their spins
are approximately independent under the nae-sat model on G 2, with xu marginally distributed according
to muÑa where a is the deleted clause that neighbored u in G . If this is the case, then each muÑa must be
uniform over t0, 1u, by the negation symmetry of nae-sat. Under this assumption, we can calculateˆ
ZpG q
ZpG 2q
˙1{k
“ 2p1´ 2{2kqd,
ˆ
ZpG 1q
ZpG 2q
˙1{k
“ p1´ 2{2kqαpk´1q, (8)
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Substituting into (7) gives the replica symmetric free energy prediction fpαq .“ frspαq, which we know to be
false for large α (in particular, it is inconsistent with the known satisfiability threshold). Thus the replica
symmetric fixed point, muÑa “ unifpt0, 1uq for all uÑ a, is a spurious bp solution. In reality the xu are not
independent in G 2, even though the u’s are far apart. This phenomenon of long-range dependence may be
taken as a definition of replica symmetry breaking (rsb), and occurs precisely for α larger than αcond.
The one-step rsb heuristic posits that even when the original nae-sat model exhibits rsb, the (seemingly
more complicated) “auxiliary model” of λ-weighted bp solutions m is replica symmetric, for λ small enough:
conjecturally, as long as Σpsλq ě 0 for sλ ” arg maxstλs` Σpsqu. That is, for such λ, the auxiliary model
is predicted to have correlation decay, in contrast with the long-range correlations of the original model.
This would mean that in the auxiliary model of the cavity graph G 2, the spins pmuÑaquPU are approximately
independent, with each muÑa marginally distributed according to some law 9quÑa. The model has a replica
symmetric fixed point, 9quÑa “ 9qλ for all uÑ a (the analogue of muÑa “ unifpt0, 1uq for all uÑ a). If we
substitute this assumption into the cavity calculation (the analogues of (7) and (8)), we obtain the replica
symmetric prediction for the auxiliary model free energy Fpλq, expressed as a function of 9qλ. As explained
above, from Fpλq we can derive the complexity function Σpsq and the 1rsb nae-sat free energy f1rsbpαq.
1.6. The 1RSB free energy prediction. Having described the heuristic reasoning, we now proceed to
formally state the 1rsb free energy prediction. We first describe 9qλ as a certain discrete probability measure
over m. Since m is a probability measure over t0, 1u, we encode it by x ” mp1q P r0, 1s. A measure q on m can
thus be encoded by an element µ PP where P denotes the set of discrete probability measures on r0, 1s.
For measurable B Ď r0, 1s, define
RˆλµpBq ” 1
Zˆ pµq
ż ˆ
2´
k´1ź
i“1
xi ´
k´1ź
i“1
p1´ xiq
˙λ
1
"
1´śk´1i“1 xi
2´śk´1i“1 xi ´śk´1i“1 p1´ xiq P B
* k´1ź
i“1
µpdxiq,
9RλµpBq ” 19Z pµq
ż ˆ d´1ź
i“1
yi `
d´1ź
i“1
p1´ yiq
˙λ
1
" śd´1
i“1 yiśd´1
i“1 yi `
śd´1
i“1 p1´ yiq
P B
* d´1ź
i“1
µpdyiq,
(9)
where Zˆ pµq and 9Z pµq are the normalizing constants such that Rˆλµ and 9Rλµ are also probability measures
on r0, 1s. (In the context of λ “ 0 we take the convention that 00 “ 0.) Denote Rλ ” 9Rλ ˝ Rˆλ. The map
Rλ : P ÑP represents the bp recursion for the auxiliary model. The following presents a solution for α in
the interval pαlbd, αubdq which we recall (Remark 1.1) is a superset of pαcond, αsatq.
Proposition 1.2 (proved in Appendix B). For λ P r0, 1s, let 9µλ,0 ” 12δ0 ` 12δ1 PP, and define recursively
9µλ,l`1 “ Rλ 9µλ,l PP for all l ě 0. Define Sl ” psupp 9µλ,lqzpsuppp 9µλ,0 ` . . .` 9µλ,l´1qq; this is a finite subset
of r0, 1s. Regard 9µλ,l as an infinite sequence indexed by the elements of S1 in increasing order, followed by
the elements of S2 in increasing order, and so on. For k ě k0 and αlbd ď α ď αubd, in the limit lÑ8, 9µλ,l
converges in the `1 sequence space to a limit 9µλ PP satisfying the fixed point equation 9µλ “ Rλ 9µλ, as well
as the estimates 9µλpp0, 1qq ď 7{2k and 9µλpdxq “ 9µλpdp1´ xqq.
The limit 9µλ of Proposition 1.2 encodes the desired replica symmetric solution 9qλ for the auxiliary model.
We can then express Fpλq in terms of 9µλ as follows. Writing µˆλ ” Rλ 9µλ, let 9wλ, wˆλ, w¯λ PP be defined by
9wλpBq “ p 9Zλq´1
ż ˆ dź
i“1
yi `
dź
i“1
p1´ yiq
˙λ
1
" dź
i“1
yi `
dź
i“1
p1´ yiq P B
* dź
i“1
µˆλpdyiq,
wˆλpBq “ pZˆλq´1
ż ˆ
1´
kź
i“1
xi ´
kź
i“1
p1´ xiq
˙λ
1
"
1´
kź
i“1
xi ´
kź
i“1
p1´ xiq P B
* kź
i“1
9µλpdxiq,
w¯λpBq “ pZ¯λq´1
ĳ ˆ
xy ` p1´ xqp1´ yq
˙λ
1
!
xy ` p1´ xqp1´ yq P B
)
9µλpdxqµˆλpdyq,
(10)
with 9Zλ, Zˆλ, Z¯λ the normalizing constants. The analogue of (8) for this model isˆ
Z¯λpG q
Z¯λpG 2q
˙1{k
“ 9ZλpZˆλ{Z¯λqd,
ˆ
Z¯λpG 1q
Z¯λpG 2q
˙1{k
“ pZˆλqαpk´1q,
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and substituting into (7) gives the 1rsb prediction Z¯λ
.“ exptFpλqu where
Fpλq ” Fpλ;αq ” ln 9Zλ ` α ln Zˆλ ´ kα ln Z¯λ . (11)
Further, the maximizer of s ÞÑ pλs` Σpsqq is predicted to be given by
sλ ” sλpαq ”
ż
lnpxq 9wλpdxq ` α
ż
lnpxqwˆλpdxq ´ kα
ż
lnpxqw¯λpdxq . (12)
If s “ sλ for λ P r0, 1s we define
Σpsq ” Σps;αq ” Fpλ;αq ´ λsλpαq .
This yields the predicted thresholds
αcond ” suptα : Σps1;αq ą 0u,
αsat ” suptα : Σps0;αq ą 0u,
and we can now formally state the predicted free energy of the original nae-sat model:
Definition 1.3. For α P k´1Z, 1rsb free energy prediction f1rsbpαq is defined as
f1rsbpαq “
$&%
frspαq “ 2p1´ 2{2kqα α ď αcond,
exprsupts : Σpsq ě 0us αcond ď α ă αsat,
0 α ą αsat.
(13)
(In regular k-nae-sat we must have integer d “ kα, so we need not consider α R k´1Z.)
Proposition 1.4 (proved in Appendix B). Assume k ě k0 and write A ” rαlbd, αubds X pk´1Zq.
a. For each α P A, the function s ÞÑ Σps;αq is well-defined, continuous, and strictly decreasing in s.
b. For each 0 ď λ ď 1, the function α ÞÑ Σpsλ;αq “ Fpλq ´ λsλ is strictly decreasing with respect to α P A.
There is a unique αλ P A such that Σpsλ;αq is nonnegative for all α ď αλ, and is negative for all α ą αλ.
Taking λ “ 0 we recover the estimate (1); and taking λ “ 1 we obtain in addition
αcond “ α1 “ p2k´1 ´ 1q ln 2` k . (14)
(The expansion of αcond matches an earlier result of [CZ12], which was obtained for a slightly different
but closely related model.)
1.7. Proof approach. Since f “ fpαq is a priori not well-defined, the statement f ď g means formally that
for all  ą 0, PpZ1{n ě g` q tends to zero as nÑ8. With this notation, we will prove separately the
upper bound fpαq ď f1rsbpαq and the matching lower bound fpαq ě f1rsbpαq. This implies the main result
Theorem 1: the free energy fpαq is indeed well-defined, and equals f1rsbpαq.
The upper bound is proved by an interpolation argument, which we defer to Appendix E. This builds
on similar bounds for spin glasses on Erdo˝s–Re´nyi graphs [FL03, PT04], together with ideas from [BGT13]
for interpolation in random regular models. Write Znpβq for the partition function of nae-sat at inverse
temperature β ą 0. The interpolation method yields an upper bound on E lnZnpβq which is expressed as the
infimum of a certain function Ppµ;βq, with µ ranging over probability measures on r0, 1s. We then choose µ
according to Proposition 1.2, and take β Ñ8 to obtain the desired bound fpαq ď f1rsbpαq.
Most of the paper is devoted to establishing the matching lower bound. The proof is inspired by the physics
picture described above, and at a high level proceeds as follows. Take any λ for which the (predicted) value
of Σpsλq is nonnegative, and let Yλ be the number of clusters of size .“ exptnsλu. The informal statement
of what we show is that
Yλ
.“ exptnrλsλ ` Σpsλqsu . (15)
Adjusting λ as indicated by (13) then proves the desired bound fpαq ě f1rsbpαq.
Proving a formalized version of (15) occupies a significant part of the present paper. We introduce a
slightly modified version of the messages m which record the topologies of the free trees T . We then restrict
to free trees with fewer than T variables, which limits the distance that information can propagate between
free variables. We prove a version of (15) for every fixed T , and show that this yields the sharp lower bound
in the limit T Ñ8. The proof of (15) for fixed T is via the moment method for the auxiliary model, which
boils down to a complicated optimization problem over many dimensions. It is known (see e.g. [DSS14,
Lem. 3.6]) that stationary points of the optimization problem correspond to “generalized” bp fixed points —
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these are measures QvÑapmvÑa, maÑvq, rather than the simpler “one-sided” measures qvÑapmvÑaq considered
in the 1rsb heuristic.
The one-sided property is a crucial simplification in physics calculations (cf. [MM09, Proposition 19.4]),
but is challenging to prove in general. One contribution of this work that we wish to highlight is a novel
resampling argument which yields a reduction to one-sided messages, and allows us to solve the moment
optimization problem. (We are helped here by the truncation on the sizes of free trees.) Furthermore, the
approach allows us to bring in methods from large deviations theory. With these we can show that the
objective function has negative-definite Hessian at the optimizer, which is necessary for the second moment
method. This resampling approach is quite general and should apply in a broad range of models.
1.8. Open problems. Beyond the free energy, it remains a challenge to establish the full picture predicted
by statistical physicists for α ď αsat. We refer the reader to several recent works targeted at a broad class of
models in the regime α ď αcond [BC15b, CPS15, CP16b], and to work on the location on αcond in a general
family of models [CKPZ17]. In the condensation regime pαcond, αsatq, an initial step would be to show that
most solutions lie within a bounded number of clusters. A much more refined prediction is that the mass
distribution among the largest clusters forms a Poisson–Dirichlet process. Another question is to show that
on a typical problem instance over n variables, if x1,x2 are sampled independently and uniformly at random
from the solutions of that instance, then the normalized overlap R1,2 ” n´1tv : x1v “ x2vu concentrates on
two values (corresponding roughly to the two cases that x1,x2 come from the same cluster, or from different
clusters). This criterion is sometimes taken as the precise definition of 1rsb, and so would be quite interesting
to prove for models in the condensation regime.
Beyond the immediate context of random csps, understanding the condensation transition may deepen
our understanding of the stochastic block model, a model for random networks with underlying community
structure. Here again ideas from statistical physics have played an important role [DKMZ11]. A great deal
is now known rigorously for the case of two blocks [Mas14, MNS15], where there is no condensation regime.
For models with more than two blocks, however, it is predicted that the condensation can occur, and may
define a regime where detection is information-theoretically possible but computationally intractable.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Amir Dembo, Jian Ding, Andrea Montanari, and Lenka Zdeborova´
for helpful conversations. We thank Youngtak Sohn for pointing out some errors in a previous draft. We
also wish to acknowledge the hospitality of the Simons Institute at Berkeley where part of this work was
completed.
2. Combinatorial model
In this section we formalize a combinatorial model of clusters, which allows us to rigorously lower bound the
tilted cluster partition function (4). We begin by reviewing the (standard) graphical depiction of nae-sat.
A not-all-equal-sat (nae-sat) problem instance is naturally represented by a “bipartite factor graph” G , as
follows. The vertex set of G is partitioned into a set V “ tv1, . . . , vnu of variables and a set F “ ta1, . . . , amu
of clauses; we then have a set E of edges joining variables to clauses. For each edge e P E we write vpeq for the
incident variable, and apeq for the incident clause; and we assign an edge literal Le P t0, 1u to indicate whether
vpeq participates affirmatively (Le “ 0) or negatively (Le “ 1) in apeq. We define all edges to have length
one-half, so two variables v ‰ v1 lie at unit distance if and only if they appear in the same clause. Throughout
this paper we denote G ” pV, F,Eq for the bipartite graph without edge literals, and G ” pV, F,E, Lq ” pG, Lq
for the nae-sat instance.
Formally we regard the edges E as a permutation, as follows. Each variable v P V has incident half-edges
δv, while each clause a P F has incident half-edges δa. Write δV for the labelled set of all variable-incident
half-edges, and δF for the labelled set of all clause-incident half-edges; we require that |δV | “ |δF | “ `.
Then any permutation m of r`s ” t1, . . . , `u defines E by defining a matching between δV and δF . Note that
any permutation of r`s is permitted, so multi-edges can occur. In this paper we assume that the graph is
pd, kq-regular: each variable has d incident edges, and each clause has k incident edges, so |E| “ nd “ mk. A
random k-nae-sat instance is given by G “ pV, F,E, Lq where |V | “ n, |F | “ m, E is given by a uniformly
random permutation m of rnds, and L is a uniformly random sample from t0, 1uE . We write P and E for
probability and expectation over the law of G .
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Definition 2.1 (solutions and clusters). A solution of the nae-sat problem instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq is any
assignment x P t0, 1uV such that for all a P F , pLe ‘ xvpeqqePδa is neither identically 0 nor identically 1. Let
SOLpG q Ď t0, 1uV denote the set of all solutions of G , and define a graph on SOLpG q by connecting any pair
of solutions at unit Hamming distance. The (maximal) connected components of the SOLpG q graph are the
solution clusters, hereafter denoted CLpG q.
The aim of this section is to establish that (under a certain restriction) the nae-sat solution clusters can be
represented by a combinatorial model of what we will term “colorings.” We will describe the correspondence
in a few stages. Informally, the progression is given by
nae-sat solution clusters γ Ø frozen configurations xØ
Ø warning configurations y Ø message configurations τ Ø colorings σ. (16)
Each step of (16) is formalized below. As mentioned previously, the key feature of the last model is that the
size of a cluster γ can be easily read off from its corresponding coloring σ, as a product of local functions. Some
steps of the correspondence (16) appear in existing literature (see [Par02, BMZ05, MMW07, MM09, DSS14])
but we present them here in detail for completeness.
2.1. Frozen and warning configurations. We introduce a new value f (free), and adopt the convention
0‘ f ” f ” 1‘ f. For l ě 1 and x P t0, 1, ful let Inaepxq be the indicator that x is neither identically 0 nor
identically 1. Given an nae-sat instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq and an assignment x P t0, 1, fuV , denote
Inaepx;G q ”
ź
aPF
InaeppLe ‘ xvpeqqePδaq .
By Definition 2.1, an nae-sat solution is an assignment x P t0, 1uV satisfying Inaepx;G q “ 1.
Definition 2.2 (frozen configurations). Given an nae-sat instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq, for any e P E let G ‘ 1e
denote the instance obtained by flipping the edge label Le to Le ‘ 1. We say that x P t0, 1, fuV is a valid
frozen configuration on G if (i) no nae-sat constraint is violated, meaning Inaepx;G q “ 1; and (ii) for all
v P V , xv takes a value in t0, 1u only when forced to do so, meaning there is some e P δv such that
Inaepx;G ‘ 1eq “ 0 . (17)
If no such e P δv exists then xv “ f.
It is well known that on any given G , every nae-sat solution x can be mapped to a frozen configuration
x “ xpxq via a “coarsening” or “whitening” procedure [Par02], as follows. Initialize x “ x. Then, whenever
xv P t0, 1u but there exists no e P δv such that (17) holds, update xv to f. Iterate until no further updates
can be made; the result is then a valid frozen configuration. Two nae-sat solutions x, x1 map to the same
frozen configuration x if and only if they lie in the same cluster γ P CLpG q. Thus, for any given G , we have a
well-defined mapping from clusters γ to frozen configurations x. This map is one-to-one but not necessarily
onto: for instance, the all-free assignment x ” f is always trivially a valid frozen configuration, but on many
instances G there is no solution cluster γ P CLpG q whose coarsening is x ” f. Since the aim is to lower bound
the clusters, the lack of surjectivity must be addressed. We will do so momentarily (Definition 2.4 below),
but first we review an useful alternative representation of frozen configurations:
Definition 2.3 (warning configurations). For the integers l ě 1, define functions 9Y : t0, 1, ful Ñ t0, 1, f, zu
and Yˆ : t0, 1, ful Ñ t0, 1, fu by
9Y pyˆq “
$’’&’’%
0 0 P tyˆiu Ď t0, fu;
1 1 P tyˆiu Ď t1, fu;
f tyˆiu “ f;
z otherwise.
Yˆ p 9yq “
$&%
0 t 9yiu “ t1u;
1 t 9yiu “ t0u;
f otherwise.
Denote M ” t0, 1, fu2. We write y PME if y “ pyeqePE where ye ” p 9ye, yˆeq PM . If edge e joins variable v
to clause a, then 9ye represents a “warning” along e from v to a, while yˆe represents a “warning” along e
from a to v. We say that y PME is a valid warning configuration on G if it satisfies the local equations
ye “ p 9ye, yˆeq “
´
9Y pyˆδvpeqzeq, Le ‘ Yˆ ppL‘ 9yqδapeqzeq
¯
(18)
for all e P E (with no 9ye “ z).
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It is well known that on any given G there is a natural bijection"
frozen configurations
x P t0, 1, fuV
*
ÐÑ
"
warning configurations
y PME
*
. (19)
In the forward direction, given a (valid) frozen configuration x, for any variable v and any edge e P δv such
that (17) holds, set yˆe “ xv P t0, 1u; then in all other cases set yˆe “ f. Then, having defined all the yˆe, the
9ye can only be defined by the local equations (18). One can check that the resulting assignment y PME is a
warning configuration. Conversely, given a warning configuration y, a frozen configuration x can be obtained
by setting xv “ 9Y pyˆδvq for all v.
2.2. Message configurations. We return to the question of surjectivity: does a given frozen configuration
x encode a (nonempty) solution cluster γ P CLpG q? We will now state an easy sufficient condition for this
to hold. The condition is not in general necessary, but we will show that it captures enough of the solution
space to deliver a sharp lower bound on the free energy.
Definition 2.4 (free cycles). Let x P t0, 1, fuV be a valid frozen configuration on G “ pV, F,E, Lq. We say
that a clause a P F is separating (with respect to x) if there exist e1, e2 P δa such that Le1 ‘ xvpe1q “ 0 while
Le2 ‘ xvpe2q “ 1. For instance, a forcing clause is also separating. A cycle in G is a sequence of edges
e1e2 . . . e2`´1e2`e1,
where, taking indices modulo 2`, it holds for each integer i that e2i´1 and e2i are distinct but share a clause,
while e2i and e2i`1 are distinct but share a variable. (In particular, if v is joined to a by two edges e1 ‰ e2,
then e1e2 forms a cycle.) We say the cycle in G is free (with respect to x) if all its variables are free and all
its clauses are non-separating.
Definition 2.5 (free trees). Let x be a frozen configuration on G “ pV, F,E, Lq that has no free cyces. Let
H be the subgraph of G induced by the free variables and non-separating clauses of x. Since x has no free
cycles, H must be a disjoint union of tree components t, which we term the free trees of x. For each t, let
T ” T ptq be the subgraph of G induced by t together with its incident variables. The subgraphs T (which
can contain cycles) will be termed the free pieces of x. Each free variable is covered by exactly one free piece.
In the simplest case, a free piece consists of a single free variable surrounded by d separating clauses.
Let us say that x P t0, 1uV extends x P t0, 1, fuV if xv “ xv for all v such that xv P t0, 1u. If x is a frozen
configuration on G with no free cycles, it is easy to extend x to valid nae-sat solutions x P t0, 1uV — we
simply extend x on each free tree t, since nae-sat on a tree is always solvable; the different free trees do not
interact. Let γ denote the set of all valid nae-sat solutions on G that extend x, and denote sizepxq ” |γ|.
Meanwhile, let Tpxq denote the set of all free pieces of x. For each T P Tpxq, let sizepx;T q denote the number
of valid nae-sat solutions on T that extend x|T . It follows from our discussion that γ P CLpG q with
|γ| “ sizepxq “
ź
TPTpxq
sizepx;T q . (20)
That is to say, the absence of free cycles is an easy sufficient condition for a frozen configuration to encode a
nonempty cluster; and it further ensures that the cluster has a relatively simple product structure (20). As
noted previously, the structure within each free piece T can be understood by dynamic programming (bp).
This is a well-known calculation (see e.g. [MM09, Ch. 14]) but we will review the details for our setting. To
this end, we first introduce a combinatorial model of “message configurations” which will map directly to
the natural bp variables.
Recall from Definition 2.3 that a warning configuration is denoted y PME where each ye ” p 9ye, yˆeq PM .
We denote a message configuration by τ PME where each τe “ p 9τe, τˆeq PM (for M to be defined below).
It will be convenient to let e indicate a directed edge, pointing from tail vertex tpeq to head vertex hpeq. If
e is the undirected version of e, then we denote
pye, τeq “
"p 9ye, 9τeq if tpeq is a variable;
pyˆe, τˆeq if tpeq is a clause.
We will make a definition such that τe either takes the value “‹” or is a bipartite factor tree. The tree is
unlabelled except that one vertex is distinguished as the root, and some edges are assigned 0 or 1 values as
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explained below. The root of τe is required to have degree one, and should be thought of as corresponding
to the head vertex hpeq.
In the context of message configurations τ , we use “0” or “1” to stand for the tree consisting of a single
edge which is labelled 0 or 1 and rooted at the endpoint corresponding to the head vertex — the root is the
incident clause in the case of 9τ , the incident variable in the case of τˆ . We use s to stand for the tree consisting
of a single unlabelled edge, rooted at the incident variable. Given a collection of rooted trees t1, . . . , t` whose
roots o1, . . . , o` are all of the same type (either all variable or all clauses), we define t “ joinpt1, . . . , t`q by
identifying all the oi as a single vertex o, then adding an edge which joins o to a new vertex o
1. The vertex o
has the same type (variable or clause) as the oi; and the vertex o
1 is assigned the opposite type and becomes
the root of t.
Definition 2.6 (message configurations). Start with 9M0 ” t0, 1, ‹u and Mˆ0 ” ∅, and suppose inductively
that 9Mt, Mˆt have been defined. For τˆ P pMˆtqd´1 and 9τ P p 9Mtqk´1, let us abbreviate tτˆiu ” tτˆ1, . . . , τˆk´1u
and t 9τiu ” t 9τ1, . . . , 9τd´1u. Define
9T pτˆq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
0 0 P tτˆiu Ď Mˆtzt1u;
1 1 P tτˆiu Ď Mˆtzt0u;
z t0, 1u Ď tτˆiu;
‹ ‹ P tτˆiu Ď Mˆtzt0, 1u;
jointτˆiu tτˆiu Ď Mˆtzt0, 1, ‹u;
Tˆ p 9τq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
0 t 9τiu “ t1u;
1 t 9τiu “ t0u;
s t0, 1u Ď t 9τiu;
‹ t0, 1u Ę t 9τiu and ‹ P t 9τiu;
joint 9τiu otherwise.
Then, for t ě 0, define recursively Mˆt`1 ” Mˆt Y Tˆ rp 9Mtqk´1s and 9Mt`1 ” 9Mt Y 9T rpMˆt`1qd´1sztzu. Then let
9M be the union of all the 9Mt, let Mˆ be the union of all the Mˆt, and let M “ 9M ˆ Mˆ . On G “ pV, F,E, Lq,
the assignment τ PME is a valid message configuration if (i) it satisfies the local equations
τe “ p 9τe, τˆeq “
´
9T pτˆ δvpeqzeq, Le ‘ Tˆ ppL‘ 9τqδapeqzeq
¯
(21)
for all e P E (with no 9τe “ z), and (ii) if one element of t 9τe, τˆeu equals ‹ then the other element is in t0, 1u.
In (21), we take the convention that Le ‘ f “ f and Le ‘ ‹ “ ‹, and if τ is a tree with labels then Le ‘ τ is
defined by applying Le ‘ ¨ entrywise to all labels of τ .
Suppose x is a frozen configuration on G , and let y be its corresponding warning configuration from (19).
Given y, we define τ in four stages:
1. If 9ye P t0, 1u then set 9τe “ 9ye; likewise if yˆe P t0, 1u then set τˆe “ yˆe.
2. If pL‘ 9yqδapeqze has both 0 and 1 entries, then set τˆe “ s.
3. Apply the local equations (21) recursively to define 9τe, τˆe wherever possible.
4. Lastly, if any 9τe or τˆe remains undefined, then set it to ‹.
An example with ‹ messages is given in Figure 1.
1
1 1
0
0 0
9τ “ ‹τˆ “
‹
9τ “ ‹ τˆ “
‹
τˆ “
09τ “
1
τˆ “
1 9τ “
0
9τ “ 1
τˆ “ ‹
τˆ “ ˝
9τ “ 0
Figure 1. Example of how ‹ messages can arise in the mapping from y to τ (Section 2.2). The figure shows a
subgraph of G with variables indicated by circle nodes, clauses by square nodes, and edges by lines. All edges in
the figure are assumed to have label Le “ 0. All variables shown are frozen to 0 or 1, and all clauses shown are
separating. To avoid clutter we did not label the edges with the warnings ye; instead, each variable v is labeled
with its frozen configuration spin xv, according to the xØ y bijection (19). The clauses force the variables along
a directed cycle, resulting in ‹ values in the final τ . (Note also that y can be recovered from τ by changing ‹ to f;
cf. Lemma 2.7.)
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Lemma 2.7. The mapping described above defines a bijection"
frozen configurations x P t0, 1, fuV
without free cycles
*
ÐÑ
"
message configurations
τ PME
*
.
Proof. Let x P t0, 1, fuV be a frozen configuration on G “ pV, F,E, Lq without free cycles, and let y PME
be the warning configuration which corresponds to x via (19). We first check that the mapping y ÞÑ τ ,
as described above, gives a message configuration which is valid, i.e., satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of
Definition 2.6. In the first stage, the mapping procedure sets 9τe “ 9ye whenever 9ye P t0, 1u, and τˆe “ yˆe
whenever yˆe P t0, 1u. One can argue by induction that the rest of the procedure does not create any additional
0 or 1 messages, so that in the final configuration the t0, 1u values of τ will match those of y. The second
and third stages of the procedure are clearly consistent with the local equations (21). Note in particular that
the third stage does not produce any 9τe “ z message, because it would contradict the assumption that y is a
valid warning configuration; it also does not produce any ‹ message. All ‹ messages are created in the fourth
stage, and this is clearly consistent with the mapping of ‹ messages under 9T and Tˆ . This concludes the
proof that τ satisfies condition (i) of Definition 2.6. To check condition (ii), suppose τe “ ‹, and let f denote
the reversal of e. From the above construction, it must be that ye “ f and τe1 “ ‹ for some e1 that points
to the tail vertex tpeq but does not equal f. Consequently e must belong to a directed cycle e1e2 . . . e2ke1
with all the τei equal to ‹. Whenever e points from a separating clause a to free variable v, we must have
τe “ s. As a result, if all the variables along the cycle are free, then none of the clauses can be separating,
contradicting the assumption that x has no free cycles. Therefore some variable v on the cycle must take
value xv P t0, 1u, and by relabelling we may assume v “ tpe1q. Let fi denote the reversal of ei: since xv ‰ f
but ye1 “ f, it must be that yf1 “ xv. This means that the clause a “ hpe1q “ tpf1q is forcing to v, so in
particular yf2 P t0, 1u. Continuing in this way we see that yfi P t0, 1u for all i, and it follows that τ satisfies
condition (ii), and so is a valid message configuration.
The mapping from y to τ is clearly injective. To see that it is surjective, let τ be any valid message
configuration. Projecting 9M zt0, 1u ÞÑ f and Mˆ zt0, 1u ÞÑ f yields a valid warning configuration y, which in
turn maps to a valid frozen configuration x. It remains then to check that x has no free cycles. Indeed,
along a free cycle, all the warnings (in either direction) must be f. This means none of the messages can
be in t0, 1u, and as a result none of the messages can be ‹, by condition (ii) of Definition 2.6. This means
all the messages must be in 9M zt0, 1, ‹u or Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u. Suppose in one direction of the cycle we have the
directed edges e1e2 . . . e2ke1. By definition of 9T and Tˆ , τei is a proper subtree of τei`1 for all i, with indices
modulo 2k. Going around the cycle we find that τe1 is a proper subtree of τe2k`1 “ τe1 , which gives the
contradiction. 
2.3. Bethe formula. We now describe the dynamic programming (bp) calculation which will ultimately
take a message configuration τ and evaluate a product of local functions to compute the size of its associated
cluster. The first step is to define the dynamic programming variables; these will formalize the measures
m which were introduced previously in (6). Recall that for l ě 1 and x P t0, 1, ful, we write Inaepxq for the
indicator that the entries of x are not identically 0 or identically 1.
Definition 2.8. Recall that message configuration spins belong to the space M “ 9M ˆ Mˆ (Definition 2.6).
Let Ppt0, 1uq denote the space of probability measures on t0, 1u. Define the mappings 9m : 9M ÑPpt0, 1uq
and mˆ : Mˆ ÑPpt0, 1uq as follows. For 9τ P t0, 1u let 9mp 9τq be the unit measure supported on 9τ . Likewise, for
τˆ P t0, 1u let mˆpτˆq be the unit measure supported on τˆ . For 9τ P 9M zt0, 1, ‹u or τˆ P Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u we let 9mp 9τq
and mˆpτˆq be recursively defined: if 9τ “ 9T pτˆ1, . . . , τˆd´1q where no τˆj “ ‹, define
9zp 9τq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1u
d´1ź
i“1
rmˆpτˆiqspxq , r 9mp 9τqspxq ” 19zp 9τq
d´1ź
i“1
rmˆpτˆiqspxq . (22)
Note that τˆ1, . . . , τˆd´1 can be recovered from 9τ modulo permutation of the indices, so these quantities are
well-defined. We see inductively that for 9τ P 9M zt0, 1, ‹u, the normalizing factor 9zp 9τq is positive, and 9mp 9τq
is a nondegenerate probability measure on t0, 1u. Similarly, if τˆ P Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u equals Tˆ p 9τ1, . . . , 9τk´1q where
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none of the 9τi are ‹, then set
zˆpτˆq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1u
ÿ
9xPt0,1uk´1
Inaepx, 9xq
k´1ź
i“1
r 9mp 9τiqsp 9xiq “ 2´
k´1ź
i“1
r 9mp 9τiqsp0q ´
k´1ź
i“1
r 9mp 9τiqsp1q ,
rmˆpτˆqspxq ” 1
zˆpτˆq
ÿ
9xPt0,1uk´1
Inaepx, 9xq
k´1ź
i“1
r 9mp 9τiqsp 9xiq “ 1
zˆpτˆq
ˆ
1´
k´1ź
i“1
r 9mp 9τiqspxq
˙
. (23)
Again, we see inductively that for τˆ P Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u, the normalizing factor zˆpτˆq is positive, and mˆpτˆq is a
nondegenerate probability measure on t0, 1u. Finally, we will see below that for our purposes we can take
9mp‹q and mˆp‹q to be arbitrary nondegenerate probability measures on t0, 1u; we therefore define them both
to equal the uniform measure on t0, 1u.
Given a valid message configuration τ on G , define m “ pmeqePE where me ” p 9me, mˆeq with 9me ” 9mp 9τeq and
mˆe ” mˆpτˆeq. It follows from Definition 2.8 that m satisfies the following local consistency equations, which are
inherited from the equations (21) satisfied by τ , in combination with the above definitions (22) and (23). If
9τe ‰ ‹, then 9me is given by the equation
9mepxq “ 19zp 9τeq
ź
e1Pδvpeqze
mˆe1pxq (24)
for x P t0, 1u. Likewise, if τˆe ‰ ‹, then mˆe is given by the equation
mˆepxq “ 1
zˆpτˆeq
ÿ
9xδapeqPt0,1ud
1t 9xe “ xuInaepp 9x‘ Lqδapeqq
ź
e1Pδapeqze
9me1pxe1q (25)
for x P t0, 1u. The equations (24) and (25) are known as the bp equations. We now proceed to the calculation
of the cluster size (20). To this end, we define the local functions
ϕ¯p 9τ , τˆq ”
" ÿ
xPt0,1u
9mr 9τ spxq ¨ mˆrτˆ spxq
*´1
,
ϕˆlitp 9τ1, . . . , 9τkq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1uk
Inaepxq
kź
i“1
9mr 9τispxiq “ 1´
ÿ
xPt0,1u
kź
i“1
9mr 9τispxq “ zˆpTˆ pp 9τjqj‰iqqq
ϕ¯p 9τi, Tˆ pp 9τjqj‰iqq
,
9ϕpτˆ1, . . . , τˆdq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1u
dź
i“1
mˆrτˆispxq “ 9zp
9T ppτˆjqj‰iqqq
ϕ¯pτˆi, 9T ppτˆjqj‰iqq
, (26)
where the last identity in the last two lines holds for any choice of i. The bp calculation is summarized by
the following:
Lemma 2.9. Suppose on G “ pV, F,E, Lq that x is a frozen configuration with no free cycles, and let τ be
its corresponding message configuration from Lemma 2.7. Let T P Tpxq be a free piece of x, and let t be the
free tree inside it. Then the number of nae-sat extensions of x|T on T is given by
sizepx;T q “
ź
vPV ptq
"
9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
ePδv
ϕ¯pτeq
* ź
aPF ptq
ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq (27)
where V ptq and F ptq denote respectively the variables and clauses in t. (An example calculation is worked
out in Figure 2.)
Proof. As we have mentioned before, this calculation is well known (see e.g. [MM09, Ch. 14]) but we will
review it here, beginning with a minor technical point. As noted in Definition 2.5, t is a tree but T has a
cycle wherever a variable v P T zt is joined by more than one edge to t. However, since x|T zt is t0, 1u-valued,
these cycles play no role in the question of extending x|T to a valid nae-sat assignment on T — one can
simply duplicate variables in T zt so that each one joins to t by exactly one edge. We may therefore assume
for the rest of the proof that all the free pieces T P Tpxq are acyclic.
For any T P Tpxq and any edge e P T , delete from T the edges δapeqze, and let 9Te denote the component
containing e in what remains, rooted at apeq. Likewise, delete from T the edges δvpeqze, and let Tˆe denote
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the component containing e in what remains, rooted at vpeq. For each variable w P 9Tezt, let x´w P t0, 1u be
the boolean sum of xw together with all the edge literals L on the path joining w to apeq in 9Te. Note then
that 9τe encodes the isomorphism class of 9Te, labelled with boundary data x´w (for all the variables w P 9Tezt).
A similar relation holds between τˆe and Tˆe. For each e P T , let 9sepx;xq count the number of valid nae-sat
assignments that extend x| 9Te on 9Te and take value x on vpeq. Let sˆepx;xq count the number of valid nae-sat
assignments that extend x|Tˆe on Tˆe and take value x on vpeq. Denote
9sepxq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1u
9sepx;xq , sˆepxq ”
ÿ
xPt0,1u
sˆepx;xq .
There are two boundary cases: if edge e joins a free variable in t to a separating clause in T zt, then we have
sˆep0;xq “ sˆep1;xq “ 1. If edge e instead joins a non-separating clause in t to a frozen variable in T zt, then
we have 9sepx;xq “ 1tx “ xvpequ. By induction started from these boundary cases we find that for all e P T ,
9mepxq “ 9sepx;xq9sepxq , mˆepxq “
sˆepx;xq
sˆepxq .
It follows that for any variable v P t, any clause a P t, and any edge e P T , we have the identities
sizepx;T q “ 9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
e1Pδv
sˆe1pxq “ ϕˆlitp 9τ δaq
ź
e1Pδa
9se1pxq “ 9sepxqsˆepxq
ϕ¯pτeq .
Combining the identities and rearranging gives (writing Eptq for the edges of t)ź
vPV ptq
"
9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
ePδv
ϕ¯pτeq
* ź
aPF ptq
ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq
“ sizepx;T q
|V ptq|`|F ptq|
sizepx;T q|Eptq| ¨
" ź
vPV ptq
ź
ePδvzt
9sepxq
sizepx;T q
*N" ź
aPF ptq
ź
ePδazt
9sepxq
*
.
For a P F ptq and e P δazt, the variable vpeq is frozen and so we have 9sepxq “ 1. For any v P V ptq and e P δvzt,
we have 9sepxq “ sizepx;T q. The tree t has Euler characteristic one. The right-hand side of the above equation
then simplifies to sizepx;T q, thereby proving the claim. 
1
1
f f
m “ p1, 37 q
m “ p 12 , 13 q, ϕ¯ “ 2
m “ p 13 , 12 q,
ϕ¯ “ 2
9ϕ “ 14
ϕˆlit “ 1
ϕˆlit “ 34
Figure 2. Example of correspondence (Lemma 2.7) between frozen and message configurations. Variables are
indicated by circle nodes, clauses by square nodes, and edges by lines. The graph formed by the wavy lines is a
free piece T , with the free tree t in green and T zt in blue (Definition 2.5). Each variable v is labelled with its
frozen configuration spin value xv P t0, 1, fu. The four separating clauses are indicated by filled black squares.
The message configuration is only partially shown, with the remaining values given by the obvious symmetries.
The clause-to-variable messages τˆ are shown in orange, and the variable-to-clause messages 9τ are shown in
purple. Each message is a tree, with root vertex shown as a filled node. The heavy orange and purple lines
indicate edges inside the messages that are labeled 1. For instance, the message coming up out of the bottom
variable is a tree consisting of a single edge, labelled 1 (indicated in the figure by a heavy purple line), rooted at
its incident clause. We then calculate on each edge the values m “ p 9mr 9τsp1q, mˆrτˆsp1qq, and use this to determine
the factors 9ϕ, ϕˆlit, ϕ¯. In this example, t has two free variables each with 9ϕ “ 1{4, four separating clauses each
with ϕˆlit “ 1, and one non-separating clause with ϕˆlit “ 3{4. There are six edges incident to t, each with ϕ¯ “ 2.
Multiplying all these factors together (Lemma 2.9) gives sizepx;T q “ 3. Indeed, in this small example it is easy to
see that there are exactly three nae-sat assignments extending the frozen configuration x on T , since the two free
variables cannot both take value 1, but the remaining three possibilities give valid nae-sat assignments.
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Corollary 2.10. Suppose on G “ pV, F,E, Lq that x is a frozen configuration with no free cycles, and let τ
be its corresponding message configuration from Lemma 2.7. Then the number of valid nae-sat extensions
of x is given by the product formula
sizepxq “
ź
vPV
9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq
ź
ePE
ϕ¯pτeq .
This identity holds as long as mˆp‹q and mˆp‹q are fixed nondegenerate probability measures on t0, 1u.
Proof. Let V 1 denote the set of free variables, and let E1 denote the set of all edges incident to V 1. Let F 1
the set of non-separating clauses. From (20) and Lemma 2.9 we have
sizepxq “
ź
TPTpxq
sizepx;T q “
ź
vPV 1
9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
aPF 1
ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq
ź
ePE1
ϕ¯pτeq . (28)
For any edge e P EzE1, the incident variable vpeq must lie in V zV 1, meaning xvpeq P t0, 1u. We now partition
EzE1 into the disjoint union of Er and Eb, as follows. Let Er be the set of edges e P EzE1 such that mˆe is
fully supported on xvpeq. Let Eb be the set of edges e P EzE1 such that mˆe is a nondegenerate measure on
t0, 1u; note that 9me must then be fully supported on xvpeq. Consider a clause a P F zF 1. If a is non-forcing,
then δaX Er “ ∅ and ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq “ 1. Otherwise, a is forcing in the direction of some edge e P δa, in
which case δaX Er “ teu and ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq “ 9mepxvpeqq “ 1{ϕ¯pτeq. We conclude for all a P F zF 1 that
ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaq
ź
ePδaXEr
ϕ¯pτeq “ 1 . (29)
For v P V zV 1, for all e P δv X Eb we have 9mepxvq “ 1 and so ϕ¯pτeq “ 1{mˆpxvq. Thus, for all v P V zV 1,
9ϕpτˆ δvq
ź
ePδvXEb
ϕ¯pτeq “ 1 . (30)
The identities (29) and (30) remain valid even for vertices incident to ‹ messages, as long as 9mp‹q and mˆp‹q are
fixed nondegenerate probability measures on t0, 1u. Combining the identities with (28) proves the claim. 
2.4. Colorings. We conclude this section by defining the coloring model, building on an encoding introduced
by [CP16a]. It is a simplification of the message configuration model (Definition 2.6) that takes advantage
of some of the cancellations ((29) and (30)) seen above. In short, following the notation of Corollary 2.10,
for edges in EzE1 it is not necessary to keep all the information of τe; instead, it suffices to keep track only
of whether e belongs to Er or Eb, along with the value of xvpeq P t0, 1u. The colorings encode precisely this
information. The resulting bijection between colorings and message configurations is the last step of (16).
Recall messages take values τ ” p 9τ , τˆq PM ” 9M ˆ Mˆ (Definition 2.6), and let tfu ĎM denote the subset
of values τ PM where we have both 9τ P 9M zt0, 1, ‹u and τˆ P Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u. Denote Ω ” tr0, r1, b0, b1u Y tfu.
Define a projection S : M Ñ Ω by
Spτq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
r0 τˆ “ 0;
r1 τˆ “ 1;
b0 τˆ ‰ 0 and 9τ “ 0;
b1 τˆ ‰ 1 and 9τ “ 1;
τ otherwise (meaning that τ P tfu).
(31)
(Note that Spτq P tr0, r1u includes the case 9τ “ ‹, and Spτq P tb0, b1u includes the case τˆ “ ‹.) We define
a partial inverse to S as follows. If σ P tfu then define τ ” τpσq ” σ ” p 9σ, σˆq. If σ “ rx for x P t0, 1u then
define τˆ ” τˆpσq ” x and leave 9τpσq undefined. If σ “ bx for x P t0, 1u then define 9τ ” 9τpσq ” x and leave
τˆpσq undefined. For σ P tr0, r1, b0, b1u we denote p 9σ, σˆq ” pσ, σq. The coloring model is the image of the
message configuration model under the projection S, formally given by the following:
Definition 2.11 (colorings). For σ P Ωd, abbreviate tσiu ” tσ1, . . . , σdu, and define
9Ipσq ”
$’’&’’%
1 r0 P tσiu Ď tr0, b0u;
1 r1 P tσiu Ď tr1, b1u;
1 tσiu Ď tfu, and 9σi “ 9T ppσˆjqj‰iq for all i;
0 otherwise.
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For σ P Ωk, abbreviate tσiu ” tσ1, . . . , σku, and define
Iˆ litpσq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
1 Di : σi “ r0 and tσjuj‰i “ tb1u;
1 Di : σi “ r1 and tσjuj‰i “ tb0u;
1 tb0, b1u Ď tσiu Ď tb0, b1u Y tσ P tfu : σˆ “ su;
1 tσiu Ď tb0u Y tfu, |tσiu X tfu| ě 2, and σˆi “ Tˆ pp 9τpσjqqj‰iq for all i where σi ‰ b0;
1 tσiu Ď tb1u Y tfu, |tσiu X tfu| ě 2, and σˆi “ Tˆ pp 9τpσjqqj‰iq for all i where σi ‰ b1;
0 otherwise.
(In the definition of Iˆ litpσq we used that if tσiu Ď tb0, b1u Y tfu, then 9τpσiq is defined for all i.) On an
nae-sat instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq, a configuration σ P ΩE is a valid coloring if 9Ipσδvq “ 1 for all v P V , and
Iˆ litppσ ‘ Lqδaq “ 1 for all a P F .
Lemma 2.12. On any given nae-sat instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq, we have a bijection"
message configurations
τ PME
*
ÐÑ
"
colorings
σ P ΩE
*
.
Proof. Given a valid message configuration τ , a valid coloring σ is obtained by coordinatewise application
of the projection map S from (31). In the other direction, given a valid coloring σ, let xv “ 0 if σδv has
any r0 entries, xv “ 1 if σδv has any r1 entries, and xv “ f otherwise. The resulting x P t0, 1, fuV is a valid
frozen configuration, and the argument of Lemma 2.7 implies that it has no free cycles. It then maps by
Lemma 2.7 to a valid message configuration τ , which completes the correspondence. 
Recall the definitions (26) of ϕ¯, ϕˆlit, and 9ϕ. For σ P Ωd, let
9Φpσq “
$&%
9ϕpσˆq 9Ipσq “ 1 and tσiu Ď tfu;
1 9Ipσq “ 1 and tσiu Ď tr0, r1, b0, b1u;
0 otherwise (meaning that 9Ipσq “ 0).
(Note if tσiu Ď tfu then σˆ “ τˆ and 9ϕpσˆq is well-defined.) For σ P Ωk, let
Φˆlitpσq “
$&%
ϕˆlitpp 9τpσiqqiq Iˆ litpσq “ 1 and tσiu Ď tb0, b1u Y tfu;
1 Iˆ litpσq “ 1 and tσiu X tr0, r1u ‰ ∅;
0 otherwise (meaning that Iˆ litpσq “ 0).
(32)
(Note if tσiu Ď tb1, b1u Y tfu then 9τpσiq is well-defined for all i.) Finally, let
Φ¯pσq “
"
ϕ¯pσq σ P tfu;
1 σ P tr0, r1, b0, b1u.
The following is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.9:
Lemma 2.13. Suppose on G “ pV, F,E, Lq that x is a frozen configuration with no free cycles. Let σ be the
coloring that corresponds to x by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.12. Then the number of valid nae-sat extensions of x
is given by sizepxq “ wlitG pσq where we define
wlitG pσq ”
ź
vPV
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPF
Φˆlitppσ ‘ Lqδaq
ź
ePE
Φ¯pσeq . (33)
Proof. This is a rewriting of (28). 
Definition 2.14 (T -colorings). If σ P tfu, then 9σ is a tree rooted at a clause a incident to a single edge epaq,
while σˆ is a tree rooted at a variable v incident to a single edge epvq. Glue 9σ and σˆ together by identifying
epaq with epvq, and let |σ| count the number of free variables in the resulting tree. Thus |σ| “ | 9σ| ` |σˆ| ´ 1
where | 9σ| is the number of free variables in the tree 9σ, and |σˆ| is the number of free variables in the tree σˆ.
If σ P Ωztfu “ tr0, r1, b0, b1u then define |σ| ” 0. If σ is a valid coloring on G “ pV, F,E, Lq, then |σe| must
be finite on every edge e P E, by Definition 2.11. For 0 ď T ď 8 define ΩT ” tσ P Ω : |σ| ď T u; we then call
σ a T -coloring if σe P ΩT for all e P E. Define Zλ,T to be the partition function of λ-tilted T -colorings,
Zλ,T ” Zλ,T pG q ”
ÿ
σPpΩT qE
wlitG pσqλ . (34)
Denote Zλ ” Zλ,8 and note that as T Ò 8 we have Zλ,T Ò Zλ,8 ” Zλ.
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Proposition 2.15. On an nae-sat instance G “ pV, F,E, Lq, recall CLpG q denotes the set of solution
clusters (connected components of SOLpG q), and define
Z¯λ ” Z¯λpG q ”
ÿ
γPCLpG q
|γ|λ . (35)
Then Z¯λ is lower bounded by Zλ, where Zλ is the increasing limit of Zλ,T as defined by (34).
Proof. On G , the colorings σ are in bijection (Lemma 2.12) with the message configurations τ , which in turn
are in bijection (Lemma 2.7) with the frozen configurations x that do not have free cycles. Each such frozen
configuration defines a distinct cluster γ P CLpG q, of size |γ| “ sizepxq “ wlitG pσq. The claimed inequality
directly follows. 
To summarize what we have obtained so far, note that the quantity Z¯λ of (35) is a formal definition of the
“λ-tilted cluster partition function” introduced in (4). In a sequence (16) of combinatorial mappings, we have
produced in (34) a mathematically well-defined quantity Zλ,T which lower bounds Z¯λ (Proposition 2.15),
and will be much more tractable thanks to the product formula for cluster sizes (Lemma 2.13). The lower
bound of Theorem 1 is based on the second moment method applied to Zλ,T . In preparation for the moment
calculation, we conclude the current section by discussing some simplifications obtained by averaging over
the literals of the nae-sat instance.
2.5. Averaging over edge literals. Our eventual purpose is to calculate EZλ,T and ErpZλ,T q2s, where E
is expectation over the nae-sat instance G . Recall that G “ pG, Lq where G “ pV, F,Eq is the graph without
the edge literals L. Then EZλ,T “ EpEpZλ,T |Gqq where
EpZλ,T |Gq “
ÿ
σPpΩT qE
EpwlitG pσqλ |Gq .
For any l ě 1 and any function g : t0, 1ul Ñ R, let Elitg denote the average value of gpLq over all L P t0, 1ul.
For any σ P ΩE , we have EpwlitG pσqλ |Gq “ wGpσqλ where (compare (33))
wGpσq ”
ź
vPV
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPF
Φˆpσδaq
ź
ePE
Φ¯pσeq , Φˆpσq ”
´
ElitrΦˆpσ ‘ Lqλs
¯1{λ
(36)
— that is to say, even after averaging over L, the contribution of each σ P ΩE is still given by a product
formula. This means that EpZλ,T |Gq is the partition function of a “factor model”:
Definition 2.16 (factor model). On a bipartite graph G “ pV, F,Eq, the factor model specified by g ” p 9g, gˆ, g¯q
is the probability measure νG on configurations ξ PX E defined by
νGpξq “ 1
Z
ź
vPV
9gpξδvq
ź
aPF
gˆpξδaq
ź
ePE
g¯pξeq,
with Z the normalizing constant.
A further observation is that for G “ pG, Lq and σ P ΩE , as we go over all possibilities of L while keeping
G fixed, the weight wlitG pσq (the size of the cluster encoded by σ on G , as given by (33)) does not take more
than one positive value. In other words, we can extract the cluster size without referring to the edge literals.
The precise statement is as follows:
Lemma 2.17. The function Φˆlit of (32) can be factorized as Φˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ Iˆ litpσ ‘ LqFˆ pσq for
Fˆ pσq ”
$&% 1 σ P tr0, r1, b0, b1u
k,
zˆpσˆjq
ϕ¯pσjq σ P Ω
k with σj P tfu.
As a consequence, the function of (36) satisfies Φˆpσqλ “ vˆpσqFˆ pσqλ where vˆpσq ” ElitrIˆ litpσ ‘ Lqs.
Proof. For σ P Ωk abbreviate tσiu ” tσ1, . . . , σku. If tσiu Ď tr0, r1, b0, b1u, then the definition (32) implies
Φˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lq for all L, so the factorization holds with Fˆ pσq ” 1. If tσiu nontrivially intersects
both tr0, r1u and tfu, then Φˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lq “ 0 for all L, so we can set Fˆ pσq arbitrarily. It re-
mains to consider the case where tσiu nontrivially intersects tfu but does not intersect tr0, r1u. Recalling
the discussion around (31), this means that 9τi ” 9τpσiq P 9M zt‹u is well-defined for all i — if σi P tfu then
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9τi “ 9σi P 9M zt0, 1, ‹u, and if σi “ bx then 9τi “ x P t0, 1u. Following (21), given any L P t0, 1uk, let us define
τˆL,i ” Li ‘ Tˆ pp 9τj ‘ Ljqj‰iq. If Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lq “ 1, then it follows from (23), (26), and (32) that
Φˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ ϕˆlitp 9τ ‘ Lq “
ÿ
xPt0,1uk
Inaepx‘ Lq
kź
j“1
r 9mp 9τjqspxjq
“ zˆpτˆL,iq
ÿ
xi
r 9mp 9τiqspxiq ¨ rmˆpτˆL,iqspxiq “ zˆpτˆL,iq
ϕ¯p 9τi, τˆL,iq . (37)
We will have Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lq “ 1 if and only if it holds for all 1 ď i ď k that τˆL,i is compatible with σi, in the
sense that Sp 9τi, τˆL,iq “ σi. In particular, if σi P tfu (and we assumed σ has at least one such entry), we
must have p 9τi, τˆL,iq “ p 9σi, σˆiq. It follows that for any σ P Ωk having at least one entry in tfu, we can define
Fˆ pσq ” zˆpσˆiq{ϕ¯pσiq for any i where σi P tfu. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.18. On a bipartite graph G “ pV, F,Eq, suppose σ P ΩE satisfies 9Ipσδvq “ 1 for all v P V . Then,
for G “ pG, Lq, it follows from (33) that
wlitG pσq “
"ź
aPF
Iˆ litppσ ‘ Lqδaq
*
WGpσq , WGpσq ”
ź
vPV
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPF
Fˆ pσδaq
ź
ePE
Φ¯pσeq .
Combining with (36) gives, with vˆ as defined by Lemma 2.17,
wGpσqλ “ pGpσqWGpσqλ , pGpσq ” E
„ź
aPF
Iˆ litppσ ‘ Lqδaq
ˇˇˇˇ
G

“
ź
aPF
vˆpσδaq .
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 2.17. 
In the notation of Definition 2.16, the conditional first moment EpZλ,T |,Gq is the partition function of the
factor model with specification p 9Φ, Φˆ, Φ¯qλ restricted to the alphabet ΩT . Similarly, the conditional second
moment ErpZλ,T q2 |Gs is the partition function of the factor model on the alphabet pΩT q2 with specification
p 9Φ2, Φˆ2, Φ¯2qλ, where 9Φ2 ” 9Φb 9Φ, Φ¯2 ” Φ¯b Φ¯, and for any σ ” pσ1, σ2q P Ω2k we have
Φˆ2pσq ”
ˆ
Elit
”
Φˆlitpσ1 ‘ LqλΦˆlitpσ2 ‘ Lqλ
ı˙1{λ
“ vˆ2pσq1{λpFˆ b Fˆ qpσq ,
for vˆ2pσq ” ElitrIˆ litpσ1 ‘ LqIˆ litpσ1 ‘ Lqs (by Corollary 2.18). We emphasize that Φˆ, Φˆ2 both depend on λ,
although we suppress it from the notation. Moreover, Φˆ2 ‰ Φˆb Φˆ since σ1 and σ2 are coupled through their
interaction with the same literals L P t0, 1uk. Lastly, we have written σ in the first moment and σ ” pσ1, σ2q
in the second moment — this is a deliberate abuse of notation, which allows us to treat the two cases in a
unified manner. To distinguish the cases we shall refer to the “first-moment” or “single-copy” model, versus
the “second-moment” or “pair” model. We turn next to the analysis of these models.
3. Proof outline
Having formally set up our combinatorial model of nae-sat solution clusters (Section 2), we now give a
more detailed outline for the (first and second) moment calculation that proves the lower bound of Theorem 1.
(As we mentioned before, the upper bound of Theorem 1 is proved by an interpolation argument which builds
on prior results in spin glass theory [FL03, PT04, BGT13]. It does not involve the combinatorial model or
the moment method, and is deferred to Appendix E.)
3.1. Empirical measures and moments. We use standard multi-index notations in what follows — in
particular, for any ordered sequence z “ pz1, . . . , zlq of nonnegative integers summing to n, we denoteˆ
n
z
˙
” n!
N lź
i“1
zi! .
If pi is any nonnegative measure on a discrete space, write Hppiq “ ´xpi, lnpiy for its Shannon entropy. It
follows from Stirling’s formula that for any fixed pi, in the limit nÑ8 we haveˆ
n
npi
˙
— exptnHppiqu
np| supppi|´1q{2
.
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On a bipartite graph G, we will summarize colorings σ according to some “local statistics,” as follow:
Definition 3.1 (empirical measures). Given a bipartite graph G “ pV, F,Eq and σ P ΩE , define
9Hp 9σq “ |tv P V : σδv “ 9σu|{|V | for 9σ P Ωd,
Hˆpσˆq “ |ta P F : σδa “ σˆu|{|F | for σˆ P Ωk,
H¯pσq “ |te P E : σe “ σu|{|E| for σ P Ω;
The triple H ” HpG, σq ” p 9H, Hˆ, H¯q is the empirical measure of σ on G.
Recall from (36) that wGpσqλ is the contribution to EpZλ |Gq from σ P ΩE . We saw in Corollary 2.18
that wGpσqλ “ pGpσqWGpσqλ where pGpσq is the probability (conditional on G) that σ is a valid coloring on
pG, Lq; and WGpσq is the size of the cluster encoded if σ is valid. Now all these quantities can be expressed
solely in terms of H “ HpG, σq: we have pGpσq “ exppnvpHqq and WGpσq “ exppnspHqq where
vpHq ” pd{kqxln vˆ, Hˆy “ pd{kq
ÿ
σPΩk
Hˆpσq ln vˆpσq ,
spHq ” xln 9Φ, 9Hy ` pd{kqxln Fˆ , Hˆy ` dxln Φ¯, H¯y .
Given G “ pG, Lq, let Zλ,T pHq be the contribution to Zλ,T from colorings σ P pΩT qE such that HpG, σq “ H.
In what follows we will often suppress the dependence on λ and T , and write simply Z ” Zλ,T .
Definition 3.2 (simplex). For d, k, T fixed, the simplex of empirical measures is the space ∆ ” ∆pT q of
triples H ” p 9H, Hˆ, H¯q satisfyng the following conditions: 9H is a probability measure supported within the
set of σ P pΩT qd such that 9Ipσq “ 1; Hˆ is a probability measure supported within the set of σ P pΩT qk such
that vˆpσq is positive; and both 9H and Hˆ must have marginal H¯, that is,
1
d
ÿ
σPΩd
9Hpσq
dÿ
i“1
1tσi “ σu “ H¯pσq “ 1
k
ÿ
σPΩk
Hˆpσq
kÿ
j“1
1tσj “ σu (38)
for all σ P Ω. It follows that H¯ is a probability measure supported on ΩT .
It follows from Corollary 2.18 that if E is expectation over a pd, kq-regular nae-sat instance on n variables,
then EZpHq is positive if and only if H P ∆ and pn 9H,mHˆq is integer-valued. For such H, it follows from
the definition of the random regular nae-sat graph that
EZpHq “
„"ˆ
n
n 9H
˙ˆ
m
mHˆ
˙Nˆ
nd
ndH¯
˙*
exptnvpHqu

¨ exptnλspHqu . (39)
In (39), the first factor (in square brackets) is the expected number EZλ“0,T of valid colorings with empirical
profile H. The remaining factor exptnλspHqu is explained by the fact that any such coloring encodes a cluster
of size exptnspHqu. By Stirling’s formula, in the limit nÑ8 (with T fixed),
EZλ“0,T — exptnrHp
9Hq ` pd{kqHpHˆq ´ dHpH¯q ` vpHqsu
n℘pHq{2
” exptnΣpHqu
n℘pHq{2
where ℘pHq ” | supp 9H| ` | supp Hˆ| ´ | supp H¯| ´ 1, and the exponential rate ΣpHq is a formal analogue of
the “cluster complexity” function Σpsq appearing in (3). In analogy with (5) we let F ” Fλ,T be defined by
F pHq ” ΣpHq ` λspHq. Then altogether we have
EZpHq —
ˆ
exptnΣpHqu
n℘pHq{2
˙
exptnλspHqu “ exptnF pHqu
n℘pHq{2
. (40)
Note that — hides a dependence on T , since we keep T fixed throughout our moment analysis.
3.2. Outline of first moment. For any subset of empirical measures H Ď ∆, we write σ P H to indicate
that HpG, σq P H, and write ZpHq ” Zλ,T pHq for the contribution to Zλ,T from colorings σ P H. It then
follows from (40) that
EZpHq “
ÿ
HPH
EZpHq “ nOp1q exp
!
nmaxtF pHq : H P Hu
)
.
Therefore, calculating the first moment EZ essentially reduces to the problem of maximizing F over ∆. The
physics theory suggests that F is uniquely maximized at a point H‹ P ∆ which is given explicitly in terms
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of a replica symmetric fixed point for the λ-tilted T -coloring model. (Recall from Section 1.5 that in the
original nae-sat model, the replica symmetric fixed point was described by the measure m “ unifpt0, 1uq. In
the coloring model, with spins σ ” p 9σ, σˆq P ΩT , the replica symmetric fixed point will be characterized by a
measure 9q on the space ΩT of possible values for 9σ.)
There are several obstacles to the rigorous moment computation. From a physics perspective, the replica
symmetric fixed point of the λ-tilted coloring model at T “ 8 is equivalent to the fixed point described
by Proposition 1.2, which was used to define the 1rsb prediction (11). Mathematically, however, we work
with T finite so that ∆ has finite dimension and ℘pHq is defined. Therefore we need to explicitly construct
a replica symmetric fixed point at finite T , and use it to define H‹ “ Hλ,T P ∆ (Definition 5.6 below).
We must then take T Ñ8 and show that the limit matches the fixed point of Proposition 1.2, so that
F pH‹q “ Fλ,T pHλ,T q converges as T Ñ8 the 1rsb prediction (11). The construction of the fixed point at
finite T is stated in Proposition 5.5 below, and proved in Appendix A. The correspondence with (11) in the
T “ 8 limit is stated in Proposition 3.13 below, and proved in Appendix B.
A more difficult problem is to show that F is in fact maximized at H‹. The function F is generally not
convex, and must be optimized over a space ∆ whose dimension grows with d, k, T . Moreover, an analogous
but even more difficult optimization must be solved to compute the second moment EpZ2q. The main part
of this analysis is carried out in Sections 4 and 5. In the remainder of this section we make some preparatory
calculations and explain how the pieces will be fit together to prove the main result Theorem 1. First, in
view of the result of [DSS14] (see Remark 1.1), we restrict consideration to the regime
p2k´1 ´ 2q ln 2 ” αlbd ď d ď αubd ” 2k´1 ln 2 . (41)
In this regime, we make a priori estimates to show that the optimal H satisfy some basic restrictions.
Abbreviate tru ” tr0, r1u, recall tfu ” Ωztr0, r1, b0, b1u, and let
N˝ ”
"
H P ∆ : maxtH¯pfq, H¯prqu ď 7
2k
*
, N “
"
H P N˝ : }H ´H‹} ď 1
n1{3
*
Ď N˝ , (42)
where } ¨ } denotes the `1 norm throughout this paper. We next show that empirical measures H R N˝ give
a negligible contribution to the first moment:
Lemma 3.3. For k ě k0, α ” d{k satisfying (41), and 0 ď λ ď 1, EZp∆zN˝q is exponentially small in n.
Proof. Let Zf count the nae-sat solutions x P t0, 1uV which map — via coarsening and the bijection (16)
— to warning configurations y with more than 7{2k fraction of edges e such that 9ye “ yˆe “ f. Similarly, let
Zr count nae-sat solutions x mapping to warning configurations y with more than 7{2k fraction of edges e
such that yˆe P t0, 1u. It follows from Proposition 2.15 that for any 0 ď λ ď 1 we have Zp∆zN˝q ď Zf ` Zr.
For α satisfying (41), EZf is exponentially small in n by [DSS14, Propn. 2.2]. As for Zr, let us say that
an edge e P E is blocked under x P t0, 1uV if Le ‘ xvpeq “ 1‘ Le1 ‘ xvpe1q for all e1 P δapeqze. Note that if x
maps to y, the only possibility for ye P tr0, r1u is that e was blocked under x. (The converse need not hold.)
If we condition on x being a valid nae-sat solution, then each clause contains a blocking edge independently
with chance θ “ 2k{p2k ´ 2q; note also that a clause can contain at most one blocking edge. It follows that
EZr ď pEZqP
ˆ
Binpm, θq ě 7nd{2k
˙
.
This is exponentially small in n by a Chernoff bound together with the trivial bound EZ ď 2n. 
We assume throughout what follows that k ě k0, α satisfies (41), and 0 ď λ ď 1. In this regime, Lemma 3.3
tells us that maxtF pHq : H R N˝u is negative. On the other hand, we shall assume that the global maximum
of F is nonnegative, since otherwise EZ is exponentially small in n and there is nothing to prove. From this
we have that any maximizer H of F must lie in N˝. In Sections 4 and 5 we develop a more refined analysis
to solve the optimization problem for F restricted to N˝:
Proposition 3.4 (proved in Section 5). Assuming the global maximum of F is nonnegative, the unique
maximizer of F is an explicitly characterized point H‹ in the interior of N˝. Moreover, there is a positive
constant  “ pk, λ, T q so that for all }H ´H‹} ď  we have F pHq ď F pH‹q ´ }H ´H‹}2.
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A consequence of the above is that we can compute the first moment of Z up to constant factors. In the
following, let 9℘ ” 9℘pT q count the number of d-tuples σ P pΩT qd for which 9Ipσq ą 0. Let ℘ˆ ” ℘ˆpT q count the
number of k-tuples σ P pΩT qk for which vˆpσq ą 0. Let ℘¯ ” |ΩT |, and denote ℘ ” 9℘` ℘ˆ´ ℘¯´ 1. Recall from
(42) the definition of N.
Corollary 3.5. The coloring partition function Z ” Zλ,T has first moment EZ — exptnF pH‹qu. Moreover
the expectation is dominated by N in the sense that EZpNq “ p1´ op1qqEZ.
Proof. Define the ℘¯ˆ 9℘ matrix 9M with entries
9Mpσ1, σq ”
dÿ
i“1
1tσi “ σ1u , σ1 P ΩT and σ P pΩT qd X psupp 9Iq .
Similarly define the ℘¯ˆ ℘ˆ matrix Mˆ with entries
Mˆpσ1, σq “
kÿ
i“1
1tσi “ σ1u , σ1 P ΩT and σ P pΩT qk X psupp vˆq .
Lastly define the ℘¯ˆ p 9℘` ℘ˆq matrix M ” ` 9M ´Mˆ˘. It follows from the discussion after Definition 3.2
that EZpHq is positive if and only if (i) 9H and Hˆ are nonnegative; (ii) x1, 9Hy “ 1; (iii) pk 9H, dHˆq lies in the
kernel of M ; and (iv) pn 9H,mHˆq is integer-valued. Conditions (i)–(iii) are equivalent to H P ∆. One can
verify that the matrix M is of full rank, from which it follows that the space of vectors p 9H, Hˆq satisfying the
conditions (ii) and (iii) has dimension ℘. In Lemma 4.4 we will show that M satisfies a stronger condition,
which implies that the space of p 9H, Hˆq satisfying (ii)–(iv) is an affine transformation of pn´1Zq℘, where the
coefficients of the transformation are uniformly bounded. Then, by substituting the result of Proposition 3.4
in to (40), we conclude
EZ —
ÿ
zPpn´1Zq℘
exptnrF pH‹q ´Θp}z}2qsu
n℘{2
— exptnF pH‹qu
Empirical measures H R N correspond to vectors z P pn´1Zq℘ with norm }z} ě n´1{3. These give a negligible
contribution to the above sum which proves the second claim EZpNq “ p1´ op1qqEZ. 
3.3. Outline of second moment. By a similar calculation as above, calculating the second moment EpZ2q
reduces to the problem of maximizing a function F2 ” F2,λ,T over a space ∆2 of pair empirical measures.
In fact we will calculate the second moment not of Z itself, but rather of a more restricted random variable
S ď Z, defined below. This leads to a more tractable analysis, as we now explain.
Concretely, ∆2 is the space of triples H “ p 9H, Hˆ, H¯q satisfying the following conditions: 9H is a probability
measure on pΩT q2d X psupp 9Iq2, Hˆ is a probability measure on pΩT q2d X psupp vˆ2q, and H¯ is a probability
measure on pΩT q2 which can be obtained from both 9H and Hˆ as the edge marginal (38). Repeating the
derivation of (40) in the second moment setting, we have the following. For any H P ∆2, the expected
number of valid coloring pairs pσ, σ1q P pΩT q2E of type H is
EpZλ“0,T q2pHq — exptnrHp
9Hq ` pd{kqHpHˆq ´ dHpH¯q ` v2pHqsu
n℘pHq{2
” exptnΣ2pHqu
n℘pHq{2
Given a pair empirical measure H P ∆2, take the marginal on the first element of the pair to define the
first-copy marginal H1 P ∆; define likewise the second-copy marginal H2 P ∆. The contribution to Z2 from
any valid pair is given by exptnλs2pHqu where s2pHq ” spH1q ` spH2q. Thus F2 is given explicitly by
EZ2pHq — exptnF2pHqu
n℘pHq{2
” exptnrΣ2pHq ` λs2pHqsu
n℘pHq{2
. (43)
In view of Corollary 3.5, it would suffice for our purposes to calculate the second moment of ZpNq rather
than Z, which amounts to maximizing F2 on the restricted set
N2 ”
!
H P ∆2 : H1 P N and H2 P N
)
.
Following [CP16a] we can simplify the analysis by a further restriction, as follows:
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Definition 3.6 (separability). If σ, σ1 are valid colorings on G , define their separation seppσ, σ1q to be the
fraction of variables where their corresponding frozen configurations (from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.12) differ.
Write σ1 ě σ if the frozen configuration of σ1 has more free variables than that of σ. We say that a coloring
is separable if σ P N (recall this means HpG, σq P N) and
|tσ1 P N : σ1 ě σ and seppσ, σ1q R Iseu| ď exptplnnq4u,
where Ise ” rp1´ k4{2k{2q{2, p1` k4{2k{2q{2s and it is implicit that both σ, σ1 must both be valid on G . Let
S ” Sλ,T be the contribution to ZpNq from separable colorings.
Proposition 3.7 (proved in Appendix D). The first moment is dominated by separable colorings in the sense
that ES “ p1´ op1qqEZpNq.
We will apply the second moment method to lower bound S; the result will follow since S ď ZpNq ď Z.
For H P ∆2, all pairs pσ, σ1q P H must have the same separation seppσ, σ1q, which we can thus denote as
seppHq. Partition N2 into Nse ” tH P N2 : seppHq P Iseu (the near-uncorrelated regime) and Nns ” N2zNse
(the correlated regime). Denote the corresponding contributions to S2 by S2pNseq and S2pNnsq.
Corollary 3.8. For separable colorings, the second moment contribution from the correlated regime Nns is
bounded by ErS2pNnsqs ď exptnλspH‹q ` opnquES.
Proof. By the symmetry between the roles of σ and σ1, and the definition of separability, we have
S2pNnsq ď 2
ÿ
pσ,σ1qPNns,
σ separable
1tσ1 ě σuwlitG ,T pσqλwlitG ,T pσ1qλ ď exptnspH‹qλ` opnquS .
Taking expectations gives the claim. 
We then conclude the second moment calculation by computing EpZ2pNseqq, which is an upper bound
on EpS2pNseqq. Therefore we must maximize the function F2 on Nse. As in the first moment, the physics
theory suggests that the unique maximizer of F2 on Nse is given by a specific pair empirical measure H‚
which is defined in terms of H‹. In the nae-sat model there is a small complication in this definition: we
will have 9H‚ “ 9H‹ b 9H‹ and H¯‚ “ H¯‹ b H¯‹, but Hˆ‚ ‰ Hˆ‹ b Hˆ‹ because the first and second copies interact
via the edge literals. It therefore requires a small calculation to argue that F2pH‚q “ 2F2pH‹q. We address
this by giving a simple sufficient condition for H P ∆2 to satisfy F2pHq “ F pH1q ` F pH2q where Hj P ∆
are its single-copy marginal.
Lemma 3.9. Consider H P ∆2 with single-copy marginals H1, H2 P ∆. Suppose there are functions g1, g2
which are invariant to literals in the sense that gjpσjq “ gjpσj ‘ Lq for all σj P pΩT qk, L P t0, 1uk, and
Hˆjpσjq “ vˆpσjqgjpσq , Hˆpσ1, σ2q “ vˆ2pσ1, σ2q
ź
j“1,2
g1pσ1q .
If in addition 9H “ 9H1 b 9H2 and H¯ “ H¯1 b H¯2, then F2pHq “ F pH1q ` F pH2q.
Proof. Let Kjpσj , Lq ” Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lqgjpσq{2k. This defines a probability measure on pΩT qk ˆ t0, 1uk where the
marginal on pΩT qk is Hˆj , and the marginal on t0, 1uk is uniform by the assumption on gj . It follows that
Kjpσj | Lq “ Iˆ litpσ ‘ Lqgjpσq and Hˆjpσjq “ ElitrKjpσj | Lqs. Let pX1, X2, Lq be a random variable with law
PppX1, X2, Lq “ pσ1, σ2, Lqq “ 1
2k
ź
j“1,2
Kjpσj | Lq .
The marginal law of L is uniform on t0, 1uk, and the Xj are conditionally independent given L. The marginal
law of pX1, X2q is Hˆ, and the marginal law of Xj is Hˆj . The law of L conditional on Xj is uniform over
2kvˆpXjq possibilities, whereas the law of L conditional on pX1, X2q is uniform over 2kvˆ2pX1, X2q possibilities.
It follows that
HpHˆq “ HpX1, X2q “ HpLq ´HpL|X1, X2q `
ÿ
j“1,2
HpXj |Lq “ ´xHˆ, ln vˆ2y `
ÿ
j“1,2
HpXj |Lq
“ ´xHˆ, ln vˆ2y `
ÿ
j“1,2
rHpHˆjq ` xHˆj , ln vˆys .
Rearranging gives Σ2pHq “ ΣpH1q `ΣpH2q, and the result follows. 
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It will be clear from the explicit definition that the measure H‹ of Proposition 3.4 can be expressed as
H‹pσq “ vˆpσqg‹pσq where g‹ is invariant to literals. Let H‚ “ p 9H‚, Hˆ‚, H¯‚q where
Hˆ‚pσ1, σ2q ” vˆ2pσ1, σ2q
ź
j“1,2
g‹pσjq ,
9H‚ “ 9H‹ b 9H‹, and H¯‚ “ H¯‹ b H¯‹. The following is the second moment analogue of Proposition 3.4.
Proposition 3.10 (proved in Section 5). The unique maximizer of F2 in Nse is H‚. Moreover, there is a
positive constant  “ pk, λ, T q so that for }H ´H‚} ď  we have F2pHq ď F2pH‚q ´ }H ´H‚}2.
Corollary 3.11. For the coloring model, the second moment contribution from the near-uncorrelated regime
Nse is given by the estimate ErZ2pNseqs — expt2nF pH‹qu.
Proof. Recall from Corollary 3.5 the definition of p 9℘, ℘ˆ, ℘¯q for the single-copy model, and define p 9℘2, ℘ˆ2, ℘¯2q
analogously for the pair model. Let ℘2 ” 9℘2 ` ℘ˆ2 ´ ℘¯2 ´ 1. For any H1, H2 P N, let Nse,H1,H2 denote the
set of H P Nse with single-copy marginals H1, H2. This is a space of dimension ℘2 ´ 2℘, and it follows from
Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 4.4 that
ErZ2pNse,H1,H2qs — exptnrF2pH‚q ´Θp}pH
1, H2q ´ pH‹, H‹q}2qsu
n℘
.
Summing over H1, H2 P N then gives ErZ2pNseqs — exptnF2pH‚qu, which in turn equals expt2nF pH‹qu by
applying Lemma 3.9. 
3.4. Conclusion of main result. We now explain that the main theorem follows. We continue to assume,
as we have done throughout the section, that k ě k0, α satisfies (41), and 0 ď λ ď 1. The measure H‹ of
Proposition 3.4 depends on λ and T , and we now make this explicit by writing H‹ ” Hλ,T .
Corollary 3.12. For any 0 ď λ ď 1 and T finite such that ΣpHλ,T q is positive, the separable contribution
to Zλ,T is well-concentrated about its mean:
lim
Ó0 lim infnÑ8 P
ˆ
pESq ď S ď ES

˙
“ 1 .
Proof. The upper bound follows trivially from Markov’s inequality, so the task is to show the lower bound. In
the first moment, we have ES — exptnF pH‹qu by Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.7. In the second moment,
since S ď Z, we have EpS2q ď ErS2pNnsqs ` ErZ2pNseqs. Combining with Corollaries 3.8 and 3.11 gives
EpS2q
pESq2 ď
exptnλspH‹q ` opnqu
ES
`Op1q — exptopnqu
exptnΣpH‹qu `Op1q ,
which immediately implies PpS ě δpESqq ě δ for some positive constant δ. This can be strengthened to the
asserted concentration result by an easy adaptation of the method described in [DSS14, Section 6]. 
Proposition 3.13 (proved in Appendix B). For 0 ď λ ď 1 and Hλ,T “ H‹ P ∆ as given by Proposition 3.4,
the triple pspHλ,T q,ΣpHλ,T q,F pHλ,T qq converges as T Ñ8 to psλ,Σpsλq,Fpλqq from Definition 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1. In Appendix E we prove the upper bound, fpαq ď f1rsbpαq for all 0 ď α ă αsat. For any
λ, T such that ΣpHλ,T q is positive, Corollary 3.12 gives
lim inf
nÑ8 pZλ,T pNqq
1{n ě lim
nÑ8pSλ,T q
1{n “ exptF pHλ,T qu “ exptΣpHλ,T q ` λspHλ,T qu .
On the other hand, Zλ,T pNq consists entirely of clusters of size exptnspHλ,T q ` opnqu. Therefore, if ΣpHλ,T q
is positive, it must be that fpαq ě spHλ,T q. The lower bound fpαq ě f1rsbpαq then follows by appealing to
Proposition 3.13, so the theorem is proved. 
The next two sections are devoted to the optimization of F in N˝, and of F2 in Nse. In Section 4 we show
that the optimization of F and F2 over small regions can be reduced to an optimization problem on trees.
In Section 5 we solve the tree optimization problem by connecting it to the analysis of the bp recursion for
the coloring model. This allows us to prove Propositions 3.4 and 3.11, thereby completing the proof of the
main result Theorem 1.
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4. Reduction to tree optimization by local updates
In this section we prove the key reduction that ultimately allows us to compute the (first and second)
moments of Z ” Zλ,T (Propositions 3.4 and 3.10). As we have already seen, the calculation reduces to the
optimization of functions F and F2. These are generally not convex over the entirety of their domains, but
we expect them to be convex in neighborhoods around their maximizers H‹ and H‚. With this in mind, we
relied on other means (a priori estimates and separability) to restrict the domains — from ∆ to N˝ in the
first moment, and from ∆2 to Nse in the second moment. Within these restricted regions, we will show that
F and F2 can be optimized by a local update procedure that reduces the (nonconvex) graph optimization
to a (convex) tree optimization.
(a) pG , Y, σq
(b) pG 1, Y, ηq
Figure 3. One step of the local update procedure. In this figure, open circles indicate variable factors 9Φ, solid
squares indicate clause factors Φˆlit, and each variable-clause edge is bisected by a small dot indicating the edge
factor Φ¯. The initial state (top panel) is a triple pG , Y, σq where G is an nae-sat instance, Y is a subset of
variables (blue circles), and σ is a coloring on G (not shown). Let N ” N pY q be the subgraph of G induced by
the variables in Y and their incident clauses (shown in blue, above the dashed line). The local update procedure
resamples the edge literals on N , as well as the matching between N and G zN , to produce a modified instance
G 1. The coloring is updated accordingly so that we arrive at the new state pG 1, Y, ηq (bottom panel).
4.1. Local update. We begin with an overview. Throughout this section, we assume 1 ď T ă 8. Suppose
σ is a T -coloring on G . Sample from G a subset of variables Y , and let N ” N pY q be the subgraph of G
induced by Y and its neighboring clauses. Form a modified instance G 1 (see Figure 3) by resampling the
edge literals on N as well as the matching between N and G zN . The coloring is updated accordingly
to produce η, a T -coloring on G 1 which agrees as much as possible with σ on G zN : in particular, σ and
η will agree in the variable-to-clause colors on the cut edges. We will define the procedure so that it gives
a Markov chain pi on triples pG , Y, σq with reversing measure given by µpG , Y, σq “ PpG qPpY |G qwlitG pσqλ.
Reversibility implies that for any subset A of the state space, if B is the set of states reachable in one step
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from A, then
µpAq “
ÿ
aPA
ÿ
bPB
µpaqpipa, bq “
ÿ
aPA
ÿ
bPB
µpbqpipb, aq ď µpBqmax
bPB pipb, Aq . (44)
We will design the sampling procedure to ensure that (i) the vertices in Y are far from one another and from
any short cycles, and (ii) the empirical measure Hsm of σ on N is close to Hsy, a certain symmetrization
of the overall empirical measure HpG, σq. Then EZpHq « µpAq where A is the set of states pG , Y, σq with
Hsm « Hsy. The update produces a state pG 1, Y, ηq P B with possibly different Hsm, but with the same
empirical measure 9htrpHsmq of variable-to-clause colors 9σ on the leaf edges of N . Bounding pipb, Aq reduces
to calculating the weight of configurations on N with empirical measure Hsm « Hsy, relative to the weight
of all configurations on N with empirical measure 9htrpHsmq « 9htrpHsyq on the leaves on N . Because N is
a disjoint union of trees, this reduces to a convex optimization problem which lends itself much more readily
to analysis. The purpose of the current section is to formalize this graphs-to-trees reduction. We begin with
the precise definitions of Hsy, Hsm and 9htrpHsmq. Recall our notation σ ” p 9σ, σˆq P Ω from the discussion
following (31). As σ goes over all of ΩT , write 9ΩT for the possible values of 9σ, and ΩˆT for the possible values
of σˆ. Let 9Ω ” 9Ω8 and Ωˆ ” Ωˆ8, so
9Ω ” tr0, r1, b0, b1u Y p 9M zt0, 1, ‹uq , Ωˆ ” tr0, r1, b0, b1u Y pMˆ zt0, 1, ‹uq .
Definition 4.1 (sample empirical measures). Given an nae-sat instance G ” pG, Lq, a T -coloring σ on G ,
and a nonempty subset of variables Y Ď V , we record the local statistics of “σ around Y ” as follows. Let
9Hsm be the empirical measure of variable-incident colorings in Y : for η P pΩT qd,
9Hsmpηq ” 1|Y |
ÿ
vPY
1tσδv “ ηu .
Let H¯sm be the empirical measure of colors on the edges incident to Y : for η P ΩT ,
H¯smpηq ” 1|Y |d
ÿ
vPY
ÿ
ePδv
1tσe “ ηu .
For η P pΩT qk and 1 ď j ď k define the rotation ηpjq ” pηj , . . . , ηk, η1, . . . , ηj´1q. For any v P Y and e P δv,
let jpeq be the index of e in δapeq. For η P pΩT qk let
Hˆsmpηq ” 1|Y |d
ÿ
vPY
ÿ
ePδv
1tpσδapeqqjpeq “ ηu .
Then Hsm ” p 9Hsm, Hˆsm, H¯smq is the sample empirical measure for the state pG , Y, σq; we shall write this
hereafter as Hsm “ HsmpG, Y, σq. For any Hsm P ∆sm we let 9htrpHsmq be the measure on 9ΩT given by
r 9htrpHsmqsp 9ηq ” 1
k ´ 1
ÿ
σPpΩT qk
kÿ
j“2
1t 9σj “ 9ηuHˆsmpσq .
Note that Hsm lies in the space ∆sm which is defined similarly to ∆ but with condition (38) replaced by
1
d
ÿ
σPΩd
9Hsmpσq
dÿ
i“1
1tσi “ σu “ H¯smpσq “
ÿ
σPΩk
Hˆsmpσq1tσ1 “ σu . (45)
If H lies in ∆ and is invariant under rotation of the indices, then it lies in ∆sm as well. For H P ∆ we define
Hsy ” p 9H, Hˆsy, H¯q P ∆sm where Hˆsy is the average over all k rotations of Hˆ. Later we will sample Y such
that Hsm falls very close to Hsy with high probability.
For H P ∆, recall from (40) that F pHq “ ΣpHq ` λspHq where ΣpHq is the cluster complexity and spHq
is (the exponential rate of) the cluster size. The tree analogue of ΣpHq is ΣtrpHsmq where
ΣtrpHq ” Hp 9Hq ` dHpHˆq ´ dHpH¯q ` vpHq (46)
— the only difference being that Σ has coefficient α “ d{k on the clause entropy term HpHˆq, while Σtr has
coefficient d. As we see below, this occurs because the ratio of variables to clauses to edges is 1 : d : d for the
disjoint union of trees N , versus 1 : α : d for the full graph G . We will also see that Σtr is always concave,
though Σ need not be. Likewise, the tree analogue of spHq is strpHsmq where
strpHq ” xln 9Φ, 9Hy ` dxln Fˆ , Hˆy ` dxln Φ¯, H¯y .
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The tree analogue of F pHq is ΛpHsmq where
ΛpHq ” ΣtrpHq ` λstrpHq . (47)
Given pG , Y, σq with empirical measure Hsm around Y , the empirical measure of spins 9σ on the leaves of
N pY q is given by 9htr “ 9htrpHsmq. Then, for any probability measure 9h on 9ΩT , we let
Λopp 9hq ” suptΛpHq : H P ∆sm with 9htrpHq “ 9hu ,
where we emphasize that the supremum is taken over ∆sm rather than ∆. For H P ∆sm we define
ΞpHq ” Ξλ,T pHq ” Λopp 9htrpHqq ´ΛpHq . (48)
The interpretation of Ξ, formalized below, is that for any H P ∆, if A is the set of states with Hsm « Hsy and
B is the set of states reachable in one step of the chain from A, then maxtpipb, Aq : b P Bu is approximately
expt´sΞpHsyqu, where we note that ΞpHsyq ě 0 since Ξ is nonnegative on all of ∆sm, and Hsy P ∆X∆sm.
Formally, we have the following bound:
Theorem 4.2. For H P ∆ and  small enough,
F pHq ď max
!
F pH 1q : }H 1 ´H} ď pdkq2T
)
´ ΞpHsyq .
The analogous statement holds in the second moment with F2 “ F2,λ,T and Ξ2 “ Ξ2,λ,T .
For the sake of exposition, we will give the proof of Theorem 4.2 for F only; the assertion for F2 follows
from the same argument with essentially no modifications. The first task is to define the Markov chain that
was informally discussed above. There are a few issues to be addressed: how to sample Y ensuring certain
desirable properties; how to resample the matching between N and G zN ; and how to produce a valid
coloring η on G 1 without changing the spins 9σ on the cut edges. We address the last issue next.
4.2. Tree updates. Recall that in the bipartite factor graph G “ pV, F,E, Lq, each edge joins a variable to
a clause and is defined to have length one-half. For the discussion that follows, it is useful to bisect each edge
e P E with an artificial vertex indicating the edge factor Φ¯; these are shown as small dots in Figure 3. Thus
an edge e joining a P F to v P V becomes two quarter-length edges, paeq and pevq, where e now refers to the
artificial vertex. Given a coloring σ on the original graph, we obtain a coloring on the new graph by simply
duplicating the color on each edge, setting σae “ σe “ σev. We then define N pvq as the p5{8q-neighborhood
of variable v, and define N “ N pY q as the union of N pvq for all v P Y : in the top panel of Figure 3, N
is the subgraph shown in blue, above the dashed line.
Directly below the same dashed line, the small solid orange dots correspond to the boundary edges,
hereafter denoted W, of the cavity graph GB ” G zN . For e PW, let T be its neighborhood in G zN of
some radius ` where 2` is a positive integer. Assuming e is not close to a short cycle, T is what we will
call a directed tree rooted at e. In this case we also call T a variable-to-clause tree since the root edge has
no incident clause; a clause-to-variable tree is similarly defined. We always visualize a directed tree T as
in Figure 4, with the root edge e at the top, so that paths leaving the root travel downwards. On an edge
e “ pavq, the upward color is 9σav if a lies above v, and σˆav if v lies above a. We let δT denote the boundary
edges of T , not including the root edge.
e
(a) A variable-to-clause tree.
e
(b) A clause-to-variable tree.
Figure 4. Two types of directed tree T . In each case the root edge e is shown at the top, and the boundary δT
is highlighted in purple. For e PW, the unit-radius neighborhood of e in G zN typically looks like the left panel.
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Suppose σ is a valid T -coloring of a directed tree T with root spin σe “ σ, and consider a new root spin
η P ΩT . If σ and η agree on the upward color of the root edge, then there is a unique valid coloring
η “ updatepσ, η;T q P pΩT qEpT q
which has root spin η, and agrees with σ in all the upward colors. Indeed, the only possibility for σ ‰ η
is that both σ, η P tfu. Then, recalling (21), the coloring updatepσ, η;T q is uniquely defined by recursively
applying the mappings 9T and Tˆ , starting from the root and continuing downwards. Since we assumed that
σ was a valid T -coloring and η P ΩT , it is easy to verify that the resulting η is also a valid T -coloring, so the
update procedure respects the restriction to ΩT . From now on we assume all edge colors belong to ΩT .
Lemma 4.3. Suppose σ is a valid T -coloring of the directed tree T with root color σ, and η P ΩT agrees
with σ on the upward color of the root edge. If η “ updatepσ, η;T q agrees with σ on the boundary δT , then
wlitT pσq “ wlitT pηq.
Proof. It follows from the construction that on any edge e in the tree, σe and ηe agree on the upward color;
moreover, if σe ‰ ηe then we must have σe, ηe P tfu. For each vertex x P T , let epxq denote the parent edge
of x, that is, the unique edge of T which lies above x. We then have
wlitT pσq “
ź
ePδT
Φ¯pσeq
ź
vPV pT q
"
9ΦpσδvqΦ¯pσepvqq
* ź
aPF pT q
"
Φˆlitppσ ‘ LqδaqΦ¯pσepaqq
*
.
For a clause a in T with epaq “ e, if both σe, ηe P tfu then it follows directly from (37) that
Φˆlitppσ ‘ LqδaqΦ¯pσeq “ ϕˆlitpp 9τ ‘ Lqδaqϕ¯pσeq “ zˆpσˆeq “ zˆpηˆeq “ Φˆlitppη ‘ LqδaqΦ¯pηeq .
For a variable v in T with epvq “ e, if σe, ηe P tfu, then a similar calculation as (37) gives
9ΦpσδvqΦ¯pσeq “ 9ϕpσˆδvqϕ¯pσeq “ 9zp 9σeq “ 9zp 9ηeq “ 9ΦpηδvqΦ¯pηeq ,
where we used the fact that necessarily we have σδv P tfud. To conclude, we recall that σ and η agree on
δT by assumption, so we have wlitT pσq “ wlitT pηq as claimed. 
We also use the directed tree as a device to prove the following lemma, which was used in the proofs of
Corollaries 3.5 and 3.11.
Lemma 4.4. Let 9M, Mˆ be as defined in Corollary 3.5, and let 9M2, Mˆ2 be their analogues in the pair model.
For any σ, η P Ω there exists an integer-valued vector p 9H, Hˆq so that
x1, 9Hy “ 0 “ x1, Hˆy and 9M 9H ´ MˆHˆ “ 1σ ´ 1η ,
where 1 denotes the all-ones vector, and 1σ denotes the vector which is one in the σ coordinate and zero
elsewhere. The analogous statement holds for p 9M2, Mˆ2q.
Proof. We define a graph on ΩT by putting an edge between σ and η if there exist valid colorings σ, η on
some directed tree T which take values σ, η on the root edge, but agree on the boundary edges δT . If σ, η
are connected in this way, then taking
9Hpρq “
ÿ
vPV pT q
1tσδv “ ρu ´
ÿ
vPV pT q
1tηδv “ ρu , ρ P pΩT qd
Hˆpρq “
ÿ
aPF pT q
1tσδa “ ρu ´
ÿ
aPF pT q
1tηδa “ ρu , ρ P pΩT qk.
gives 9M 9H ´ MˆHˆ “ 1σ ´ 1η as required. It therefore suffices to show that the graph we have defined on ΩT
is connected (hence complete). First, if 9σ “ 9η, it is clear that σ and η can be connected by colorings σ, η of
some variable-to-clause tree T , with η “ updatepσ, η;T q. Similarly, if σˆ “ ηˆ, then σ and η can be connected
by a clause-to-variable tree. This implies that tfu is connected. Next, if σ “ rx and η “ bx, then they can
be connected by a variable-to-clause tree rooted at edge e, containing a single variable factor v “ vpeq, with
σδvze identically equal to rx. If σ “ bx and η “ p 9τ , sq for any 9τ P 9Ωztr, bu, then they can be connected by a
clause-to-variable tree rooted at edge e, containing a single clause factor a “ apeq, with any σδaze such that
pσ ‘ Lqδaze contains both tb0, b1u entries. It follows that ΩT is indeed connected, which proves the assertion
concerning p 9M, Mˆq. The proof for p 9M2, Mˆ2q is very similar and we omit the details. 
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4.3. Markov chain. We now define a Markov chain on tuples pG , Y, σq where G is an nae-sat instance, σ
is a valid T -coloring on G , and Y Ď V is a subset of variables such that
the subgraphs B2T pvq, for v P Y , are mutually disjoint trees, (49)
where B2T pvq is to the 2T -neighborhood of v in G . Recall that N “ N pY q is the 58 -neighborhood of Y ; we
write N “ pN, LNq where N is the graph without edge literals. Write δN for the boundary of N, consisting
of clause-incident edges that are not incident to Y (just above the dashed line in Figure 3). Write σN for a
T -coloring on N (including δN), and let
wlitN pσN|LNq ” wlitN pσNq ”
ź
vPY
"
9Φpσδvq
ź
ePδv
!
Φˆlitppσ ‘ LqδapeqqΦ¯pσeq
)*
. (50)
On the other hand we have G zN ” GB ” pGB, LBq where GB ” pVB, FB, EBq, and W denotes the boundary of
GB (just below the dashed line in Figure 3). Write σB for a coloring on GB (including W), and let
wlitB pσBq ”
ź
vPVB
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPFB
Φˆlitppσ ‘ Lqδaq
ź
ePEB
Φ¯pσeq .
By matching δN to W (along the dashed line in Figure 3), the graphs GB andN combine to form the original
instance G . If σ is a valid coloring on G , then σδN and σW must agree, and we have
wlitG pσq “ wlitB pσBqwlitN pσN|LNq . (51)
Let 9htrpσδNq “ 9htr be the empirical measure of the spins p 9σeqePδN. Given initial state pG , Y, σq, we take one
step of the Markov chain as follows:
1. Detach N from G . On N , sample a new assignment pL1N, ηNq from the probability measure
pppL1N, ηNq | pLN, σNqq “ 1t
9htrpηδNq “ 9htruwlitN pηN|L1Nqλ
zp|Y |, 9htrq (52)
where the denominator is the normalizing constant obtained by summing over all possible pL1N, ηNq.
2. Form the new graph G 1 by sampling a uniformly random matching of δN with W, subject to the constraint
that e PW must be matched to e1 P δN with 9σe “ 9ηe1 . The number of such matchings depends only on
|Y | and 9htr, so we denote it as Mp|Y |, 9htrq. For each matched pair pe, e1q where σˆe ‰ ηˆe1 , let T “ T peq
be the radius-2T neighborhood of e in the graph GB. Let
ηT ” updatepσT , ηe;T q
and note that, since σ is a valid T -coloring, ηT and σT must agree at the boundary of T . Finally, on
the rest of GB outside the radius-2T neighborhood of W, we simply take η and σ to be the same.
The state of the Markov chain after one step is pG 1, Y, ηq where η is a valid T -coloring on G 1.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose we have a sampling mechanism for a random subset of variables Y in G such that,
whenever pG , Y, σq and pG 1, Y, ηq appear in the same orbit of the Markov chain, we have
PpY |G q “ PpY |G 1q . (53)
A reversing measure for the Markov chain is then given by µpG , Y, σq “ PpG qPpY |G qwlitG pσqλ.
Proof. Given a “ pG , Y, σq, let b “ pG 1, Y, ηq be any state reachable from a in a single step of the chain. By
the factorization (51), together with assumption (53) and the fact that PpG q “ PpG 1q,
µpaq
µpbq “
PpG qPpY |G qwlitB pσBqλwlitN pσN|LNqλ
PpG 1qPpY |G 1qwlitB pηBqλwlitN pηN|L1Nqλ
“ w
litB pσBqλwlitN pσN|LNqλ
wlitB pηBqλwlitN pηN|L1Nqλ
“ w
lit
N pσN|LNqλ
wlitN pηN|L1Nqλ
,
where the last identity is by Lemma 4.3. On the other hand, with pi denoting the transition probabilities for
the Markov chain, (52) implies
pipa, bq
pipb, aq “
wlitN pηN|L1Nqλ
Mp|Y |, 9htrqzp|Y |, 9htrq
Mp|Y |, 9htrqzp|Y |, 9htrq
wlitN pσN|LNqλ
“ µpbq
µpaq .
Rearranging proves reversibility, µpaqpipa, bq “ µpbqpipb, aq. (We remark that since the Markov chain breaks
up into many disjoint orbits, the reversing measure µ is not unique.) 
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4.4. From graph to tree optimizations. If Y satisfies condition (49) and we define N “ N pY q “ pN, Lq
as before, then N consists of |Y | ” s disjoint copies of the tree D shown in Figure 5. Recall from Defini-
tion 4.1 the definition of Hsm “ HsmpG, Y, σq, and note Hsm depends only on σN. For any Hsm P ∆sm we
let ZpHsm;N q be the partition function of all colorings on N with empirical measure Hsm — the only
randomness comes from the literals LN. The expected number of valid colorings is
EZλ“0,T pHsm;N q “ exptsdxHˆsm, vˆyu
ˆ
s
s 9Hsm
˙ˆ
ds
dsHˆsm
˙Nˆ
ds
dsH¯sm
˙
which by Stirling’s formula is sOp1q exptsΣtrpHsmqu (see (46)). Any valid coloring σN with empirical measure
Hsm contributes weight wlitN pσN|LNqλ “ exptsλstrpHsmqu, so altogether
EZpHsm;N q “ sOp1q exptsrΣtrpHsmq ` λstrpHsmqsu “ sOp1q exptsΛpHsmqu , (54)
with Λ as in (47). (This calculation clarifies why we refer to Σtr,Λ as the “tree analogues” of Σ,F .)
Figure 5. If s ” |Y | and N “ N pY q “ pN, Lq, the graph N consists of s disjoint copies of the tree D shown here.
The boundary δD is highlighted in purple.
Fix Hsm P ∆sm and let ApHsmq be the set of all pG , Y, σq with HsmpG, Y, σq “ Hsm. Let BpHsmq be the
set of states reachable in one step from ApHsmq. Then, for all b P BpHsmq,
pipb, ApHsmqq “ EZpH
sm;N qř
H1P∆sm 1t 9htrpH 1q “ 9htrpHsmquEZpH 1;N q
“ sOp1q expt´sΞpHsmqu . (55)
This is the key calculation for Theorem 4.2. To complete the proof, what remains is to produce a sampling
mechanism PpY |G q which satisfies our earlier conditions (49) and (53), together with some concentration
bound to ensure that in most cases Y is large and Hsm « Hsy. We formalize this as follows:
Definition 4.6 (sampling mechanism). Let PpY |G q be the probability of sampling the subset of variables Y
from the nae-sat instance G . We call this a good sampling mechanism if the following holds: first, whenever
pG , Y, σq and pG 1, Y, ηq appear in the same orbit of the Markov chain, we must have PpY |G q “ PpY |G 1q
(used in Lemma 4.5 to show reversibility). Next we require that for every G , and for every Y with PpY |G q
positive, the neighborhoods B2T pvq for v P Y are mutually disjoint trees (condition (49), required for defining
the Markov chain). Lastly we require that for all but an exceptional set B of “bad” nae-sat instances, with
PpG P Bq ď expt´nplnnq1{2u, we haveÿ
Y :nď|Y |ď4n
PpY |G q1
"›››HsmpG, Y, σq ´HsypG, σq››› ď 1pln lnnq1{2
*
ě 1
2
. (56)
for all colorings σ on G .
Proposition 4.7. Assuming the existence of a good sampling mechanism, for any H P ∆ it holds for all
sufficiently small  (depending only on d, k, T ) that
EZpHq
EZpNH,q ď
exptonp1qu
exptnΞpHsyqu
where NH, ” tH 1 P ∆ : }H ´H 1} ď pdkq2T u and Hsy is the symmetrization of H from Definition 4.1.
Proof. Abbreviate δ ” 1{pln lnnq1{2. Given H P ∆ and its symmetrization Hsy P ∆X∆sm, let
A “
"
pG , Y, σq : |Y | ě n and
›››HsmpG, Y, σq ´Hsy››› ď 2δ* .
With µ the reversing measure from Lemma 4.5, we have
µpAq ě
ÿ
GRB
PpG q
ÿ
σ
wlitG pσqλ
ÿ
Y :|Y |ěn
PpY |G q1
" }HsmpG, Y, σq ´HsypG, σq} ď δ
and }HpG, σq ´H} ď δ
*
,
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using }HpG, σq ´H} ď }HsypG, σq ´Hsy} together with the triangle inequality. Applying (56) gives
µpAq ě 1
2
ÿ
GRB
PpG q
ÿ
σ
wlitG pσqλ1
"
}HpG, σq ´H} ď δ
*
ě ErZpHq;G R Bs
2
ě EZpHq
4
,
where the last step follows from the bound on PpG P Bq. If B is the set of states reachable from A in one
step of the Markov chain, then crudely µpBq ď EZpNH,q, and
max
bPB pipb, Aq ď
exptonp1qu
exptnΞpHsyqu
by our earlier calculation (55). The result follows by substituting into (44). 
4.5. Sampling mechanism. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, it remains for us to define a sampling
mechanism satisfying the conditions of Definition 4.6. To this end, given a pd, kq-regular graph G, let Vt Ď V
be the subset of variables v P V such that the t-neighborhood Btpvq around v is a tree. Recall the following
form of the Chernoff bound: if X is a binomial random variable with mean µ, then for all t ě 1 we have
PpX ě tµq ď expt´tµ lnpt{equ.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose G is sampled from the pd, kq-regular configuration model on n vertices. For any fixed
t we have Pp|V zVt| ě n{pln lnnqq ď expt´nplnnq1{2u for n large enough (depending on d, k, t).
Proof. Let γ count the total number of cycles in G of length at most 2t. If v R Vt then v must certainly lie
within distance t of one of these cycles, so crudely we have
|V zVt| ď 2tpdkqtγ . (57)
Consider breadth-first search exploration in G started from an arbitrary variable, say v “ 1. At each step
of the exploration we reveal one edge, so the exploration takes nd steps total. Conditioned on everything
revealed in the first t steps, the chance that the edge revealed at step t` 1 will form a new cycle of length
ď 2t is upper bounded bypdkq2t{pnd´ tq. It follows that the total number of cycles revealed up to time
ndp1´ δq is stochastically dominated by a binomial random variable
γ1 „ Bin
ˆ
ndp1´ δq, pdkq
2t
ndδ
˙
.
The final ndδ exploration steps form at most ndδ cycles, so γ ď γ1 ` ndδ. Applying the Chernoff bound (as
stated above) with δ “ 1{pln lnnq2, we obtain
Ppγ ě 2ndδq ď Ppγ1 ě ndδq ď exp
"
´ ndδ ln
ˆ
ndδ2
epdkq2t
˙*
ď expt´nplnnq1{2u
for large enough n. Recalling (57) gives the claimed bound. 
Given an instance G “ pG, Lq, let Vt be as defined above and take V 1 ” V4T . We then take i.i.d. random
variables Iv „ Berp1q indexed by v P V 1 (for 1 a constant to be determined) and let
Yv ” 1tIv “ 1, and Iu “ 0 for all u P B4T pvqztvuu . (58)
We then define PpY |G q to be the law of the set Y “ tv P V 1 : Yv “ 1u. Note that the random variables Yv,
for v P V 1, all have the same expected value, so we can define  ” pEYvq{2.
Lemma 4.9. DefineB to be the set of all G “ pG, Lq with |V zV4T | ď n{pln lnnq. For the sampling mechanism
described above, condition (56) holds for any G R B and any coloring σ on G .
Proof. Fix an instance G R B and a coloring σ on G . Recalling Definition 4.1, for each v P V denote
Xv ” p 9Xv, Xˆv, X¯vq ” HsmpG, tvu, σq .
Assume without loss that V 1 ” V4T “ rn1s ” tv1, . . . , vn1u, and for 0 ď ` ď n1 let F` denote the sigma-field
generated by Y1, . . . , Y`. Consider
S ”
ÿ
vďn1
AvYv
where we can take different choices of Av to prove various different bounds:
– taking Av “ 1 gives S “ |Y | and ES “ 2n1;
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– taking Av “ 9Xvpηq gives S “ |Y | 9Hsmpηq and |ES ´ 2n1 9Hpηq| ď n´ n1;
– taking Av “ Xˆvpηq gives S “ |Y |Hˆsmpηq and |ES ´ 2n1Hˆpηq| ď n´ n1;
– taking Av “ X¯vpηq gives S “ |Y |H¯smpηq and |ES ´ 2n1H¯pηq| ď n´ n1,
where we recall that n´ n1 “ |V zV4T ď n{pln lnnq. Consider the Doob martingale
M` ” EpS |F`q ”
ÿ
vďn1
Av EpYv |F`q .
For ` ď n1, if v lies at distance greater than 8T from any variable in r`s ” tv1, . . . , v`u, then
EpYv |F`q “ EYv “ 2 .
Thus, the only possibility for EpYv |F``1q ‰ EpYv |F`q is that v lies within distance 8T of vertex `` 1. The
number of such v is at most pdkq8T , so we conclude
|M``1 ´M`| ď pdkq8T }A}8 ď pdkq8T .
It follows by the Azuma–Hoeffding martingale inequality that
Pp|S ´ ES| ě xq ď exp
"
´ x
2
2n1pdkq16T
*
.
The result follows by summing over the choices of A listed above, combined with our above estimates on ES
for each choice of A. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It follows from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 that the sampling mechanism described by (58)
satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.6. The result then follows by taking nÑ8 in Proposition 4.7. 
5. Solution of tree optimization
From Theorem 4.2 we see that if H P ∆ is a local maximizer for the first moment exponent F “ Fλ,T , then
its symmetrization Hsy must be a zero of the function Ξ “ Ξλ,T defined by (48). The analogous statement
holds in the second moment with F2 and Ξ2. The functions Ξ,Ξ2 correspond to tree optimization problems,
which we solve in this section by relating them to the bp recursions for the coloring model.
Proposition 5.1. For 0 ď λ ď 1 and 1 ď T ă 8, let H‹ P ∆ and H‚ P ∆2 be as in Definition 5.6 below.
a. On tH P N˝ : H “ Hsyu, Ξ is uniquely minimized at H “ H‹, with ΞpH‹q “ 0.
b. On tH P Nse : H “ Hsyu, Ξ2 is uniquely minimized at H “ H‚, with Ξ2pH‚q “ 0.
Moreover there is a positive constant  “ pd, k, T q such that
1. ΞpHq ě }H ´H‹}2 for all H P ∆ with H “ Hsy and }H ´H‹} ď , and
2. Ξ2pHq ě }H ´H‚}2 for all H P ∆2 with H “ Hsy and }H ´H‚} ď .
5.1. Tree optimization problem. Recall from the previous section that in the local update procedure, we
sample a subset of variables Y and consider its neighborhood N “ pN, LNq. Writing s “ |Y |, the graph N
is the disjoint union of D1, . . . ,Ds where each Di is a copy of the tree D of Figure 5. Let Π be the space of
probability measures on colorings of D. Any coloring σN can be summarized by ν P Π where νpσDq is the
fraction of copies Di with σDi “ σD. The sample empirical measure Hsm “ HsmpG, Y, σq can be obtained
as a linear projection of ν, and we hereafter denote this relation by Hsm “ Htrpνq. Recalling (50), we have
ElitrpwlitN pσNqqλs “ wDpσD1qλ ¨ ¨ ¨wDpσDsqλ where
wDpσDq “ 9Φpσδvq
ź
ePδv
"
Φ¯pσeqΦˆpσδapeqq
*
.
Lemma 5.2. The function Λ of (47) is concave on ∆sm, and can be expressed as
ΛpHq “ sup
!
Hpνq ` λxlnwD, νy : ν P Π with Htrpνq “ H
)
. (59)
Proof. The function ΛpHq is the sum of ΣtrpHq and the linear function λstrpHq, so it suffices to show that
Σtr is concave on ∆sm. For H “ p 9H, Hˆ, H¯q P ∆sm, if X P Ωk is a random variable with law Hˆ, then the
first coordinate X1 has marginal law H¯ by (45). It follows that for any H P ∆sm we can express
ΣtrpHq “ Hp 9Hq ` dHpXq ´ dHpX1q ` vpHq “ Hp 9Hq ` dHpX |X1q ` vpHq .
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The entropy function is concave and v is linear, so this proves that Σtr (hence Λ) is indeed concave on ∆sm.
In fact this can be argued alternatively, as follows. Recalling (54), note that for H P Π we have
sOp1q exptsΛpHqu “ EZpH;N q “
ÿ
νPΠ
1tHtrpνq “ Hu
ˆ
s
sν
˙
pwDqλν .
Expanding with Stirling’s formula gives the representation (59), which also implies concavity of Λ. 
Thus, for H P ∆sm, we have ΞpHq “ Λopp 9htrpHqq ´ΛpHq where Λ is given by (59), and
Λopp 9hq “ sup
!
Hpνq ` λxlnwD, νy : ν P Π with 9htrpHtrpνqq “ 9h
)
. (60)
Both (59) and (60) fall in the general category of entropy maximization problems subject to linear constraints.
In Appendix C we review basic calculations for problems of this type. The discussion there, in particular
Remark C.7, implies that for any 9h, there is a unique measure ν “ νopp 9hq achieving the maximum in (60).
Moreover, there exists a probability measure 9q on 9ΩT — serving the role of Lagrange multipliers for the
constrained maximization — such that νopp 9hq can be expressed as
νpσDq “ ν 9qpσDq ” wDpσq
λ
Z
ź
ePδD
9qp 9σeq , (61)
where Z is the normalizing constant. The analogous statement holds for the second moment.
5.2. BP recursions. We now state the bp recursions for the λ-tilted T -coloring model. In the standard
formulation (e.g. [MM09, Ch. 14]), this is a pair of relations for probability measures 9q, qˆ on ΩT :
9qpσq “ r 9Bλ,T pqˆqspσq – 1tσ P ΩT uΦ¯pσqλ
ÿ
σPpΩT qd
1tσ1 “ σu 9Φpσqλ
dź
i“2
qˆpσiq
qˆpσq “ rBˆλ,T p 9qqspσq – 1tσ P ΩT uΦ¯pσqλ
ÿ
σPpΩT qk
1tσ1 “ σuΦˆpσqλ
kź
i“2
9qpσiq
where – denotes equality up to normalization, so that the mapping always outputs a probability measure.
Recall from Definition 4.1 that for 9σ ” p 9σ, σˆq P ΩT we have 9σ P 9ΩT and σˆ P ΩˆT . For our purposes we can
assume a one-sided dependence, meaning there are probability measures 9q on 9ΩT and qˆ on ΩˆT such that
9qpσq – 9qp 9σq1tσ P ΩT u and qˆpσq – qˆpσˆq1tσ P ΩT u. One can then check (e.g. [MM09, Ch. 19]) that the bp
recursions preserve the one-sided property, so that 9Bλ,T and Bˆλ,T restrict to mappings
9BP ” 9BPλ,T : PpΩˆT q ÑPp 9ΩT q , BˆP ” BˆPλ,T : Pp 9ΩT q ÑPpΩˆT q . (62)
We also denote BP ” BPλ,T ” 9BP ˝ BˆP. Given any 9q PPp 9ΩT q, write qˆ ” BP 9q, and let H ” H 9q be defined by
9H 9qpσq “
9Φpσqλ
9z
dź
i“1
qˆpσˆiq, Hˆ 9qpσq “ Φˆpσq
λ
zˆ
dź
i“1
9qp 9σiq, H¯ 9qpσq “ Φ¯pσq
´λ
z¯
9qp 9σqqˆpσˆq (63)
where 9z, zˆ, and z¯ are normalizing constants, all dependent on 9q. Clearly, H 9q “ pH 9qqsy. If 9q is a fixed point of
BP, then H 9q P ∆. An entirely similar discussion applies to the pair (second moment) model, where the bp
recursion reduces to a pair of mappings between Ppp 9ΩT q2q and PppΩˆT q2q. If 9q PPpp 9ΩT q2q is a fixed point
of BP, then (63) defines an element H 9q P ∆2.
Lemma 5.3. For 1 ď T ă 8, if 9q PPp 9ΩT q is any fixed point of BPλ,T which has full support on 9ΩT , then
ΞpH 9qq “ 0. The analogous statement holds for the second moment.
Proof. Consider the optimization problem (60) for Λopp 9hq with 9h “ 9htrpH 9qq. As noted above, νopp 9hq can be
written (61) as νq˜ for some measure q˜ PPp 9ΩT q, which may not be unique if the constraint 9htrpHtrpνqq “ 9h
is rank-deficient. However, if 9q has full support on 9ΩT , then 9h “ 9htrpH 9qq does also. In this case it is
straightforward to check that the constraints are indeed of full rank, so q˜ is unique. Because 9q is a fixed point
of BP, the measure ν 9q satisfies H
trpν 9qq “ H 9q, so it also satisfies the weaker constraint 9htrpHtrpν 9qqq “ 9h. It
follows by the above uniqueness argument that 9q “ q˜. Therefore, ν 9q solves the optimization problem (60) for
Λopp 9htrpH 9qqq, as well as the optimization problem (59) for ΛpH 9qq, so we conclude ΞpH 9qq “ 0 as claimed. 
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Lemma 5.4. For 0 ď λ ď 1 and 1 ď T ă 8, let Ξ “ Ξλ,T , Ξ2 “ Ξ2,λ,T , and BP “ BPλ,T .
a. If H P N˝ with H “ Hsy and ΞpHq “ 0, then H “ H 9q where 9q PPp 9ΩT q is a fixed point of BP.
b. If H P Nse with H “ Hsy and Ξ2pHq “ 0, then H “ H 9q where 9q PPpp 9ΩT q2q is a fixed point of BP.
Proof. Let µ “ νoppHq denote the solution of the optimization problem (59) for ΛpHq, and let ν “ νopp 9htrpHqq
denote the solution of the optimization problem (60) for Λopp 9htrpHqq. Since (60) has a unique optimizer,
we have ΞpHq “ 0 if and only if µ “ ν. This means Htrpνq “ H, but also ν “ ν 9q from (61), which gives
Hˆpσq – ΦˆpσqλppBP 9qqp 9σ1qq
kź
i“2
9qp 9σiq . (64)
We now claim that in order for Hˆ “ Hˆsy, we must have BP 9q “ 9q. Note that if Φˆ were fully supported on
pΩT qk, and both 9q and BP 9q were fully supported on 9ΩT , the claim would be obvious. Since Φˆ is certainly not
fully supported, and we also do not know a priori whether 9q and BP 9q are fully supported, the claim requires
some argument, which differs slightly between the first- and second-moment cases:
a. In the first moment, Lemma 3.3 implies that 9qp 9σq is positive for at least one 9σ P tb0, b1u. Assume without
loss that 9qpb0q is positive; it follows that pBP 9qqp 9σq is positive for both 9σ “ b0, b1. For any 9σ P 9Ω, there
exists σˆ such that
Φˆpp 9σ, σˆq, b0, . . . , b0q ą 0 . (65)
The symmetry of Hˆ then gives the relation
pBP 9qqp 9σq
pBP 9qqpb0q “
9qp 9σq
9qpb0q ,
so it follows that BP 9q “ 9q in the first moment.
b. In the second moment, since we restrict to H P Nse, 9qp 9σq is positive for at least one 9σ P tb0, b1u2. Assume
without loss that 9qpb0b0q is positive. For any 9σ R tr0r1, r1r0u, there exists σˆ such that the second-moment
analogue of (65) holds. The preceding argument gives
pBP 9qqp 9σq
pBP 9qqpb0b0q “
9qp 9σq
9qpb0b0q for all 9σ R tr0r1, r1r0u .
Since pBP 9qqp 9σq is positive for all 9σ P tb0, b1u2, it follows that the same holds for 9q, so
pBP 9qqp 9σq
pBP 9qqpb0b1q “
9qp 9σq
9qpb0b1q for all 9σ R tr0r0, r1r1u .
Combining these, we have for 9σ P tr0r1, r1r0u that
pBP 9qqp 9σq
pBP 9qqpb0b0q “
pBP 9qqp 9σq
pBP 9qqpb0b1q
pBP 9qqpb0b1q
pBP 9qqpb0b0q “
9qp 9σq
9qpb0b0q ,
and this proves BP 9q “ 9q in the second moment.
Altogether, the above proves in both the first- and second-moment settings that 9q is a bp fixed point. 
5.3. BP contraction and conclusion. The next step is to (explicitly) define a subset Γ of measures 9q
on which we have a contraction estimate of the form }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} ď c} 9q ´ 9q‹} for a constant c ă 1. A useful
feature of nae-sat is that its bp recursions are self-averaging: if 9q is a measure on 9ΩT , let
9qavp 9σq ” 9qp 9σq ` 9qp 9σ ‘ 1q
2
.
Then BˆP 9q “ BˆP 9qav, and consequently BP 9q “ BP 9qav. The analogous statement holds in the second moment. It
then suffices to prove contraction on the measures 9q “ 9qav, since for general 9q it implies
}BP 9q ´ 9q‹} “ }BP 9qav ´ 9q‹} ď c} 9qav ´ 9q‹} ď c} 9q ´ 9q‹} .
Abbreviate tru ” tr0, r1u and tbu ” tb0, b1u. In a mild abuse of notation we now write tfu for p 9ΩY Ωˆqztr, bu;
so for instance 9qpfq “ 9qp 9Ωztr, buq “ 9qp 9M zt0, 1, ‹uq. For the first moment analysis, let Γ be the set of measures
9q PPp 9ΩT q satisfying 9q “ 9qav, such that
9qprq ` 2k 9qpfq
C
ď 9qpbq ď 9qprq
1´ C{2k (66)
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for C a large constant (to be determined). For the second moment analysis, let Γpc, κq be the set of measures
9q PPpp 9ΩT q2q satisfying 9q “ 9qav, such that
| 9qpb0b0q ´ 9qpb0b1q| ď pk9{2ckq 9qpbbq, and 9qpffq ` 9qptfr, rfuq{2k ` 9qprrq{4k ď pC{2kq 9qpbbq; (1Γ)
9qptrf, fruq ď pC{2kκq 9qpbbq and 9qprrq ď C2kp1´κq 9qpbbq; (2Γ)
9qprx 9σq ě r1´ C{2ks 9qpbx 9σq and 9qp 9σrxq ě r1´ C{2ks 9qp 9σbxq for all x P t0, 1u, 9σ P 9Ω. (3Γ)
(To clarify the notation: since b ” tb0, b1u, in (1Γ) the expression 9qpbbq refers to 9qptb0, b1u2q. Similarly, 9qpfrq
refers to 9qptfu ˆ tr0, r1uq where in this context tfu “ p 9ΩY Ωˆqztr, bu.)
Proposition 5.5 (proved in Appendix A). Assume 0 ď λ ď 1. In the first moment, we have:
a. For any 1 ď T ď 8, the map BP ” BPλ,T has a unique fixed point 9q‹ ” 9qλ,T P Γ. For any 9q P Γ, we have
BP 9q P Γ also, with }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} “ Opk2{2kq} 9q ´ 9q‹}.
b. In the limit T Ñ8, } 9qλ,T ´ 9qλ,8} Ñ 0.
In the second moment, for any 1 ď T ď 8, we have the following:
A. The map BP ” BPλ,T has a unique fixed point in Γp1, 1q, given by 9q‹ b 9q‹ with 9q‹ as in part a. Moreover,
for c P p0, 1s and k sufficiently large, there is no other fixed point of BP in Γpc, 1q: if 9q P Γpc, 1q then
BP 9q P Γp1, 1q, with }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} “ Opk4{2kq} 9q ´ 9q‹}.
B. If for some c P p0, 1s we have 9q P Γpc, 0q and 9q “ BP 9q, then 9q P Γpc, 1q.
Definition 5.6 (optimal empirical measures). For 0 ď λ ď 1 and 1 ď T ă 8, take the fixed point 9q‹ “ 9qλ,T
as given by Proposition 5.5a, and use (63) to define H‹ “ H 9q‹ P ∆ and H‚ “ H 9q‹b 9q‹ P ∆2. Note that this
agrees with our earlier definition of H‚, in the discussion below Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 5.7. Let 9q be any fixed point of BP that arises from Lemma 5.4.
a. If H “ H 9q P N˝, then 9q “ 9q‹ and so H “ H‹.
b. If H “ H 9q P Nse, then 9q “ 9q‹ b 9q‹ and so H “ H‚.
Proof. Since 9q “ BP 9q, we must have 9q “ 9qav. Below we argue separately for the first and second moment. In
each case we repeatedly take advantage of the fact that H “ H 9q is symmetric.
a. For the first moment, by Proposition 5.5a it suffices to show that 9q must lie in the set Γ defined by (66). It
follows directly from the relation 9q “ BP 9q that 9qprq ě 9qpbq. By definition of N˝ we must have H¯prq ď 7{2k
and H¯pfq ď 7{2k, so the vast majority of clauses must have all incident colors in tbu “ tb0, b1u:
1´ 14k
2k
ď Hˆpbkq “ 1
zˆ
ÿ
σPbk
Φˆpσqλ
kź
i“1
9qp 9σiq ď 9qpbq
k
zˆ
.
Next, if σ P rbk´1, we have Φˆpσqλ “ ElitrΦˆlitpσ ‘ Lqλs ě ElitΦˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ 2{2k, so
7
2k
ě H¯prq “ Hˆprbk´1q ě 9qprq 9qpbq
k´1
2k´1zˆ
ě 9qprq
9qpbq
2
2k
ˆ
1´ 14k
2k
˙
,
which gives 9qprq{ 9qpbq ď 4 for large k. Similarly, if σ P fbk´1 with σˆ1 “ s (indicating a separating clause),
then Φˆpσqλ ě ElitΦˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ 1´ 4{2k, so
7
2k
ě H¯pfq ě Hˆpfbk´1q ě
ˆ
1´ 4
2k
˙
9qpfq 9qpbqk´1
zˆ
ě 9qpfq
9qpbq
ˆ
1´ 4
2k
˙ˆ
1´ 14k
2k
˙
,
which gives 9qpfq{ 9qpbq ď 8{2k for large k. Combining these estimates proves 9q P Γ.
b. For the second moment, by Proposition 5.5A it suffices to verify 9q P Γp1, 1q, as defined by (1Γ)–(3Γ).
Condition (3Γ) is immediate from the relation 9q “ BP 9q. Moreover, by Proposition 5.5B it suffices to show
9q P Γp1, 0q, in which case condition (2Γ) follows from (1Γ). It remains to verify (1Γ). For this end, we
denote B ” tb0, b1u2, and partition this into B= ” tb0b0, b1b1u and B} ” tb0b1, b1b0u. By definition, for
any H P Nse the single-copy marginals H1, H2 lie in N Ď N˝, so the total density of tr, fu edges in either
copy is very small. As a result the vast majority of clauses have all incident colors in B:
1´ 28k
2k
ď HˆpBkq ď 9qpBq
k
zˆ
.
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For H P Nse, we have |H¯pB=q ´ H¯pB}q| ď k4{2k{2 `Op2´kq. The fraction of edges in not-all-B clauses is
Opk{2kq, and for σ P Bk we have 1 ě Φˆpσqλ ě ElitΦˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ 1´Opk{2kq, so
H¯pB=q ´ H¯pB}q ´Opk{2kq “
"
9qpB=q ´ 9qpB}q
9qpBq `Opk{2
kq
*
9qpBqk
zˆ
.
Rearranging gives | 9qpB=q ´ 9qpB}q|{ 9qpBq ď 2k4{2k{2, which proves the first part of (1Γ) (with c “ 1). It
remains to show the second part of (1Γ). If we denote R= ” tr0r0, r1r1u and consider σ P R=pB=qk´1, then
(similarly as above) we have Φˆpσqλ ě ElitΦˆlitpσ ‘ Lq “ 2{2k, so
7
2k
ě H¯pR=q “ HˆpR=pB=qk´1q ě 2
2k
9qpR=q 9qpB=qk´1
zˆ
ě 2
4k
9qpR=q
9qpBq
ˆ
1´ Opk
5q
2k{2
˙
,
where the last inequality is by the preceding estimates on 9qpBq and 9qpB=q. The same calculation bounds
9qpR}q for R} ” tr0r1, r1r0u. Next consider σ “ pp 9σ, sq, rq P tfru: if σ P Ωk with σ1 “ σ and the other k ´ 1
entries in B, then Φˆpσqλ ě 4{2k as long as the other entries are not all B= or all B}. Therefore
7
2k
ě H¯pfrq ě 4
2k
9qpfrq 9qpBqk´1
zˆ
ˆ
1´ 9qpB=q
k´1
9qpBqk´1 ´
9qpB}qk´1
9qpBqk´1
˙
ě 9qpfrq
9qpBq
ˆ
1´ Opkq
2k
˙
,
and the same calculation bounds 9qprfq. Finally, for σ “ pp 9σ1, sq, p 9σ2, sqq P tffu, we can consider σ P Ωk
with σ1 “ σ and the other k ´ 1 entries in B; therefore
7
2k
ě H¯pffq ě 9qpffq 9qpBq
k´1
zˆ
ˆ
1´ 4
2k
˙
ě 9qpffq
9qpBq
ˆ
1´ Opkq
2k
˙
.
Combining these estimate verifies the second part of (1Γ).
Altogether we have shown that if H “ H 9q lies in N˝, then 9q P Γ and so 9q “ 9q‹; and if H “ H 9q lies in Nse
then 9q P Γp1, 1q and so 9q “ 9q‹ b 9q‹. This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We will prove the claim in the first moment; the result for the second moment
follows by the same argument. It follows from Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7 that the unique minimizer of Ξ on
the set tH P N˝ : H “ Hsyu is H‹ (as given by Definition 5.6), with ΞpH‹q “ 0. It remains to establish that,
for H P ∆ with H “ Hsy and }H ´H‹} ď , we have ΞpHq ě }H ´H‹}2. As in the proof of Lemma 5.4,
let µ “ νoppHq be the solution of the optimization problem (59) for ΛpHq, and let ν “ νopp 9htrpHqq be the
solution of the optimization problem (60) for Λopp 9htrpHqq. We have from (61) that for some 9q PPp 9ΩT q,
νpσDq “ ν 9qpσDq “ wDpσq
λ
Z
ź
ePδD
9qp 9σeq .
For e P δD, abbreviate gepσDq ” ln 9qpσeq. Then, for any probability measure $ on colorings σD, the quantity
Λpωq ” Hp$q ` λxlnwD, $y can be expressed as
Λpωq “ Hp$q `
B
ln ν ` lnZ ´
ÿ
ePδD
ge, $
F
“ ´Dklpω|νq ` lnZ ´ |δD|xln 9q, 9htrpHtrp$qqy .
We have 9htrpHtrp$qq “ 9htrpHq for both $ “ ν and $ “ µ, so ΞpHq “ Λpµq ´ Λpνq “ Dklpµ|νq. (For further
discussion, see Proposition C.6.) It is well known that Dklpµ|νq Á }µ´ ν}2, so to conclude it remains for us
to show that }µ´ ν} Á }H ´H‹}. To this end, let ν‹ ” ν 9q‹ , and note that H “ Htrpµq while H‹ “ Htrpν‹q.
Recall from the discussion preceding Lemma 5.2 that $ ÞÑ Htrp$q is a linear projection, so
}H ´H‹} À }µ´ ν‹} ď }µ´ ν} ` }ν ´ ν‹} À }µ´ ν} ` } 9q ´ 9q‹} ,
where the last bound holds since ν “ ν 9q and ν‹ “ ν 9q‹ . Recall from Proposition 5.5a (or Proposition 5.5A for
the second moment) that we have the contraction estimate }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} ď c} 9q ´ 9q‹} for c P p0, 1q, so
p1´ cq} 9q ´ 9q‹} ď } 9q ´ 9q‹} ´ }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} ď } 9q ´ BP 9q} .
Let K ” p 9K, Kˆ, K¯q ” Htrpνq, and note that Kˆ need not be symmetric: if we let Kˆ 1pσq ” Kˆpσ2, . . . , σk, σ1q
for σ P pΩT qk, then Kˆ and Kˆ 1 need not agree. On the other hand H “ Htrpµq “ Hsy, so
}Kˆ ´ Kˆ 1} ď }Hˆ ´ Kˆ} ` }Hˆ ´ Kˆ 1} “ 2}Hˆ ´ Kˆ} ď 2}H ´K} À }µ´ ν} .
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For any k-tuple 9h ” p 9h1, . . . , 9hkq of probability measures on 9ΩT , consider
Hˆopp 9hq ” arg maxνˆ
"
Hpνˆq ` λxln Φˆ, νˆy : νˆp 9σ1 “ ¨q “ 9hi for all i
*
where νˆ denotes any probability measure on supp vˆ Ď pΩT qk. The unique optimizer Hˆopp 9hq can be described
in terms of another k-tuple of probability measures on 9ΩT , denoted 9q ” p 9q1, . . . , 9qkq, which serve as Lagrange
multipliers: Hˆopp 9hq “ Hˆp 9qq where
rHˆp 9qqspσq – Φˆpσqλ
kź
i“1
9qip 9σiq .
In particular, Hˆopp 9h‹q “ Hˆp 9q‹q for 9h‹ ” p 9htrpH‹q, . . . , 9htrpH‹qq and 9q‹ ” p 9q‹, . . . , 9q‹q. For 9h near 9h‹, there
is a unique 9q satisfying Hˆopp 9hq “ Hˆp 9qq, and we can determine this 9q as a smooth function of 9h. Thus
}Kˆ ´ Kˆ 1} “ }HˆpBP 9q, 9q, . . . , 9qq ´ Hˆp 9q, BP 9q, 9q, . . . , 9qq} Á } 9q ´ BP 9q} .
Combining the above inequalities gives }H ´H‹} À }µ´ ν} as desired. 
Proof of Propositions 3.4 and 3.10. Note that for H¯ fixed, F pHq “ F p 9H, Hˆ, H¯q is a strictly concave function
of 9H, Hˆ. It follows that for all H P ∆ we have F pHq ď F pLHq ´ }H ´ LH}2 for
LH ” arg maxL
!
F pLq : L P ∆ with L¯ “ H¯
)
.
Clearly LH “ pLHqsy, so it follows from Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 5.1 that
F pLHq ď F pH‹q ´ }LH ´H‹}2.
Combining the inequalities (and adjusting  as needed) gives F pHq ď F pH‹q ´ }H ´H‹}2. This concludes
the proof of Proposition 3.4, and Proposition 3.10 follows by exactly the same argument. 
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Appendix A. Contraction estimates
We now prove Proposition 5.5, on the contraction of the bp recursion for the coloring model. In Section A.1
we analyze the recursions for the first moment (single-copy) model and prove Proposition 5.5a. In Section A.2
we analyze the the recursions for the first moment (pair) model and prove the remainder of Proposition 5.5.
We assume throughout the section that 0 ď λ ď 1 and 1 ď T ď 8.
A.1. Single-copy coloring recursions. Recall from Section 5.2 that the bp recursion is a pair (62) of
mappings 9BP : PpΩˆT q ÑPp 9ΩT q and BˆP : Pp 9ΩT q ÑPpΩˆT q. Recall that for our purposes we can restrict
attention to measures satisfying 9q “ 9qav and qˆ “ qˆav. Under this restriction, the bp recursion is quite explicit,
as we now describe. Recall from Definition 2.8, equations (22) and (23), that for 9τ P 9M and τˆ P Mˆ we defined
9mp 9τq and mˆpτˆq as probability measures on t0, 1u. For convenience, we also define
9mpr1q “ mˆpb1q “ δ1, 9mpr0q “ mˆpb0q “ δ0 . (67)
In what follows we often represent a probability measure on t0, 1u by the probability assigned to 1, writ-
ing 9mp 9τq ” 9mr 9τ sp1q and mˆpτˆq ” mˆrτˆ sp1q. Thus, equations (22), (23), and (67) together define mappings
9m : 9Ω Ñ r0, 1s and mˆ : Ωˆ Ñ r0, 1s. Recall that we denote tru ” tr1, r0u, tbu ” tb1, b0u, and tfu ” Ωztr, bu.
We also write tfu ” p 9ΩY Ωˆqztr, bu; the precise meaning of tfu will be unambiguous from context. Then, for
x P t0, 1u, let us abbreviate
g ” bY f, gx ” bx Y f, y ” rY f, px ” bx Y rx .
The variable recursion 9BP ” 9BPλ,T is given by
p 9BPqˆqp 9σq –
$’’’’&’’’’%
qˆpp1qd´1 9σ P tr0, r1u,
qˆpp1qd´1 ´ pqˆpb1qqd´1 9σ P tb0, b1u,
9zp 9σqλ
ÿ
σˆ2,...,σˆd
1
"
9σ “ 9T
´
pσˆiqiě2
¯* dź
i“2
qˆpσˆiq 9σ P 9ΩT ztr, bu,
where – indicates the normalization which makes 9BPqˆ a probability measure on 9ΩT . For the clause recursion,
let us write 9σ „ σˆ if 9σ ” p 9σ2, . . . , 9σkq P p 9ΩT qk´1 is compatible with σˆ, in the sense that!
σ “ pp 9σ, σˆq, p 9σ2, σˆ2q, . . . p 9σk, σˆkqq P pΩT qk : Iˆ litpσq “ 1
)
‰ ∅. (68)
The clause recursion BˆP ” BˆPλ,T is given by
pBˆP 9qqpσˆq –
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
9qpb0qk´1 σˆ P tr0, r1u,
zˆpσˆqλ
ÿ
9σ2,..., 9σk
1
"
σˆ “ Tˆ
´
p 9σiqiě2
¯* kź
i“2
9qp 9σiq σˆ P ΩˆT ztr, bu,
ÿ
9σ„b1
´
1´
kź
i“2
9mp 9σiq
¯λ kź
i“2
9qp 9σiq σˆ P tb0, b1u,
where the last line uses the convention (67). Recall that BP ” 9BP ˝ BˆP ” BPλ,T . We will show the following
contraction result (assuming, as always, 0 ď λ ď 1 and 1 ď T ď 8).
Proposition A.1. If 9q1, 9q2 P Γ, then BP 9q1, BP 9q2 P Γ and }BP 9q1 ´ BP 9q2} “ Opk2{2kq} 9q1 ´ 9q2}.
Before the proof of Proposition A.1 we deduce the following consequences:
Proof of Proposition 5.5a. Let 9qp0q be the uniform measure on tb0, b1, r1, r0u, and let 9qplq ” BP 9qpl´1q. It is
clear that 9qp0q P Γ, so Proposition A.1 implies 9qplq P Γ for all l ě 1, and furthermore that p 9qplqqlě1 forms an
`1 Cauchy sequence. By completeness of `1 we conclude that there exists 9qp8q “ 9q‹ P Γ such that BP 9q‹ “ 9q‹
and } 9qplq ´ 9q‹} Ñ 0 as lÑ8. Applying Proposition A.1 again gives }BP 9q ´ 9q‹} “ Opk2{2kq} 9q ´ 9q‹} for any
9q P Γ, from which it follows that 9q‹ is the unique fixed point of BP in Γ. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.5b. For each 1 ď T ď 8, let p 9qλ,T qplq (l ě 0) be defined in the same way as 9qplq in
the proof of Proposition A.1. It follows from the definition that p 9qλ,T qplq “ p 9qλ,8qplq for all l ď lT , where
lT ” lnT { lnpdkq. By the triangle inequality and Proposition 5.5a,
} 9qλ,T ´ 9qλ,8} ď } 9qλ,T ´ p 9qλ,8qplT q} ` }p 9qλ,8qplT q ´ 9qλ,8} ď pC{2kqlT
for some absolute constant k. The result follows assuming k ě k0. 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition A.1. We work with the non-normalized bp recursions 9NB ” 9NBλ,T
and NˆB ” NˆBλ,T , defined by substituting “–” with ““” in the definitions of 9BP and BˆP respectively. One can
then recover 9BP, BˆP from 9NB, NˆB via
p 9BPpˆqp 9σq “ p 9NBpˆqp 9σqř
9σ1P 9Ωp 9NBpˆqp 9σ1q
, pBˆP 9pqpσˆq “ pNˆB 9pqpσˆqř
σˆ1PΩˆpNˆB 9pqpσˆ1q
.
Let 9p be the reweighted measure defined by
9pp 9σq ” r 9pp 9qqsp 9σq ” 9qp 9σq
1´ 9qprq . (69)
In the above we have assumed that the inputs to 9BP, BˆP, 9NB, NˆB are probability measures; we now extend them
in the obvious manner to nonnegative measures with strictly positive total mass.
Given two measures r1, r2 defined on any space X, we denote ∆rpxq ” |r1pxq ´ r2pxq|. We regard ∆r as
a nonnegative measure on X: for any subset S Ď X,
∆rpSq “
ÿ
xPS
|r1pxq ´ r2pxq| ě |r1pSq ´ r2pSq|,
where the inequality may be strict. For any nonnegative measure rˆ on Ωˆ, we abbreviate
mˆλrˆpσˆq ” mˆpσˆqλrˆpσˆq,
p1´ mˆqλrˆpσˆq ” p1´ mˆpσˆqqλrˆpσˆq.
In what follows we will begin with two measures in Γ, and show that they contract under one step of the
bp recursion. Let NˆB and 9NB be the non-normalized single-copy bp recursions at parameters λ, T . Starting
from 9qi P Γ (i “ 1, 2), denote
9pi ” 9pp 9qiq (as defined by (69)),
pˆi ” NˆBp 9piq and pˆi,8 ” NˆBλ,8p 9piq,
9pui ” 9NBppˆiq and q˜i ” 9BPpˆi “ BP 9qi.
With this notation in mind, the proof of Proposition A.1 is divided into four lemmas.
Lemma A.2 (effect of reweighting). Assuming 9q1, 9q2 P Γ, }∆ 9p} “ Op1q} 9q1 ´ 9q2}, where Op1q indicates a
constant depending on the constant appearing in (66).
Lemma A.3 (clause bp). Assuming 9q1, 9q2 P Γ,
mˆλpˆipsq “ 1´ 4{2k `Opk{4kq,
mˆλpˆipfq “ mˆλpˆipsq `Opk{4kq,
mˆλpˆipb1q “ 1`Opk{2kq,
mˆλpˆipr1q “ p2{2kqr1`Opk{2kqs.
(70)
Further, writing ∆mˆλpˆp¨q ” mˆλp¨q|pˆ1p¨q ´ pˆ2p¨q|,
∆mˆλpˆpfq `∆mˆλpˆprq “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppfq,
}∆mˆλpˆ} “ Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p}. (71)
(Recall that pˆpσˆ ‘ 1q “ pˆpσˆq and mˆpσˆ ‘ 1q “ 1´ mˆpσˆq, so p1´ mˆqλpˆpσˆq “ mˆλpˆpσˆ ‘ 1q. As a result, the
bounds for ∆mˆλpˆ imply analogous bounds for ∆p1´ mˆqλpˆ.)
Lemma A.4 (variable bp, non-normalized). Assuming 9q1, 9q2 P Γ, we have„
9pui pfq
9pui prq

“
„
Op2´kq
1`Op2´kq

9pui pbq,
»–∆ 9pupfq∆ 9pupbq
∆ 9puprq
fifl “
»– OpkqOpk2kq
Opk2kq
fifl }∆mˆλpˆ}max
i“1,2
!
9pui pbq
)
. (72)
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Lemma A.5 (variable bp, normalized). Assuming 9q1, 9q2 P Γ, we have q˜1, q˜2 P Γ as well, with
}q˜1 ´ q˜2} À k}∆mˆλpˆ} .
Proof of Proposition A.1. Follows by combining the four preceding lemmas A.2–A.5. 
We now prove the four lemmas.
Proof of Lemma A.2. This follows from the elementary identity
a1
b1
´ a2
b2
“ 1
b1
pa1 ´ a2q ` b2 ´ b1
b1b2
a2 . (73)
together with (66). 
In the proof of the next two lemmas, the following elementary fact will be used repeatedly: suppose for
1 ď l ď m that we have nonnegative measures al, bl over a finite set Xl. Then, denoting X “ X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xm,
we have ÿ
xPX
ˇˇˇˇ mź
l“1
alpxlq ´
mź
l“1
blpxlq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
mÿ
l“1
ÿ
xPX
" ź
1ďjăl
bjpxjq
*" ź
lăjďm
ajpxjq
*ˇˇˇ
alpxlq ´ blpxlq
ˇˇˇ
ď
mÿ
l“1
}al ´ bl}
ź
j‰l
´
}aj} ` }aj ´ bj}
¯
. (74)
If all the pXl, al, blq are the same pX, a, bq, this reduces to the boundÿ
x1,...,xmPX
ˇˇˇˇ mź
i“1
apxiq ´
mź
i“1
bpxiq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď m}a´ b}
´
}a} ` }a´ b}
¯m´1
. (75)
In what follows we will abbreviate (for x P t0, 1u)
ax ”
!
σˆ P ΩˆT : 9σ P pgxqk´1 for all 9σ „ σˆ
)
. (76)
Proof of Lemma A.3. From the definition, if 9p “ 9pp 9qq then
9ppbq “ 9qpbq
1´ 9qprq “
9qpbq
9qpgq “ 1´ 9ppfq .
It follows that for any 9q1, 9q2 P Γ we have ∆ 9ppbq ď ∆ 9ppfq ď 9p1pfq ` 9p2pfq “ Op2´kq. Another consequence of
the definition of Γ is that }∆ 9p} “ Op1q. We now control ∆mˆλpˆpσˆq, distinguishing a few cases:
1. We first consider σˆ P Ωˆztb, su. For such σˆ we have
∆mˆλpˆpσˆq “
ˇˇˇˇ
rmˆpσˆqzˆpσˆqsλ
ÿ
9σ„σˆ
ˆ kź
j“2
9p1p 9σjq ´
kź
j“2
9p2p 9σjq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
,
and it is easy to check that
mˆpσˆqzˆpσˆq “ 1´
kź
j“2
9mp 9σjq P r0, 1s .
Moreover, any such σˆ must belong to a0 or a1. By summing over σˆ P a0 and applying (75) we have
∆mˆλpˆpa0q ď pk ´ 1q}p 9p1 ´ 9p2q}`1pg0q
´
9p1pg0q `∆ 9ppfq
¯k´2
.
Recalling that 9p1 and 9p2 both lie in Γ, in the above we have 9p1pg0q `∆ 9ppfq ď r1`Op2´kqs{2, as well as
}p 9p1 ´ 9p2q}`1pb0,fq “ Op1q∆ 9ppfq. Combining these gives
∆mˆλpˆpa0q “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppfq,
and the same bound holds for ∆mˆλpˆpa1q.
2. Next consider σˆ “ s, for which we have mˆpσˆq “ 1{2 and zˆpσˆq “ 2. Thus
mˆλpˆpsq “ 1´ p 9ppg0qqk´1 ´ p 9ppg1qqk´1 ` 9ppfqk´1 . (77)
Arguing as above gives ∆mˆλpˆpsq “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppfq, proving the first half of (71).
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3. Lastly consider σˆ P tb0, b1u. Recalling (67) we have ∆mˆλpˆpb0q “ 0, so let us take σˆ “ b1, and consider
9σ „ b1. Note that if 9σ has no entry in tru, then we also have 9σ „ σˆ1 for some σˆ1 P tr, fu. Again making
use of (67), this 9σ gives the same contribution to mˆλpˆ8pσˆ1q as to mˆλpˆpb1q. It follows that
∆mˆλpˆpb1q ď ∆mˆλpˆ8pyq ` k
ˇˇˇ
9p1pr0q 9p1pb1qk´2 ´ 9p2pr0q 9p2pb1qk´2
ˇˇˇ
.
The first term on the right-hand side captures the contribution from those 9σ with no entry in tru, and by
the preceding arguments it is Opk{2kq∆ 9ppfq. It is easy to check that the second term is Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p},
which finishes the second part of (71).
Combining the above estimates proves (71). We next prove (70). For this purpose we introduce the notation
fě1 to refer to elements of 9Ω or Ωˆ that contain at least one free variable. In particular, fě1 X Ωˆ is given by
tfuztsu Ď a0 Y a1 Ď Ωˆ. Since 9qi P Γ, we must have from (66) that
mˆλpˆipfě1q ď 2
k´1ÿ
l“1
ˆ
k ´ 1
l
˙
9pipfql 9pipb0qk´1´l ď 2 9pipb0qk´1
k´1ÿ
l“1
ˆ
k 9pipfq
9pipb0q
˙l
“ Opk{4kq . (78)
On the other hand, we see from (77) that
mˆλpˆipsq “ 1´ 4{2k `Opk{4kq .
If 9σ „ b1 has no entry in tru, then there must exist some σˆ P tfu such that 9σ „ σˆ as well. Conversely, if
σˆ P ΩˆT ztr, bu and 9σ „ σˆ, then 9σ „ b1, unless 9σ has exactly one spin 9σi P tb0, fu with the remaining k ´ 2
spins equal to b1.
1 It follows that
mˆλpˆipb1q “ pˆipb1q “ mˆλpˆi,8pfq ` pk ´ 1q
”
9pipr0q ´ 9pipg0q
ı
9pipb1qk´2 (79)
ď mˆλpˆi,8pfq ` pk ´ 1q 9pipr0q 9pipb1qk´2 “ 1`Opk{2kq.
For a lower bound it suffices to consider the contribution from clauses with all k incident colors in tbu:
mˆλpˆipb1q “ pˆipb1q ě 9pipbqk´1r1´Opk{2kqs “ 1´Opk{2kq . (80)
Lastly, note by symmetry that
mˆλpˆipr1q “ pˆipr1q “ pˆipb0qk´1 “ p2{2kqpˆipbqk´1 .
Combining these estimates proves (70). 
Proof of Lemma A.4. We control 9pu and ∆ 9pu in two cases.
1. First consider 9σ P 9Ωztr, bu. Up to permutation there is a unique σˆ P tfud´1 such that 9σ “ Tˆ pσˆq. Let
combp 9σq denote the number of distinct tuples σˆ1 that can be obtained by permuting the coordinates of σˆ.
For this σˆ we have
dź
j“2
mˆpσˆjqλ ď 9zp 9σqλ ď
dź
j“2
mˆpσˆjqλ `
dź
j“2
p1´ mˆpσˆjqqλ, (81)
where the rightmost inequality uses that pa` bqλ ď aλ ` bλ for a, b ě 0 and λ P r0, 1s. It follows that for
i “ 1, 2 we have
combp 9σq
dź
j“2
mˆpˆipσˆjq ď 9pui p 9σq ď combp 9σq
" dź
j“2
mˆλpˆipσˆjq `
dź
j“2
p1´ mˆqλpˆipσˆjq
*
.
It follows by symmetry that mˆλpˆipfq “ p1´ mˆqλpˆipfq, so
rmˆλpˆipsqsd´1 ď 9pui pfq ď rmˆλpˆipfqsd´1 ` rp1´ mˆqλpˆipfqsd´1 “ 2rmˆλpˆipfqsd´1 . (82)
Making use of the symmetry together with (81) gives
∆ 9pupfq ď 2
ÿ
σˆPpΩˆfqd´1
ˇˇˇˇ d´1ź
j“2
mˆλpˆ1pσˆjq ´
d´1ź
j“2
mˆλpˆ2pσˆjq
ˇˇˇˇ
,
1The converse is not needed for the final bound, but we mention it for the sake of concreteness.
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and applying (75) gives
∆ 9pupfq À d}∆mˆλpˆ}
´
mˆλpˆ1pfq `∆mˆλpˆ1pfq
¯d´2
.
Combining (70) with the lower bound from (81) then gives
∆ 9pupfq À d}∆mˆλpˆ}max
i“1,2
!
9pui pfq
)
.
2. Next consider 9σ P tr, bu: for x P t0, 1u, note that 9pui prxq “ pˆippxqd´1, and
9pui prxq ´ 9pui pbxq
9pui prxq
“ pˆipbxq
d´1
pˆippxqd´1 “
ˆ
1´ pˆiprxq
pˆippxq
˙d´1
“ Op2´kq, (83)
where the last estimate uses (70) and d{k “ 2k´1 ln 2`Op1q. Applying (75) gives
∆ 9pupp1q À d}mˆλpˆ}
´
min
i“1,2
!
mˆλpˆipp1q
)
`∆mˆλpˆpp1q
¯d´2
.
Suppose without loss that mˆλpˆ1pb1q ď mˆλpˆ2pb1q: then
mˆλpˆ1pp1q `∆mˆλpˆpp1q “ mˆλpˆ2pb1q ` mˆλpˆ1pr1q `∆mˆλpˆpr1q
ď mˆλpˆ2pp1q ` 2∆mˆλpˆpr1q,
and substituting into the above gives
∆ 9pupp1q À d}mˆλpˆ}
´
max
i“1,2
!
mˆλpˆipp1q
)
`∆mˆλpˆpr1q
¯d´2
.
From (71) and the definition (66) of Γ we have ∆mˆλpˆpr1q “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppfq “ Opk{4kq. It follows from
(83) that
∆ 9pupp1q À d}∆mˆλpˆ}max
i“1,2
!
9pui pb1q
)
. (84)
It remains to show 9pupfq{ 9pupbq “ Op2´kq. From (79),
mˆλpˆipfq ´ mˆλpˆipb1q ď mˆλpˆi,8pfq ´ mˆλpˆipb1q ď pk ´ 1q
”
9pipg0q ´ 9pipr0q
ı
9pipb1qk´2,
and by definition of Γ the right-hand side is Opk{4kq 9pipbqk´1. Now recall from (80) that mˆλpˆipb1q Á 9pipbqk´1.
Combining these gives
mˆλpˆipfq ď r1`Opk{4kqsmˆλpˆipb1q . (85)
Recalling (81), it follows that
9pui pfq
9pui pb1q
À
ˆ
mˆλpˆipfq
mˆλpˆipp1q
˙d´1
À
ˆ
mˆλpˆipb1q
mˆλpˆipp1q
˙d´1
À 2´k,
where the last step uses (70). This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma A.5. Denote q˜i ” BP 9qi and ∆q˜ ” |q˜1 ´ q˜2|. We first check that q˜i lies in Γ: the first condition
of (66) follows from (72), and the second is automatically satisfied from the definition of 9BP. Next we bound
∆q˜. With some abuse of notation, we shall write q˜ipXq ” q˜iprq ´ q˜ipbq and
∆q˜pXq ” |pq˜1prq ´ q˜1pbqq ´ pq˜2prq ´ q˜2pbqq| .
Let 9pui pXq and ∆ 9pupXq be similarly defined. Arguing similarly as in the derivation of (84),
∆ 9pupXq “ 2|pˆ1pb1qd´1 ´ pˆ2pb1qd´1| À k}∆mˆλpˆ}max
i“1,2
!
9pui pbq
)
(86)
Recalling }q˜i} “ 1, we have
2q˜iprq “ r1´ q˜ipfqs ` rq˜iprq ´ q˜ipbqs and
2q˜ipbq “ r1´ q˜ipfqs ´ rq˜iprq ´ q˜ipbqs, so
}∆q˜} À ∆q˜pfq `∆q˜pXq.
If we take a P t1, 2u and b “ 2´ a, and write 9Zi ” } 9pui }, then
∆q˜pfq `∆q˜pXq ď ∆ 9p
upfq `∆ 9pupXq
9Za
` | 9Za ´ 9Zb|9Za
r 9pub pfq ` 9pub prq ´ 9pub pbqs
9Zb
.
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If we take a P arg maxi 9pui pbq, then, by (72) and (86), the first term on the right-hand side is
À k}∆mˆ
λpˆ} 9puapbq
9Za
À k}∆mˆλpˆ},
where the rightmost inequality uses 9Zi ě 9pui pbq. As for the second term, (72) gives
| 9Za ´ 9Zb|
9Za
À d}∆mˆλpˆ} and r 9p
u
b pfq ` 9pub prq ´ 9pub pbqs
9Zb
À 2´k .
Combining these estimates yields the claimed bound. 
A.2. Pair coloring recursions. In this section we analyze the bp recursions for the pair coloring model
and prove the remaining assertions of Proposition 5.5. Recall that we assume 9q “ 9qav and qˆ “ qˆav, where
these are now probability measures on p 9ΩT q2 and pΩˆT q2 respectively. For any measure ppxq defined on
x ” px1, x2q in p 9ΩT q2 or pΩˆT q2, define
pfpqpxq ” ppfxq where fx ” x‘ p0, 1q ” px1, x2 ‘ 1q .
Recall from Section 5.3 the definition of Γpc, κq. We will prove that
Proposition A.6. For any c P p0, 1s and any 9q1, 9q2 P Γpc, 1q, we have BP 9q1, BP 9q2 P Γp1, 1q and
}BP 9q1 ´ BP 9q2} “ Opk4{2kq} 9q1 ´ 9q2} `Opk4{2kq
ÿ
i“1,2
} 9qi ´ f 9qi}. (87)
Assuming this result, it is straightforward to deduce Proposition 5.5A:
Proof of Proposition 5.5A. Let 9qp0q be the uniform probability measure on tb0, b1, r1, r0u2, and define recur-
sively 9qplq “ BP 9qpl´1q for l ě 1. It is clear that 9qp0q P Γp1, 1q and 9qp0q “ f 9qp0q. Since 9qplq “ f 9qplq for all l ě 1,
it follows from (87) that p 9qplqqlě1 forms an `1 Cauchy sequence. It follows by completeness of `1 that 9qplq
converges to a limit 9qp8q “ 9q‹ P Γp1, 1q, satisfying 9q‹ “ f 9q‹ “ BP 9q‹. This implies that for any probability
measure 9q,
} 9q ´ f 9q} ď } 9q ´ 9q‹} ` } 9q‹ ´ f 9q} “ 2} 9q ´ 9q‹} .
Applying (87) again gives
}BP 9q ´ 9q‹} “ Opk4{2kq} 9q ´ 9q‹} `Opk4{2kq} 9q ´ f 9q} “ Opk4{2kq} 9q ´ 9q‹},
proving the claimed contraction estimate. Uniqueness of 9q‹ can be deduced from this contraction. 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition A.6; the proof of Proposition 5.5B is given after. Let 9NB, NˆB now
denote the non-normalized bp recursions for the pair model. Let rr 9σs P t0, 1, 2u count the number of r spins
in 9σ, and let 9p ” 9pp 9qq be the reweighted measure
9pp 9σq ” 9qp 9σq
1´ 9qprr 9σs ą 0q . (88)
Recalling convention (67), we will denote
mˆλrˆpσˆ1, σˆ2q ” rmˆpσˆ1qmˆpσˆ2qsλrˆpσˆ1, σˆ2q .
Let NˆB and 9NB be the non-normalized pair bp recursions at parameters λ, T . Starting from 9qi P Γpc, κq
(i “ 1, 2), we denote
9pi ” 9pp 9qiq (as defined by (88)),
pˆi ” NˆBp 9piq and pˆi,8 ” NˆBλ,8p 9piq,
9pui ” 9NBppˆiq and q˜i ” 9BPpˆi “ BP 9qi.
With this notation in mind, the proof of Proposition A.6 is divided into the following lemmas.
Lemma A.7 (effect of reweighting). Suppose 9q1, 9q2 P Γpc, κq for c P p0, 1s and κ P r0, 1s: then
}∆ 9p} ” Op22p1´κqkq}∆ 9q},
} 9pi ´ f 9pi} ” Op2p1´κqkq} 9qi ´ f 9qi}.
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Lemma A.8 (clause bp contraction). Suppose 9q1, 9q2 P Γpc, κq for c P p0, 1s and κ P r0, 1s: then
∆mˆλpˆpyyq “ Opk3{2kq∆ 9ppggq “ Opk3{2p1`cqkq,
∆mˆλpˆptbr, bfě1uq “ Opk2{2kqr∆ 9ppggq ` 2´k∆ 9pp 9Ω2ztrruqs “ Opk3{2p1`cqkq,
}∆mˆλpˆ} “ Opk3{2kq}∆ 9p} “ Opk32p1´2κqkq,
(89)
and the same estimates hold with fpˆ in place of pˆ. For both i “ 1, 2,
}mˆλpˆi ´ mˆλfpˆi} “ Opk3{2p1`κqkq} 9pi ´ f 9pi} “ Opk3{22κkq} 9qi ´ f 9qi} . (90)
Lemma A.9 (clause bp output values). Suppose 9q1, 9q2 P Γpc, κq for c P p0, 1s and κ P r0, 1s. For s, t Ď Ωˆ let
st ” sˆ t. Then it holds for all s, t P tr1, b1, f, su that
mˆλpˆips, tq
p2{2kqrrss`rrts “
#
1`Opk2{2kq rrss ` rrts ď 1,
1`Opk2{2ckq rrss ` rrts “ 2. (91)
Furthermore we have the bounds
mˆλpˆipfě1tq ` mˆλpˆiptfě1q ď Opk{4kq for all t P tr1, b1, f, su,
mˆλpˆiptfu ˆ Ωˆq ´ mˆλpˆiptb1u ˆ Ωˆq ď Opk{4kq. (92)
The same estimates hold with fpˆi in place of pˆi.
Lemma A.10 (variable bp). Suppose 9q1, 9q2 P Γpc, κq for c P p0, 1s and κ P r0, 1s. Then BP 9q1, BP 9q2 P Γpc1, 1q
for c1 “ maxt0, 2κ´ 1u, and›››BP 9q1 ´ BP 9q2››› À k›››∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ›››˘` k2k ÿ
i“1,2
›››mˆλpˆi ´ mˆλfpˆi››› .
Proof of Proposition A.6. Follows by combining the preceding lemmas A.7–A.10. 
Proof of Proposition 5.5B. If 9q P Γpc, 0q is a fixed point of BP, then it follows from Lemmas A.8–A.10 that
we have 9q P Γpc, 0q X Γp0, 1q “ Γpc, 1q. 
We now prove the three lemmas leading to Proposition A.6.
Proof of Lemma A.7. Applying (73) we have
| 9p1p 9σq ´ 9p2p 9σq| ď | 9q1p 9σq ´ 9q2p 9σq|9q1pggq `
| 9q1pggq ´ 9q2pggq|
9q1pggq 9q2pggq 9q2p 9σq,
and summing over 9σ P 9Ω2 gives
}∆ 9p} ď } 9q1 ´ 9q2}
9q1pggq `
| 9q1pggq ´ 9q2pggq|
9q1pggq 9q2pggq ď
2} 9q1 ´ 9q2}
9q1pggq 9q2pggq .
Since 9qi P Γ, we have, using (1Γ) and (2Γ),
9pip 9Ω2ztrruq “ Op1q , 9piprrq “ Op2p1´κqkq . (93)
Consequently 9qipggq´1 ď Op1q2p1´κqk, and the claimed bound on }∆ 9p} follows. The bound on } 9pi ´ f 9pi}
follows by noting that if 9q2 “ f 9q1, then 9q1pggq “ 9q2pggq. 
Proof of Lemma A.8. We will prove (89) for pˆi; the proof for fpˆi is entirely similar. It follows from the
symmetry 9pi “ p 9piqav that for any x,y P t0, 1u,ˇˇˇ
9pipbbq ´ 4 9pipbxbyq
ˇˇˇ
“ 2
ˇˇˇ
9pipbxby‘1q ´ 9pipbxbyq
ˇˇˇ
“ 2
ˇˇˇ
9pipb0b0q ´ 9pipb0b1q
ˇˇˇ
,
from which we obtain that
∆ 9ppbbq À max
i“1,2
ˇˇˇ
9pipb0b0q ´ 9pipb0b1q
ˇˇˇ
.
Recall g “ tb, fu and 9pipggq “ 1. Combining the above with the definition of Γpc, κq gives
∆ 9ppggq ď ∆ 9ppbbq `∆ 9ppgfq `∆ 9ppfgq
ď
ÿ
i“1,2
"ˇˇˇ
9pipb0b0q ´ 9pipb0b1q
ˇˇˇ
` 9pipgfq ` 9ppfgq
*
“ Op2´ckq. (94)
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Step I. We first control ∆mˆλpˆpσˆq. By symmetry it suffices to analyze the bp recursion at a clause with all
literals Lj “ 0. We distinguish the following cases of σˆ P Ωˆ2:
1. Recall y ” rY f, and note tyuztsu Ď a0 Y a1 (as defined by (76)). Thus
∆mˆλpˆptyyuztssuq ď
ÿ
xPt0,1u
"
∆mˆλpˆpax ˆ tyuq `∆mˆλpˆptyu ˆ axq
*
. (95)
For x P t0, 1u, consider σˆ P ax ˆ tyu: in order for 9σ P p 9Ω2qk´1 to be compatible with σˆ, it is necessary
that 9σj P A ” tgxu ˆ tgu for all 2 ď j ď k. Combining with (75) gives
∆mˆλpˆpax ˆ tyuq ď
ÿ
9σPAk´1
ˇˇˇˇ kź
j“2
9p1p 9σjq ´
kź
j“2
9p2p 9σjq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď k∆ 9ppggq
´
9p1pAq `∆ 9ppggq
¯k´2
.
It follows from the definition of Γpc, κq that 9p1pAq `∆ 9ppggq “ 12 `Op2´ckq, so we conclude
∆mˆλpˆptyyuztssuq “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppggq . (96)
2. Now take σˆ “ ss: for 9σ P p 9Ω2qk´1 to be compatible with σˆ, it is necessary that 9σ P tyyuk´1. On the other
hand, it is sufficient that 9σ P tgguk´1 does not belong to any of the sets pA0qk´1, pA1qk´1, pB0qk´1, pB1qk´1,
where for x P t0, 1u we define Ax ” tbxgu Y tfgu and Bx ” tgbxu Y tgfu. Therefore
∆mˆλpˆpssq ď
ÿ
xPt0,1u
ÿ
9σPpAxqk´1YpBxqk´1
ˇˇˇˇ kź
j“2
9p1p 9σjq ´
kź
j“2
9p2p 9σjq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppggq,
where the last estimate follows by the same argument that led to (96). This concludes the proof of the
first line of (89).
3. Now consider σˆ with exactly one coordinate in tbu, meaning the other must be in tyu. Recalling conven-
tion (67), we assume without loss that σˆ P tb1yu and proceed to bound ∆mˆλpˆpσˆq. Let 9σ P p 9Ω2qk´1 be
compatible with σˆ. There are two cases:
a. If 9σ has no entry in tru, it must also be compatible with some σˆ1 P tyyu, as long as we permit the
possibility that |pσˆ1q1| ą T . Such 9σ gives the same contribution to mˆλpˆpσˆq as to mˆλpˆ8pyyq. It follows
from the preceding estimates that the contribution to ∆mˆλpˆpb1yq from all such 9σ is upper bounded by
∆mˆλpˆ8pyyq “ Opk{2kq∆ 9ppggq (97)
b. The only remaining possibility is that some permutation of 9σ belongs to AˆBk´2 for A “ tr0gu and
B “ tb1gu: the contribution to ∆mˆλpˆpb1yq from all such 9σ is
ď pk ´ 1q
ÿ
9σPAˆBk´2
ˇˇˇˇ kź
j“2
9p1p 9σjq ´
kź
j“2
9p2p 9σjq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p}, (98)
where the last estimate follows using (74) and (93).
Combining the above estimates (and using the symmetry between b1y and yb1) gives
∆mˆλpˆpb1yq `∆mˆλpˆpyb1q “ Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p} . (99)
If we further have σˆ P tb1u ˆ tr, fě1u, then, arguing as above, 9σ either contributes to ∆mˆλpˆ8pyˆ tr, fě1uq,
or else belongs to Ax ˆ pBxqk´2 for Ax “ tr0gxu, Bx “ tb1gxu and x P t0, 1u. The contribution from first
case is bounded by (96). The contribution from the second case, using (74) and (93), is
À k∆ 9pp 9Ω2ztrruq
´
max
xPt0,1u
9p1pBxq `∆ 9ppggq
¯k´2 “ Opk2{4kq∆ 9pp 9Ω2ztrruq .
The second claim of (89) follows by combining these estimates and recalling (94).
4. Lastly, consider σˆ P tbbu. Without loss of generality, we take σˆ “ b1b1 and proceed to bound ∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q.
Let 9σ P p 9Ω2qk´1 be compatible with σˆ. We distinguish three cases:
a. For at least one i P t1, 2u, 9σi contains no entry in tru. In this case 9σ is also compatible with some
σˆ1 P tb1yu Y tyb1u, as long as we permit the possibility that |pσˆ1qi| ą T . The contribution of all such 9σ
to ∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q is therefore upper bounded by
∆mˆλpˆ8pb1yq `∆mˆλpˆ8pyb1q “ Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p}, (100)
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where the last step is by the same argument as for (99).
b. The next case is that 9σ is a permutation of pr0r0, pb1b1qk´2q. The contribution to ∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q from
this case is at most
pk ´ 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
9p1pr0r0q 9p1pb1b1qk´2 ´ 9p2pr0r0q 9p2pb1b1qk´2
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Using (74) and the definition of Γpc, κq, this is at most
Opk2{4kq
´
∆ 9ppr0r0q ` 9ppr0r0q ¨∆ 9ppb1b1q
¯
“ Opk2{4kq} 9p}}∆ 9p} “ Opk2{2p1`κqkq}∆ 9p}. (101)
c. The last case is that 9σ is a permutation of pr0b1, b1r0, pb1b1qk´3q. The contribution to ∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q
from this case is at most
k2
ˇˇˇˇ
9p1pr0b1q 9p1pb1r0q 9p1pb1b1qk´3 ´ 9p2pr0b1q 9p2pb1r0q 9p2pb1b1qk´3
ˇˇˇˇ
.
This is at most Opk2{4kq}∆ 9p} by another application of (74) and the definition of Γpc, κq.
The above estimates together give
∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q “ Opk2{2kq}∆ 9p}, (102)
where the main contribution comes from (100). Combining with the previous bound (99) yields the last
part of (89).
Step II. Next we prove (90) by improving the preceding bounds in the special case that 9p1 “ 9p and 9p2 ” f 9p.
Recall pˆi ” NˆBp 9piq; it follows that pˆ2 “ fpˆ1. Thus, for any σˆ P Ωˆ2 with σˆ2 “ s, we have σˆ “ fσˆ, consequently
pˆ2pσˆq “ pˆ1pfσˆq “ pˆ1pσˆq. For σˆ P Ωˆ2 with σˆ1 “ s, we have σˆ “ pfσˆq ‘ 1, so pˆ2pσˆq “ pˆ1pfσˆq “ pˆ1pσˆq, where the
last step uses that pˆ1 “ ppˆ1qav. It follows that instead of (95) and (97) we have the improved bound
∆mˆλpˆ8pyyq “ ∆mˆλpˆ8ptyyuzptsyu Y tysuqq ď
ÿ
x,yPt0,1u
∆mˆλpˆ8pax ˆ ayq
“ Opkq}∆ 9p}
ÿ
x,yPt0,1u
´
9p1pgx, gyq `∆ 9ppggq
¯k´2 “ Opk{4kq} 9p´ f 9p}.
Similarly, instead of (98) we would only have a contribution from 9σ belonging to either A0 ˆ pB0qk´2 or
A1 ˆ pB1qk´2, where Ax “ tr0gxu and Bx “ tb1gxu. It follows that instead of (99) and (100) we have the
improved bound
∆mˆλpˆ8pb1yq `∆mˆλpˆ8pyb1q “ Opk4{4kq}∆ 9p} .
Previously the main contribution in (102) came from (100), but now it comes instead from (101). This
gives the improved bound ∆mˆλpˆpb1b1q “ Opk2{2p1`κqkq, which proves the first part of (90). The second part
follows by applying Lemma A.7. 
Proof of Lemma A.9. We first prove (91). Assume s, t P tb1, f, su, and write st ” sˆ t Ď Ωˆ2. Then for a
lower bound we have
mˆλpˆipstq ě r1´Opk{2kqs 9pipbbqk´1 “ 1´Opk{2kq .
for an upper bound we have
mˆλpˆipstq ď 9pipggqk´1 ` k 9pipr0gq 9pipb1gqk´2 ` k 9pipgr0q 9pipgb1qk´2
` k 9pipr0r0q 9pipb1b1qk´2 ` k2 9pipr0b1q 9pipb1r0q 9pipb1b1qk´3 “ 1`Opk2{2kq.
Writing r1t ” r1 ˆ t for t P tb1, f, su, a similar argument gives
mˆλpˆipr1tq ě r1´Opk{2kqs 9pipb0bqk´1 “ r1´Opk{2kqs ¨ p2{2kq,
mˆλpˆipr1tq ď 9pipb0gqk´1 ` k 9pipb0r0q 9pipb0b1qk´2 “ r1´Opk{2kqs ¨ p2{2kq.
Lastly, it is easily seen that
mˆpˆipr1r1q “ 9pipb0b0qk´1 “ r1´Opk{2ckqs ¨ p2{2kq2 .
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This concludes the proof of (91), and we turn next to the proof of (92). Arguing similarly as for (78) gives
mˆλpˆiptffuztssuq ď mˆλpˆipfě1fq ` mˆλpˆipffě1q “ Opk{4kq .
Next, suppose 9σ is compatible with σˆ P b1fě1: if 9σ has no entry in tru, then it is also compatible with some
σˆ1 P ffě1, provided we allow |pσˆ1q1| ą T . Therefore
mˆλpˆipb1fě1q ´ mˆλpˆi,8pffě1q
ď
ÿ
yPt0,1u
„
k 9pipr0fq 9pipb1gyqk´2 ` k2 9pipr0byq 9pipb1fq 9pipb1gyqk´3

,
and by definition of Γpc, κq this is Opk{4kq. Finally,
mˆλpˆipr1fě1q ď
ÿ
yPt0,1u
k 9pipb0fq 9pipb0gyqk´2 “ Opk{8kq,
which proves the first part of (92). For the second part, arguing as for (85), we have for any ηˆ P Ωˆ that
mˆλpˆipfηˆq ´ mˆλpˆipb1ηˆq ď pk ´ 1q
ÿ
9σ„ηˆ
r 9pipg0 9σ2q ´ 9pipr0 9σ2qs
kź
j“3
9pipb1 9σjq .
Note that 9σ has at most one entry in tru. If 9σ2 “ r0, then 9σj “ b1 for all j ě 3. Since 9qi P Γpc, κq (which
means also that 9qi “ p 9qiqav), we haveÿ
9σ„ηˆ
1t 9σ2 “ ζu
kź
j“3
9pipb1 9σjq ď
"
9pipb1b1qk´2 ď Op4´kq if ζ “ r0,
9pipb1gqk´3 ď Op2´kq if ζ P 9Ωztr0u.
On the other hand, 9qi P Γpc, κq also implies
9pipg0ζq ´ 9pipr0ζq ď Op2´kq 9pipb0ζq ` 9pipfζq ď
"
Op1q ζ “ r0,
Op2´kq if ζ P 9Ωztr0u.
Combining these estimates and summing over ηˆ P Ωˆ proves the second part of (92). 
An immediate application of (91), which will be useful in the next proof, is that
mˆλpˆiprxηˆq
mˆλpˆipbxηˆq ě r1`Opk
2{2kqs ¨ p2{2kq . (103)
for all ηˆ P tb0, b1, f, su and all x P t0, 1u.
Proof of Lemma A.10. We divide the proof in two parts.
Step I. Non-normalized messages.
1. First consider 9σ P tffu. Recalling pa` bqλ ď aλ ` bλ for a, b ě 0 and λ P r0, 1s,
∆ 9pupffq ď 2
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
ÿ
σˆPtffuk´1
ˇˇˇˇ dź
j“2
mˆλrˆ1pσˆjq ´
dź
j“2
mˆλrˆ2pσˆjq
ˇˇˇˇ
where the rˆ “ fpˆ term arises from the fact that
mˆpσˆ1qλr1´ mˆpσˆ2qsλpˆpσˆq “ mˆpσˆ1qλmˆpσˆ2 ‘ 1qλpfpˆqpfσˆq “ mˆλfpˆpfσˆq .
Applying (75) gives
∆ 9pupffq “ Opdq
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
∆mˆλrˆpffq
´
mˆλrˆ1pffq `∆mˆλrˆpffq
¯d´2
.
We have from (89) and (91) that mˆλpˆ1pffq — 1 and ∆mˆλpˆpffq “ Opk3{2p1`cqkq, so
∆ 9pupffq “ Opdq}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ} ¨ 9pu1pffq . (104)
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2. Next consider 9σ P tp1fu. Let rˆmaxpσˆq ” maxi“1,2 rˆipσˆq — in this notation,
rˆmaxpΩˆq “
ÿ
σˆPΩˆ
max
i“1,2 rˆipσˆq ě maxi“1,2
ÿ
σˆPΩˆ
rˆipσˆq “ max
i“1,2 rˆipΩˆq
where the inequality may be strict. Then
∆ 9pupp1fq “ Opdq
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
∆mˆλrˆpp1fqrmˆλrˆmaxpp1fqsd´2 .
Let a P arg maxi rˆipb1sq, so that
0 ď mˆλrˆmaxpp1fq ´ mˆλrˆapp1fq ď ∆mˆλrˆpr1fq `∆mˆλrˆpb1fě1q “ Op2´p1`cqkq,
where the last estimate is by (89) and (92). We also have from (91) that mˆλpˆpp1fq ě mˆλpˆpb1fq — 1, and
it follows that
rmˆλrˆmaxpp1fqsd´2 — rmˆλrˆapp1fqsd´1. (105)
Applying (91) and (92) again, we have (for i “ 1, 2)
rmˆλrˆipp1fqsd´1 — rmˆλrˆipp1sqsd´1 .
On the other hand, assuming T ě 1, we have
9pui pr1fq ě rmˆλrˆipp1sqsd´1 ´ rmˆλrˆipb1sqsd´1 — rmˆλrˆipp1sqsd´1
where the last step follows by (103). Similarly,
9pui pr1fq ´ 9pui pb1fq “ Op1q
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
mˆλrˆipb1fqd´1 “ Op2´kq
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
mˆλrˆipp1fqd´1
“ Op2´kq 9pui pr1fq “ Op2´kq 9pui pb1fq, (106)
where the last step follows by rearranging the terms. Combining the above gives
∆ 9pupp1fq ď Opdq}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ}max
i“1,2 9p
u
i pb1fq. (107)
Clearly, similar bounds hold if we replace p1f with any of p0f, fp1, or fp0.
3. Lastly we bound ∆ 9puppxpxq for x,y P t0, 1u. As in the single-copy recursion, we denote
9rpXx 9σq ” 9rprx 9σq ´ 9rpbx 9σq,
9rp 9σXxq ” 9rp 9σrxq ´ 9rp 9σbxq,
9rpXxXyq ” 9rprxryq ´ 9rprxbyq ´ 9rpbxryq ` 9rpbxbyq.
Applying (103) gives
9pui pXxryq “ rpˆipbxpyqsd´1 “ Op2´kqrpˆippxpyqsd´1 “ Op2´kq 9pui prxryq,
9pui pXxXyq “ rpˆipbxbyqsd´1 “ Op2´kq 9pui prxryq.
Combining the above estimates gives
9pui prxryq ´ 9pui pbxbyq “ 9pui pXxryq ` 9pui prxXyq ´ 9pui pXxXyq “ Op2´kq 9pui prxryq .
Further, it follows from the bp equations that
maxt 9pui prxXyq, 9pui pbxXyq, 9pui pXxryq, 9pui pXxbyqu ď 9pui prxryq ´ 9pui pbxbyq,
so 9pui pstq “ r1`Op2´kqs 9pui pbxbyq for all s P trx, bxu, t P try, byu. (108)
Similarly, we can upper bound
∆ 9puppxpyq ď 4r∆ 9puprxryq `∆ 9pupXxryq `∆ 9puprxXyq `∆ 9pupXxXyqs.
ď Opdq
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
ÿ
sPtpx,bxu
tPtpy,byu
}∆mˆλrˆ}rmˆλrˆmaxpstqsd´2. (109)
For rˆ P tpˆ, fpˆu, let a “ arg maxi“1,2 mˆλrˆipb1b1q: then, for any s P tpx, bxu, t P tpy, byu,
0 ď mˆλrˆmaxpstq ´ max
i“1,2 mˆ
λrˆipstq ď mˆλrˆmaxpstq ´ mˆλrˆapstq
ď Op1q∆mˆλrˆptppuztbbuq ď Op1{2p1`cqkq,
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where the last estimate is by (89). Combining with (70) and (108) givesÿ
sPtpx,bxu
tPtpy,byu
rmˆλrˆmaxpstqsd´2 “ Op1q
”
max
i“1,2 rˆippxpyq
ıd´1 “ Op1qmax
i“1,2 9p
u
i pbbq .
Substituting into (109) gives
∆ 9puppxpyq ď Opdq}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ}max
i“1,2 9p
u
i pbbq . (110)
Further, for any st P trxXy, Xxry, XxXyu, we have
∆ 9pupstq ď Opkq}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ}max
i“1,2 9p
u
i pbbq . (111)
Lastly, in the special case pˆ2 “ fpˆ1, (110) reduces to
| 9pu1pb0b0q ´ 9pu1pb0b1q| ď Opdq}mˆλpˆ1 ´ mˆλfpˆ1} 9pu1pbbq
ď k52p1´2κqk} 9pi ´ f 9pi}. (112)
where the last estimate is by (90).
Step II. Normalized messages. Recall q˜i ” BP 9qi. It remains to verify that q˜i P Γpc1, 1q with c1 “ maxt0, 2κ´ 1u:
recalling the definition of Γ, this means
|ppb0b0q ´ ppb0b1q| ď pk9{2c1kqppbbq and ppffq ` pptfr, rfuq{2k ` pprrq{4k “ Op2´kqppbbq; (1Γ1)
ppfrq “ Op2´kqppbbq and pprrq “ Op1qppbbq; (2Γ1)
pprx 9σq ě r1´Op2´kqsppbx 9σq for all x P t0, 1u and 9σ P 9Ω. (3Γ1)
Condition (3Γ1) is automatically satisfied due to the bp equations. The second part of (2Γ1) follows from
(108). The first part of (1Γ1) holds trivially if c1 “ 0, and otherwise follows from (112). We claim that
q˜iptrf, fr, ffuq “ Op2´kqq˜ipbbq . (113)
This immediately gives the first part of (2Γ1). Further, the bp equations give q˜ipbfq ď q˜iprfq and q˜ipfbq ď q˜ipfrq,
so the second part of (1Γ1) also follows. To see that (113) holds, note that the second part of (92) gives
9pui pffq ď Op1q
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
rmˆλrˆipffqsd´1 ď Op1q
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
rmˆλrˆipb1b1qsd´1,
9pui pr1fq ď Op1q
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
rmˆλrˆipp1fqsd´1 ď Op1q
ÿ
rˆPtpˆ,fpˆu
rmˆλrˆipp1b1qsd´1.
Combining with (103) gives 9pui ptr1f, ffuq “ Op2´kq 9pui pr1r1q. Recalling (108) (and making use of symmetry)
gives (113). Finally, we conclude the proof of the lemma by bounding the difference ∆q˜ ” |q˜1 ´ q˜2|. Recalling
the definition of Xx, we have
∆q˜pppq ď Op1q∆q˜ptbb, rX, Xr, XXuq,
∆q˜p 9Ω2ztppuq ď Op1q∆q˜ptbf, fb, ff, fX, Xfuq.
We next bound ∆q˜pbbq, which is the sum of ∆q˜pbxbyq over x,y P t0, 1u. By symmetry let us take x “ y “ 0.
Since q˜i “ pq˜iqav, q˜ipb0b0q “ 14 q˜ipbbq ` 12 rq˜ipb0b0q ´ q˜ipb0b1qs, so
∆q˜pb0b0q ď 14 |q˜1pbbq ´ q˜2pbbq| ` 12
ÿ
i“1,2
|q˜ipb0b0q ´ q˜ipb0b1q| .
Since the q˜i are normalized to be probability measures,
1´ q˜ip 9Ω2ztppuq “ q˜ipppq “ 2q˜iprXq ` 2q˜ipXrq ´ 3q˜ipXXq ` 4q˜ipbbq,
from which it follows that
|q˜1pbbq ´ q˜2pbbq| À |q˜1p 9Ω2ztppuq ´ q˜2p 9Ω2ztppuq| `∆q˜ptrX, Xr, XXuq .
Combining the above estimates gives
}∆q˜} À ∆q˜pAq `
ÿ
i“1,2
|q˜ipb0b0q ´ q˜ipb0b1q|, A ” tbf, fb, ff, fX, Xf, rX, Xr, XXu .
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Write 9Zi ” } 9pui }. Taking a P t1, 2u and b “ 2´ a, we find }∆q˜} ď e1 ` e2e3 ` e4 with
e1 ” ∆ 9p
upAq
9Za
, e2 ” |
9Z1 ´ 9Z2|
9Za
ď }∆ 9p
u}
9Za
, e3 ” 9p
u
b pAq
9Zb
, e4 ”
ÿ
i“1,2
| 9pui pb0b0q ´ 9pui pb0b1q|
9Zi
.
It follows from (104), (107), (111) and (113), and taking a “ arg maxi 9pui pbbq, that
e1 À }∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ}pd{2kqmax
i“1,2 9p
u
i pbbq{ 9Za À k}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ} .
Further, recalling (110) gives
e2 À k2k}∆mˆλpˆ`∆mˆλfpˆ} .
Combining (106), (108), and (113) gives e3 “ Op2´kq. Finally, (112) gives
e4 À k2k}mˆλpˆi ´ mˆλfpˆi} .
Combining the pieces together finishes the proof. 
Appendix B. The 1RSB free energy
B.1. Equivalence of recursions. In this section, we relate the coloring recursion (62) to the distributional
recursion (9), and prove the following:
Proposition B.1. Let 9qλ be the fixed point given by Proposition 5.5a for parameters λ P r0, 1s and T “ 8.
Let Hλ ” p 9Hλ, Hˆλ, H¯λq P ∆ be the associated triple of measures defined by Proposition 3.4. We then have
the identity pspHλq,ΣpHλq,F pHλqq “ psλ,Σpsλq,Fpλqq.
In the course of the proof, we will obtain Proposition 1.2 as a corollary. Throughout the section we take
T “ 8 unless explicitly indicated otherwise. We begin with some notations. Recall that PpXq is the space
of probability measures on X. Given 9q PPp 9Ωq, we define two associated measures 9mλ 9q, p1´ 9mqλ 9q on 9Ω by
p 9mλ 9qqp 9σq ” 9mp 9σqλ 9qp 9σq, pp1´ 9mqλ 9qqp 9σq ” p1´ 9mp 9σqqλ 9qp 9σq,
We let 9pi ” 9pip 9qq be the probability measure on 9M zt‹u given by
9pip 9τq “
"r1´ 9qprqs´1 9qp 9τq if 9τ P 9M zt0, 1, ‹u,
r1´ 9qprqs´1 9qpbxq if 9τ “ x P t0, 1u.
Recall from §A.1 the mappings 9m : 9Ω Ñ r0, 1s and mˆ : 9Ω Ñ r0, 1s. We then denote the pushforward measure
9u ” 9up 9qq ” 9pi ˝ 9m´1, so that 9u belongs to the spaceP of discrete probability measures on r0, 1s. Analogously,
given qˆ PPpΩˆq, we define two associated measures mˆλqˆ, p1´ mˆqλqˆ on Ωˆ. We let pˆi ” pˆipqˆq be the probability
measure on Mˆ zt‹u given by
pˆipτˆq ”
"r1´ qˆpbqs´1qˆpτˆq if τˆ P Mˆ zt0, 1, ‹u,
r1´ qˆpbqs´1qˆprxq if τˆ “ x P t0, 1u,
and we then denote uˆ ” uˆpqˆq ” pˆi ˝ mˆ´1, so that uˆ PP also. The next two lemmas follow straightforwardly
from the above definitions, and we omit their proofs:
Lemma B.2. Suppose 9q PPp 9Ωq satisfies 9q “ 9qav and
9mλ 9qpfq “ 9qpr1q ´ 9qpb1q “ 9qpr0q ´ 9qpb0q “ p1´ 9mqλ 9qpfq (114)
Then qˆ ” BˆP 9q PPpΩˆq must satisfy qˆ “ qˆav and
mˆλqˆpfq “ qˆpb1q “ qˆpb0q “ p1´ mˆqλqˆpfq, (115)
Let zˆ ” pNˆB 9qq{pBˆP 9qq be the normalizing constant. Then 9u ” 9up 9qq and uˆ ” uˆpqˆq satisfy
uˆ “ Rˆλp 9uq, Zˆλp 9uq “ zˆp1´ qˆpbqqp1´ 9qprqqk´1 . (116)
Lemma B.3. Suppose qˆ PPpΩˆq satisfies qˆ “ qˆav and (115). Then 9q ” BˆPqˆ PPp 9Ωq must satisfy 9q “ 9qav
and (114). Let 9z ” p 9NBqˆq{p 9BPqˆq be the normalizing constant: then
9u “ 9Rλpuˆq, 9Zλpuˆq “ 9zp1´ 9qprqqp1´ qˆpbqqd´1 . (117)
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Proof of Proposition 1.2. This is simply a rephrasing of the proof of Proposition 5.5a, using Lemma B.2 and
Lemma B.3. 
We next prove Proposition B.1. In the remainder of this section, fix λ P r0, 1s and T “ 8. Let 9q ” 9qλ be
the fixed point of BP ” BPλ,8 given by Proposition 5.5a. Let qˆ ” qˆλ denote the image of 9q under the mapping
BˆP ” BˆPλ,8. Denote the associated normalizing constants
zˆ ” zˆλ ” pNˆB 9qq{pBˆP 9qq, 9z ” 9zλ ” p 9NBqˆq{p 9BPqˆq .
Let Hλ ” p 9Hλ, Hˆλ, H¯λq be the triple of associated measures defined as in Proposition 3.4, with normalizing
constants p9zλ, zˆλ, z¯λq. Recall from (11) that Fpλq “ ln 9Zλ ` α ln Zˆλ ´ d ln Z¯λ. We now show that it coincides
with F pHλq:
Lemma B.4. Under the above notations, F pHλq “ ln 9zλ ` α ln zˆλ ´ d ln z¯λ, and
Z¯λ “ z¯λp1´ 9qλprqqp1´ qˆλpbqq ,
9Zλ “ 9zλp1´ qˆλpbqqd , Zˆλ “
zˆλ
p1´ 9qλprqqk . (118)
Consequently Fpλq “ F pHλq.
Proof. It follows from the definition (40) (and recalling from Corollary 2.18 that Φˆpσqλ “ Fˆ pσqλvˆpσq) that
F pHλq “ xlnp 9Φλ{ 9Hq, 9Hλy ` αxlnpΦˆλ{Hˆλq, Hˆλy ` dxlnpΦ¯λH¯λq, H¯λy .
Substituting in Definition 5.6 and rearranging gives
F pHλq ´
´
ln 9zλ ` α ln zˆλ ´ d ln z¯λ
¯
“ ´
A dÿ
i“1
ln qˆλpσˆiq, 9Hλ
E
´ α
A kÿ
i“1
ln 9qλp 9σiq, Hˆλ
E
` dxlnr 9qλp 9σqqˆλpσˆqs, H¯λy.
This equals zero since Hλ P ∆. The proof of (118) is straightforward from the preceding definitions, and is
omitted. 
Proof of Proposition B.1. By similar calculations as above, it is straightforward to verify that sλ “ spHλq.
Since by definition Fpλq “ λsλ ` Σpsλq and F pHλq “ λspHλq `ΣpHλq, it follows that Σpsλq “ ΣpHλq, con-
cluding the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3.13. Immediate consequence of Proposition B.1 together with Proposition 5.5b. 
B.2. Large-k asymptotics. We now evaluate the large-k asymptotics of the free energy, beginning with
(11). Let 9µλ be the probability measure on r0, 1s given by Proposition 1.2, and write µˆλ ” Rˆλp 9µλq. In what
follows it will be useful to denote 9µλpfq ” 9µλpp0, 1qq, as well as
ψλ ”
ż
xλ1tx P p0, 1qu 9µλpdxq, ρλ ”
ż
yλ1ty P p0, 1qzt 12uuµˆλpdyq .
Proposition B.5. For k ě k0, αlbd ď α “ p2k´1 ´ cq ln 2 ď αubd, and λ P r0, 1s,
ln 9Zλ “ ln 2´ p1´ 2λ´1q{2k ` d ln
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` µˆλp1q ` ρλ
¯
` err, (119)
´d ln Z¯ “ ´d ln
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` µˆp1q ` ρλ
¯
´ pk ln 2qr´ 9µλpfq ` 2ψλs ` err, (120)
α ln Zˆ “ α lnp1´ 2{2kq ` pk ln 2qp´ 9µλpfq ` 2ψλq ` err, (121)
where err denotes any error bounded by kOp1q{4k. Altogether this yields
Fpλq “ frspαq ´ p1´ 2λ´1q{2k ` err “ rp2c´ 1q ln 2´ p1´ 2λ´1qs{2k ` err .
On the other hand λsλ “ λpln 2q2λ´1{2k ` err.
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Proof of Proposition 1.4b. Apply Proposition B.5: setting Fpλq “ λsλ gives
αλ “ p2k´1 ´ cλq ln 2` err, cλ “ 1
2
` 1´ 2
λ´1p1´ λ ln 2q
2 ln 2
.
Substituting the special values λ “ 1 and λ “ 0 gives
ccond “ c1 “ 1, csat “ c0 “ 1
2
` 1
4 ln 2
,
verifying (1) and (14). 
Proof of Proposition B.5. Throughout the proof we abbreviate k for a small error term which may change
from one occurrence to the next, but is bounded throughout by kC{2k for a sufficiently large absolute
constant C. Note that
µˆλp 12 q “ 1´ 2 ¨
21´λ
2k
` k, µˆλp1q “ µˆλp0q “ 2
1´λ
2k
` k, µˆλpp0, 1qzt 12uq “ k,
from which it follows that ρλ “ k. Meanwhile, ψλ ď 9µλpfq, and we will show below that
9µλpfq “ 2
λ´1
2k
` k . (122)
Estimate of 9Zλ. Recall from the definition (10) that
9Zλ “
ż ˆ dź
i“1
yi `
dź
i“1
p1´ yiq
˙λ dź
i“1
µˆλpdyiq .
Let 9Zλpfq denote the contribution to 9Zλ from free variables, meaning yi P p0, 1q for all i. This can be
decomposed further into the contribution 9Zλpf1q from isolated free variables (meaning yi “ 1{2 for all i) and
the remainder 9Zλpfě2q. We then calculate
9Zλpf1q “ 2λ
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q
¯d
.
This dominates the contribution from non-isolated free variables:
9Zλpfě2q “
dÿ
j“1
ˆ
d
j
˙ˆż
yλ1ty P p0, 1qzt 12uuµˆλpdyq
˙j´
2´λµˆλp 12 q
¯d´j
ď Op1qdµˆλpp0, 1qzt 12uq
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q
¯d ď 9Zλpf1qkOp1q{2k.
Next let 9Zλp1q denote the contribution from variables frozen to 1:
9Zλp1q “
´ ż
yλµˆλpdyq
¯d ´ ´ ż yλ1ty P p0, 1quµˆλpdyq¯d
“
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` µˆλp1q ` ρλ
¯d ´ 2´λ 9Zλpf1q ` k.
The ratio of free to frozen variables is given by
9Zλpfq
2 9Zλp1q
“ 2
λ
2
ˆ
µˆλp 12 q
µˆλp 12 q ` 2λµˆλp1q
˙d
` k “ 2
λ´1
2k
` k.
Combining these yields (119). The proof of (122) is very similar.
Estimate of Z¯λ. Recall from the definition (10) that
Z¯λ “
ż ´
xy ` p1´ xqp1´ yq
¯λ
9µλpdxqµˆλpdyq .
The contribution to Z¯ from x “ 0 or x “ 1 is given by
Z¯λpx “ 1q “ 9µλp1q
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` µˆλp1q ` ρλ
¯
“ Z¯λpx “ 0q .
The contribution from x P p0, 1q and y “ 1{2 is given by
Z¯λpx P p0, 1q, y “ 1{2q “ 9µλpfq2´λµˆλp 12 q .
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Lastly, the contribution from x P p0, 1q and y “ 1 is given by
Z¯λpx P p0, 1q, y “ 1q “ µˆλp1qψλ,
and there is an equal contribution from the case x P p0, 1q and y “ 0. The contribution from the case that
both x, y P p0, 1q is ď kOp1q{8k. Combining these estimates gives
d ln Z¯λ “ d ln
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` 2 9µλp1qµˆp1q ` 2 9µλp1qρλ ` 2µˆp1qψλ
¯
` k
“ d ln
´
2´λµˆλp 12 q ` µˆp1q ` ρλ
¯
` d ln
´
1` µˆp1qr´ 9µλpfq ` 2ψλs
2´λµˆλp 12 q
¯
` k.
Recalling µˆλ “ Rˆ 9µλ gives
d ln
´
1` µˆp1qr´ 9µλpfq ` 2ψλs
2´λµˆλp 12 q
¯
“ d 9µλp0qk´1p´ 9µλpfq ` 2ψλq ` k,
and (120) follows.
Estimate of Zˆλ. Recall from the definition (10) that
Zˆλ “
ż ˆ
1´
kź
i“1
xi ´
kź
i“1
p1´ xiq
˙ kź
i“1
9µλpxiq .
Writing 9µλp0, fq ” 9µλpr0, 1qq, the contribution to Zˆ from separating clauses is
1´ 2 9µλp0, fqk ` 9µλpfqk “ 1´ p2{2kqp1` k 9µλpfqq ` kOp1q{8k .
The contribution from clauses which are forcing to some variable that is not forced by any other clause is
2k 9µλp0qk´1ψλ. The contribution from all other clause types is ď kOp1q{8k, and (121) follows.
Estimate of sλ. Recall from (12) the definition of sλ. By similar considerations as above, it is straightforward
to check that the total contribution from frozen variables, edges incident to frozen variables, and separating
or forcing clauses is zero. The dominant term is the contribution of isolated free variables, and the estimate
follows. 
B.3. Properties of the complexity function. We conclude with a few basic properties of the complexity
function Σpsq, including a proof of Proposition 1.4a.
Lemma B.6. For fixed 1 ď T ă 8, the fixed point 9qλ,T of Proposition 5.5a is continuously differentiable as
a function of λ P r0, 1s.
Proof. Fix T ă 8 and define fT r 9q, λs ” BPλ,T r 9qs ´ 9q as the mapping fromPp 9ΩT q ˆ r0, 1s to the set of signed
measures on ΩT . Since function 9zp 9σq (zˆpσˆq, respectively) can take only finitely many values on 9ΩT (ΩˆT ,
respectively) and therefore must be uniformly bounded away from 0. It is straightforward to check that for
any λ P r0, 1s,
fT r 9q‹pλ, T q, λsp 9σq “ 0, @ 9σ P ΩT ,
and is uniformly differentiable in a neighborhood of tp 9q‹pλ, T q, λq : λ P r0, 1su.
For any other 9q in the contraction region (66), Proposition A.1 guarantees that
}fT r 9q, λs ´ fT r 9q‹pλ, T q, λs} ě } 9q ´ 9q‹pλq} ´ }BPλ,T r 9qs ´ BPλ,T r 9q‹pλ, T qs}
ě p1´Opk22´kqq} 9q ´ 9q‹pλ, T q}.
Therefore the Jacobian matrix ´BfT p 9σiq
B 9qp 9σjq
¯
9Ωˆ 9Ω
is invertible at each p 9q‹pλ, T q, λq. By implicit function theorem, 9q‹pλ, T q, as the solution of fT r 9q, λs “ 0, is
uniformly differentiable in λ. 
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Let us first fix T ă 8 and consider the clusters encoded by T -colorings. We have explicitly defined ΣpHq
and spHq. Let Spsq ” suptΣpHq : spHq “ su, with the convention that a supremum over an empty set is
´8. Thus Spsq is a well-defined function which captures the spirit of the function Σpsq discussed in the
introduction. (Note S implicitly depends on T since the maximum is taken over empirical measures H which
are supported on T -colorings.) Recall that the physics approach ([KMR`07] and refs. therein) takes Spsq
as a conceptual starting point. However, for purposes of explicit calculation the actual starting point is the
Legendre dual
Fpλq ” p´Sq‹pλq “ sup
sPR
!
λs` Spsq
)
“ sup
H
FλpHq,
where FλpHq ” λspHq `ΣpHq. The replica symmetry breaking heuristic gives an explicit conjecture for F.
One then makes the assuption that Spsq is concave in s: this means it is the same as
Rpsq ” ´F‹psq “ ´p´Sq‹‹psq,
so if S is concave then it can be recovered from F.
We do not have a proof that Spsq is concave for all s, but we will argue that this holds on the interval of s
corresponding to λ P r0, 1s. Formally, for λ P r0, 1s, we proved that FλpHq has a unique maximizer H‹ ” Hλ.
This implies that there is a unique sλ which maximizes λs` Spsq, given by
sλ “ spHλq .
Recall that Hλ and sλ both depend implicitly on T . We also have from Lemma B.6 that for any fixed T ă 8,
sλ is continuous in λ, so it maps λ P r0, 1s onto some compact interval I ” rs´, s`s. Define the modified
function
Spsq ”
"
Spsq s P I,
´8 otherwise.
Lemma B.7. For all s P R, Spsq “ ´p´Sq‹‹psq. Consequently the function S is concave, and sλ is nonde-
creasing in λ.
Proof. The function ´Spsq has Legendre dual
Fpλq “ sup
sPR
!
λs` Spsq
)
“ sup
sPI
!
λs` Spsq
)
ď Fpλq .
For λ P r0, 1s it is clear that Fpλq “ Fpλq. It is straightforward to check that if λ ă 0 then
Fpλq ď max
sPI λs`maxsPI Spsq “ λsmin ` Sps0q,
so if s ă smin then
p´Sq‹‹psq “ pFq‹psq ě sup
λă0
!
λs´ Fpλq
)
ě sup
λă0
!
λps´ sminq ´ Sps0q
)
“ `8 .
A symmetric argument shows that p´Sq‹‹psq “ `8 also for s ą smax. If s P I, we must have s “ sλ˝ for
some λ˝ P r0, 1s, and so
p´Sq‹‹psq ě λ˝s´ Fpλ˝q “ ´Spsq .
This proves p´Sq‹‹psq ě ´Spsq for all s P R. On the other hand, it holds for any function f that f‹‹ ď f , so
we conclude p´Sq‹‹psq “ ´Spsq for all s P R. This implies that S is concave, concluding the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 1.4a. We can obtain Σpsq as the limit of Spsq in the limit T Ñ8. It follows from
Lemma B.7 together with Proposition 5.5b that it is strictly decreasing in s. 
Appendix C. Constrained entropy maximization
In this section we review basic calculations for entropy maximization problems under affine constraints.
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C.1. Constraints and continuity. We will optimize a functional over nonnegative measures ν on a finite
space X (with |X| “ s), subject to some affine constraints Mν “ b. We begin by discussing basic continuity
properties. Denote
Hpbq ” tν ě 0u X tMν “ bu Ď Rs .
Let ∆ ” tν ě 0u X tx1, νy “ 1u, and let B denote the space of b P Rr for which
∅ ‰ Hpbq Ď ∆ .
Then B is contained in the image of ∆ under M , so B is a compact subset of Rr.
Proposition C.1. If F is any continuous function on ∆ and
F pbq “ maxtF pνq : ν P Hpbqu, (123)
then F is (uniformly) continuous over b P B.
Proposition C.1 is a straightforward consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma C.2. For b P B and any vector u in the unit sphere Sr´1, let
dpb, uq ” inftt ě 0 : b` tu R Bu .
There exists δ “ δpbq ą 0 such that
dpb, uq P t0u Y rδ,8q for all b P B .
Proof. B is a polytope, so it can be expressed as the intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces
H1, . . . ,Hk, where Hi “ tx P Rr : xai, xy ď ciu. Consequently there is at least one index 1 ď i ď k such
that
dpb, uq “ inftt ě 0 : b` tu R Hiu .
It follows that xai, uy ą 0 and
dpb, uq “ ci ´ xai, byxai, uy ě
ci ´ xai, by
|ai| “ dpb, BHiq
where dpb, BHiq is the distance between b and the boundary of Hi. In particular, dpb, uq ą 0 if and only
if xai, by ă ci, which in turn holds if and only if dpb, BHiq ą 0. It follows that for all u P Sr´1 we have
dpb, uq P t0u Y rδ,8q with
δ “ δpbq “ mintdpb, BHiq : dpb, BHiq ą 0u;
δ is a minimum over finitely many positive numbers so it is also positive. 
Lemma C.3. The set-valued function H is continuous on B with respect to the Hausdorff metric dH, that
is to say, if bn P B with limnÑ8 bn “ b then
lim
nÑ8 dHpHpbnq,Hpbqq “ 0 .
Proof. Recall that the Hausdorff distance between two subsets X and Y of a metric space is
dHpX,Y q “ inft ě 0 : X Ď Y  and Y Ď Xu,
where X, Y  are the -thickenings of X and Y . Any sequence νn P Hpbnq converges along subsequences to
limits ν P Hpbq, so for all  ą 0 there exists n0pq large enough that
Hpbnq Ď pHpbqq, n ě n0pq .
In the other direction, we now argue that if ν P Hpbq and b1 “ b` tu for u P Sr´1 and t a small positive
number, then we can find ν1 P Hpb1q which is close to ν. For u P Sr´1 let dpb, uq be as in Lemma C.2, and
take νpb, uq to be any fixed element of Hpb` dpb, uquq (which by definition is nonempty). Since we consider
b1 “ b` tu for t ą 0, we can assume that dpb, uq is positive, hence ě δpbq by Lemma C.2. We can express
b1 “ b` tu as the convex combination
b1 “ p1´ qb` rb` dpb, uqus,  “ t
dpb, uq “
|b1 ´ b|
dpb, uq ď
|b1 ´ b|
δ
.
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Then ν1 “ p1´ qν ` νpb, uq P Hpb1q, so
|ν1 ´ ν| “ |νpb, uq ´ ν| ď pdiam ∆q|b´ b
1|
δ
This implies Hpbq Ď pHpbnqq for large enough n, and the result follows. 
Proof of Proposition C.1. Take ν P Hpbq so that F pbq “ F pνq. If b1 “ b` tu P B for some u P Sr´1, then
Lemma C.3 implies that we can find ν1 P Hpb1q with |ν1 ´ ν| “ otp1q, where otp1q indicates a function tending
to zero in the limit t Ó 0, uniformly over u P Sr´1. It follows that F pνq “ F pν1q ` otp1q, since F is uniformly
continuous on ∆ by the Heine–Cantor theorem. Therefore
F pbq “ F pνq “ F pν1q ` otp1q ď F pb1q ` otp1q .
By the same argument F pb1q ď F pbq ` otp1q, concluding the proof. 
When solving (123) for a fixed value of b P B, it will be convenient to make the following reduction:
Remark C.4. Suppose M is an r ˆ s matrix where s “ |X|. We can assume without loss that M has
full rank r, since otherwise we can eliminate redundant constraints. We consider only b P B, meaning
∅ ‰ Hpbq Ď ∆. The affine space tMν “ bu has dimension s´ r; we assume this is positive since otherwise
Hpbq would be a single point. Then, if Hpbq does not contain an interior point of tν ě 0u, it must be that
X˝ ” tx P X : Dν P tν ě 0u X tMν “ bu so that νpxq ą 0u
is a nonempty subset of X. In this case, it is equivalent to solve the optimization problem over measures ν˝
on the reduced alphabet X˝, subject to constraints M 1ν˝ “ b where M 1 is the submatrix of M formed by
the columns indexed by X˝. Then, by construction, the space
H˝pbq “ tν˝ ě 0u X tM 1ν˝ “ bu
contains an interior point of tν˝ ě 0u. The matrix M 1 is r ˆ s˝ where s˝ “ |X˝|; and if M 1 is not of rank r
then we can again remove redundant constraints, replacing M 1 with an r˝ ˆ s˝ submatrix M˝ which has full
rank r˝. We emphasize that the final matrix M˝ depends on b. In conclusion, when solving (123) for a fixed
b P B, we may assume with no essential loss of generality that the original matrix M is r ˆ s with full rank
r, and that Hpbq “ tν ě 0u X tMν “ bu contains an interior point of tν ě 0u. It follows that this space has
dimension s´ r ą 0, and its boundary is contained in the boundary of tν ě 0u.
C.2. Entropy maximization. We now restrict (123) to the case of functionals F which are concave on
the domain tν ě 0u. It is straightforward to verify from definitions that the optimal value F pbq is (weakly)
concave in b. Recall that the convex conjugate of a function f on domain C is the function f‹ defined by
f‹px‹q “ suptxx‹, xy ´ fpxq : x P Cu .
Denote Gpγq ” p´F q‹pM tγq, and consider the Lagrangian functional
Lpγ; bq “ suptF pνq ` xγ,Mν ´ by : ν ě 0u “ ´xγ, by `Gpγq .
It holds for any γ P Rr that Lpγ; bq ě F pbq, so
F pbq ď inftLpγ; bq : γ P Rru “ ´G‹pbq . (124)
Now assume ψ is a positive function on X, and consider (123) for the special case
F pνq “ Hpνq ` xν, lnψy “
ÿ
xPX
νpxq ln ψpxq
νpxq . (125)
We remark that the supremum in p´Hq‹pν‹q “ suptxν‹, νy `Hpνq : ν ě 0u is uniquely attained by the mea-
sure νoppxq “ expt´1` ν‹pxqu, yielding
p´Hq‹pν‹q “ xνoppν‹q, 1y “
ÿ
x
expt´1` ν‹pxqu .
This gives the explicit expression
Gpγq “ p´F q‹pM tγq “ p´Hq‹plnψ `M tγq “
ÿ
x
ψpxq expt´1` pM tγqpxqu . (126)
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Lemma C.5. Assume ψ is a strictly positive function on a set X of size s and that M is r ˆ s with rank
r. Then the function Gpγq of (126) is strictly convex in γ.
Proof. Let ν ” νpγq denote the measure on X defined by
νpxq “ ψpxq expt´1` pM tγqpxqu,
and write xfpxqyν ” xf, νy. The Hessian matrix H ” HessGpγq has entries
Hi,j “ B
2Lpγ; bq
BγiBγj “
ÿ
xPX
νpxqMi,xMj,x “ xMi,xMj,xyν .
Let Mx denote the vector-valued function pMi,xqiďr, so
αtHα “ xpαtMxq2yν .
This is zero if and only if νptx P X : αtMx “ 0uq “ 1. Since ν is a positive measure, this can only happen
if αtMx “ 0 for all x P X, but this contradicts the assumption that M has rank r. This proves that H is
positive-definite, so G is strictly convex in γ. 
Proposition C.6. Let b P B such that Hpbq “ tν ě 0u X tMν “ bu contains an interior point of tν ě 0u,
and consider the optimization problem (123) for F as in (125). For this problem, the inequality (124) becomes
an equality,
F pbq “ inftLpγ; bq : γ P Rru “ ´G‹pbq .
Further, Lpγ; bq is strictly convex in γ, and its infimum is achieved by a unique γ “ γpbq. The optimum
value of (123) is uniquely attained by the measure ν “ νoppbq defined by
νpxq “ ψpxq expt´1` pM tγqpxqu . (127)
For any µ P Hpbq, F pνq ´ F pµq “ Dklpµ|νq Á }ν ´ µ}2. Finally, in a neighborhood of b in B, γ1pbq is defined
and F pbq is strictly concave in b.
Proof. Under the assumptions, the boundary of the set Hpbq is contained in the boundary of tν ě 0u. The
entropy H has unbounded gradient at this boundary, so for F as in (125), the optimization problem (123)
must be solved by a strictly positive measure ν ą 0. Since ν ą 0, we can differentiate in the direction of any
vector δ with Mδ “ 0 to find
0 “ d
dt
„
Hpν ` tδq ` xlnψ, ν ` tδy
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
“ xδ,´1´ ln ν ` lnψy .
Recalling Remark C.4, we assume without loss that M is r ˆ s with rank r, since otherwise we can eliminate
redundant constraints. Then, since Mδ “ 0, for any γ P Rr we have
0 “ xδ, y where  “ ´1´ ln ν ` lnψ `M tγ .
We can then solve for γ so that M “ 0:2
γ “ pMM tq´1Mpln ν ´ lnψ ` 1q .
Setting δ “  in the above gives 0 “ }}2, therefore we must have  “ 0. This proves the existence of
γ “ γpbq P Rr such that (123) is optimized by ν “ νoppbq, as given by (127). The optimal value of (123) is
then
F pbq “ x1, νoppbqy ´ xM tγpbq, νoppbqy
“
ÿ
x
ψpxq expt´1` pM tγqpxqu ´ xγ, by
ˇˇˇˇ
γ“γpbq
“ Lpγpbq, bq.
In view of (124), this proves that in fact
´G‹pbq “ inftLpγ, bq : γ P Rru “ mintLpγ, bq : γ P Rru “ Lpγpbq, bq “ F pbq
as claimed. Now recall from Lemma C.5 that Gpγq is strictly convex, which implies that Lpγ; bq is strictly
convex in γ. Thus γ “ γpbq is the unique stationary point of Lpγ; bq.
2The matrix MMt is invertible: if MMtx “ 0 then Mtx P kerM “ pimMtqK. On the other hand clearly Mtx P imMt, so
Mtx P pimMtq X pimMtqK “ t0u. Therefore x P kerMt, but Mt is injective by assumption.
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These conclusions are valid under the assumption that Hpbq contains an interior point of tν ě 0u, which
is valid in a neighborhood of b in B. Throughout this neighborhood, γpbq is defined by the stationarity
condition b “ G1pγq. Differentiating again with respect to γ gives
b1pγq “ HessGpγq, γ1pbq “ rHessGpγpbqqs´1 . (128)
We also find (in this neighborhood) that
F 1pbq “ ´γpbq, F 2pbq “ ´γ1pbq “ ´rHessGpγpbqqs´1,
so F is strictly concave. It remains to prove that F pνq ´ F pµq “ Dklpµ|νq. (The estimateDklpµ|νq Á }µ´ ν}2
is well known and straightforward to verify.) For any measure µ,
´Dklpµ|νq “ Hpµq ` xµ, lnpψ expt´1`M tγuqy .
Applying this with µ “ ν gives
0 “ ´Dklpν|νq “ Hpνq ` xν, lnpψ expt´1`M tγuqy .
Subtracting these two equations gives
´Dklpµ|νq “ Hpµq ´Hpνq ` xµ´ ν, lnψy ` xµ´ ν, lnpexpt´1`M tγuqy .
If Mν “Mν “ b then the last term vanishes, giving ´Dklpµ|νq “ F pµq ´ F pνq. 
Remark C.7. Our main application of Proposition C.6 is for the depth-one tree D of Figure 5. In the
notation of the current section, X is the space of valid T -colorings σ of D, and ψ : X Ñ p0,8q is defined by
ψpσq “ wDpσqλ “
"
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPBv
rΦ¯pσavqΦˆpσδaqs
*λ
.
We then wish to solve the optimization problem (123) for F pνq as in (125), under the constraint that ν has
marginals 9htrp 9σq on the boundary edges δD. This can be expressed as Mν “ 9h where M has rows indexed
by the spins 9σ P 9Ω, columns indexed by valid T -colorings η ” ηD of D: the p 9σ, ηq entry of M is given by
Mp 9σ, ηq “ |δD|´1
ÿ
ePδD
1t 9ηe “ 9σu .
Recall Remark C.4, let 9Ω` “ t 9σ P 9Ω : 9htrp 9σq ą 0u, and X˝ “ tη P X : Mp 9σ, ηq “ 0 @ 9σ R 9Ωu. Let M` be
the 9Ω` ˆX˝ submatrix of M , and set 9qp 9σq “ 0 for all 9σ R 9Ω`. Next, in the matrix M`, if the 9η row
is a linear combination of other rows, then set 9qp 9ηq “ 1 and remove this row. Repeat until we arrive
at an 9Ω˝ ˆX˝ matrix M˝ of full rank r˝ “ | 9Ω˝|. The original problem reduces to an optimization over
tν˝ ě 0u X tM˝ν˝ “ b˝u where b˝ denotes the entries of b indexed by 9Ω˝. It follows from Proposition C.6
that the unique maximizer of (123) is the measure ν “ νoppbq given by
νpσq “ 1
Z
wDpσqλ “ 1
Z
"
9Φpσδvq
ź
aPBv
rΦ¯pσavqΦˆpσδaqs
*λ ź
ePδD
9qpσeq .
Note however that if M` is not of full rank then 9q need not be unique.
Appendix D. Pairs of intermediate or large overlap
In this section we prove Proposition 3.7, which states that the first moment of Z “ Zλ,T is dominated by
separable colorings provided 0 ď λ ď 1.
D.1. Intermediate overlap. We first show that configurations with “intermediate” overlap are negligible.
This can be done with quite crude estimates, working with nae-sat solutions rather than colorings.
Lemma D.1. Consider random regular nae-sat at clause density α ě 2k´1 ln 2´Op1q. On G “ pV, F,E, Lq,
let Z2rρs count the number of pairs x, x´ P t0, 1uV of valid nae-sat solutions which agree on ρ fraction of
variables. Then
EZ2rρs ď pEZq exp
!
n
”
Hpρq ´ pln 2qpipρq `Op1{2kq
ı)
,
for pipρq ” 1´ ρk ´ p1´ ρqk.
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Proof. For u P t0, 1uV , let Inaepu;G q be the indicator that u is a valid nae-sat solution on G . Fix any pair
of vectors x, x´ P t0, 1uV which agree on ρ fraction of variables:
EZ2rρs “ 2n
ˆ
n
nρ
˙
ErInaepx;G qInaepx´;G qs “ pEZq
ˆ
n
nρ
˙
ErInaepx´;G q | Inaepx;G q “ 1s .
Given x, x´, let M ”Mpx, x´q count the number of clauses a P F where
|te P δa : xvpeq “ x´vpequ| R t0, ku .
In each of these clauses, there are 2k ´ 2 literal assignments Lδa which are valid for x. Out of these, exactly
2k ´ 4 are valid also for x´. If we define i.i.d. binomial random variables Da „ Binpk, ρq, indexed by a P F ,
then
PpM “ mγq “ P
ˆ ÿ
aPF
1tDa R t0, kuu
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
aPF
Da “ mkρ
˙
.
The pDaqaPF sum to mkρ with probability which is polynomial in n, so
PpM “ mγq ď nOp1qPpBinpm,piq “ mγq
with pi “ pipρq as in the statement of the lemma. Therefore
ErInaepx´;G q | Inaepx;G q “ 1s ď nOp1qE
„ˆ
2k ´ 4
2k ´ 2
˙X
for X „ Binpm, ρq. It is easily seen that the above is ď expt´mpi{2k´1u, and the claimed bound follows,
using the lower bound on α “ m{n. 
Corollary D.2. Let ψpρq “ Hpρq ´ pln 2qpipρq. Then ψpρq ď ´2k{2k for all ρ in
rexpt´k{pln kqu, 12 p1´ k{2k{2qs Y r 12 p1` k{2k{2q, 1´ expt´k{pln kqus .
Assuming α “ m{n ě 2k´1 ln 2´Op1q, EZ2rρs ď expt´nk{2ku for all such ρ.
Proof. Note that Hp 1`2 q ď ln 2´ 2{2. If pk ln kq{2k ď  ď 1{k, then
ψp 1`2 q ď ´2{2`Opk{2kq ď ´2{3 .
Both Hp 1`2 q and pip 1`2 q are symmetric about  “ 0, and decreasing on the interval 0 ď  ď 1. It follows
that for any 0 ď a ď b ď 1,
max
aďďbψp
1`
2 q ď Hp 1`a2 q ´ pln 2qpip 1`b2 q .
With this in mind, if 1{k ď  ď 1´ 5pln kq{k,
ψp 1`2 q ď ´p2k2q´1 `Opk´5{2q ď ´p4k2q´1 .
If 1´ 5pln kq{k ď  ď 1´ pln kq3{k2,
ψp 1`2 q ď Op1qpln kq2{k ´ Ωp1qpln kq3{k ď ´Ωp1qpln kq3{k .
Finally, if 1´ pln kq3{k2 ď  ď 1´ expt´2k{pln kqu, then
ψp 1`2 q ď Op1qk{pln kq ´ Ωp1qk ď ´Ωp1qk .
Combining these estimates proves the claimed bound on ψpρq. The assertion for ErZ2pρqs then follows by
substituting into Lemma D.1, and noting that EZ ď exptOpn{2kqu. 
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D.2. Large overlap. In what follows, we restrict consideration to a small neighborhood N of H‹. We
abbreviate σ P H if HpG, σq “ H, and σ P N if HpG, σq P N. Recall that we write σ1 ě σ if the number of
free variables in xpσ1q upper bounds the number in xpσq. We also write H 1 ě H if σ1 ě σ for any (all) σ P H
and σ1 P H 1. Let ZnspH,H 1q count the colorings σ P H such thatˇˇˇ!
σ1 P H 1 : seppσ, σ1q ď expt´k{pln kqu
)ˇˇˇ
ě ωpnq,
for ωpnq “ exptplnnq4u. (Although we will not write it explicitly, it should be understood that ZnspH,H 1q
depends on G , since both σ, σ1 are required to be valid colorings of G .) Let ZnspNq denote the sum of
ZnspH;H 1q over all pairs H,H 1 P N with H 1 ě H. Let ZpNq denote the sum of ZpHq over all H P N.
Proposition D.3. There exists a small enough positive constant maxpkq such that, if N is the -neighborhood
of H‹ for any  ď max, then
EZnspNq ď EZpNq expt´plnnq2u .
Proof. By definition,
ZnspNq “
ÿ
HPN
ZěpHq, ZěpHq ”
ÿ
H1PN
1tH 1 ě HuZnspH,H 1q .
It suffices to show that for every H P N, EZěpHq ď EZpHq expt´2plnnq2u. Note that the total number of
empirical measures H 1 is at most nc for some constant cpk, T q. Let E denote the set of pairs pG , σq for whichˇˇˇ!
σ1 P N : σ1 ě σ and seppσ, σ1q ď expt´k{pln kqu
)ˇˇˇ
ě ωpnq .
(Again, it is understood that both σ, σ1 must be valid colorings of G .) Then
ZěpHq ď nc
ÿ
σPH
1tpG , σq P Eu .
Consequently, in order to show the required bound on EZěpHq, it suffices to show
PHpEq ď n´c expt´2plnnq2u, (129)
where PH is a “planted” measure on pairs pG , σq: to sample from PH , we start with a set V of n isolated
variables each with d incident half-edges, and a set F of m isolated clauses each with k incident half-edges.
Assign colorings of the half-edges,
σδ ” pσδV , σδF q where σδV ” pσδvqvPV , σδF ” pσδaqaPF ,
which are uniformly random subject to the empirical measure H. Then σδ is the “planted” coloring: condi-
tioned on it, we sample uniformly at random a graph G such that σδ becomes a valid coloring σ on G . The
resulting pair pG , σq is a sample from PH .
Suppose pG , σq P E. The total number of configurations σ1 with seppσ, σ1q ď δ is at most pcnqnδ, which is
 ωpnq if δ ď n´1plnnq2. This implies that there must exist σ1 P N such that σ1 ě σ and
n´1plnnq2 ď seppσ, σ1q ď expt´k{pln kqu .
It follows that
S ” tv P V : xvpσq P t0, 1u and xvpσ1q ‰ xvpσqu
has size |S| ” ns for s P rp2nq´1plnnq2, expt´k{pln kqus. The set S is internally forced in σ: for every v P S,
any clause forcing to v must have another edge connecting to S. Formally, let RU (resp. BU ) count the
number of tru-colored (resp. tbu-colored) edges incident to a subset of vertices U . Let IS be the indicator
that all variables in S are forced. For any fixed S Ď V ,
PHpS internally forcedq ď EPH
„
ISk
RS
pBSqRS
pBF qRS

ď EPH rISp4ksqRS s .
In the first inequality, the factor kRS accounts for the choice, for each S-incident tru-colored edge e, of another
edge e1 sharing the same clause. The factor pBSqRS{pBF qRS then accounts for the chance that the chosen edge
e1 (which must have color in tbu) will also be S-incident. The second inequality follows by noting that we
certainly have BS ď nsd, and for H near H‹ we also clearly have BF ě nd{4.
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To bound the above, we can work with a slightly different measure QH : instead of sampling σδ subject
to H, we can simply sample variable-incident colorings σδv i.i.d. from
9H, and clause-incident colorings σδa
i.i.d. from Hˆ. On the event MARG that the resulting σδ has empirical measure H, we sample the graph G
according to PHpG |σδq, and otherwise we set G “ ∅. Then, since QHpMARGq ě n´c (adjusting c as needed),
we have
PHppG , σqq “ QHppG , σq |MARGq ď ncQHppG , σq;MARGq .
Let us abbreviate 9Hp`q for the probability under 9H that σ has ` entries in tru: then
EPH rISp4ksqRS s ď nc EQH rISp4ksqRS ;MARGs ď nc
ˆ ÿ
`ě1
9Hp`qp4ksq`
˙ns
. (130)
For H sufficiently close to H‹, we will have
9Hp`q ď 2 9H‹p`q ď 2
ˆ
d
`
˙
qˆ‹pr1q`qˆ‹pb1qd´`
rqˆ‹pr1q ` qˆ‹pb1qsd ´ qˆ‹pb1qd .
It follows that the right-hand side of (130) is (for some absolute constant δ)
ď nc 2ns
ˆ rqˆ‹pr1q ¨ 4ks` qˆ‹pb1qsd ´ qˆ‹pb1qd
rqˆ‹pr1q ` qˆ‹pb1qsd ´ qˆ‹pb1qd
˙ns
ď ncsns2´δkns,
where the last inequality uses that s ď expt´k{pln kqu. Summing over S gives
PHpEq ď max
sěp2nq´1plnnq2
nc2´δkns{2 ď expt´Ωp1qkplnnq2u .
This implies (129); and the claimed result follows as previously explained. 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Follows by combining Corollary D.2 and Proposition D.3. 
Appendix E. Free energy upper bound
For a family of spin systems that includes nae-sat, an interpolative calculation gives an upper bound
for the free energy on Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs ([FL03, PT04], cf. [Gue03]). These bounds build on earlier work
[GT03] concerning the subadditivity of the free energy in the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick model, which was
later generalized to a broad class of models [BGT13, AM10, Gam14, AM14]. (Although these results are
closely related, we remark that interpolation gives quantitative bounds whereas subadditivity does not.) To
prove the upper bound in Theorem 1, we establish the analogue of [FL03, PT04] for random regular graphs.
Although the main concern of this paper is the nae-sat model, we give the bound for a more general class
of models, which may be of independent interest.
E.1. Basic interpolation bound. Recall G “ pV, F,Eq denotes a pd, kq-regular bipartite graph (without
edge literals). We consider measures defined on vectors x P XV where X is some fixed alphabet of finite
size. Fix also a finite index set S. Suppose we have (random) vectors b P RS and f P FpXqS , where FpXq
denotes the space of functions XÑ Rě0. Independently of b, let f1, . . . , fk be i.i.d. copies of f , and define
the random function
θpxq ”
ÿ
sPS
bs
kź
j“1
fs,jpxjq. (131)
Let h be another (random) element of FpXq. Assume there is a constant  ą 0 so that
 ď th, 1´ θu ď 1

almost surely. (132)
Note we do not require the bs to be nonnegative; however, we assume that
bppsq ” E
” pź
`“1
bs`
ı
ě 0 for any p ě 1, s ” ps1, . . . , spq P Sp. (133)
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Let G denote the graph G labelled by a vector pphvqvPV , pθaqaPF q of independent functions, where the hv are
i.i.d. copies of h and the θa are i.i.d. copies of θ. For a P F we abbreviate xδa ” pxvpeqqePδa P Xk, and we
consider the (random) Gibbs measure
µG pxq ” 1
ZpG q
ź
vPV
hvpxvq
ź
aPF
r1´ θapxδaqs (134)
where ZpG q is the normalizing constant. Now let G be the random pd, kq-regular graph on n variables,
together with the random function labels. We write En for expectation over the law of G , and define the
(logarithmic) free energy of the model to be
Fn ” 1
n
En lnZpG q .
Example E.1 (positive temperature nae-sat). Let X “ t0, 1u, and let L ” pLiqiďk be a sequence of i.i.d.
Bernoullip1{2q random variables. The positive-temperature nae-sat model corresponds to taking h ” 1 and
θpxq ” p1´ e´βq
ˆ kź
i“1
L1 ‘ xi
2
`
kź
i“1
1‘ Li ‘ xi
2
˙
where β P p0,8q is the inverse temperature. In this model, each violated clause incurs a multiplicative
penalty e´β .
Example E.2 (positive-temperature coloring). Let X “ rqs. The positive-temperature coloring model (i.e.,
anti-ferromagnetic Potts model) on a k-uniform hypergraph corresponds to h ” 1 and
θpxq ” p1´ e´βq
qÿ
s“1
1tx1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xk “ su
where β P p0,8q is the inverse temperature. In this model, each monochromatic (hyper)edge incurs a mul-
tiplicative penalty e´β .
The following theorem is a random regular graph analog of [PT04, Thm. 3]. (We stated our result for a
slightly more general class of models than considered in [PT04]; however the main result of [PT04] extends
to these models with only minor modifications.)
Theorem E.3. Consider a (random) Gibbs measure (134) satisfying assumptions (131)-(133), and consider
the (nonasymptotic) free energy Fn ” n´1En lnZpG q. Let
M0 ” space of probability measures over X,
M1 ” space of probability measures over M0,
M2 ” space of probability measures over M1.
For ζ PM2, let η ” pηa,jqaě0,jě0 be an array of i.i.d. samples from ζ. For each index pa, jq let ρa,j be a
conditionally independent sample from ηa,j, and denote ρ ” pρa,jqaě0,jě0. Let phρqa,jpxq ” ha,jpxqρa,jpxq,
define random variables
uapxq ”
ÿ
xPXk
1tx1 “ xur1´ θapxqs
kź
j“2
phρqa,jpxjq,
ua ”
ÿ
xPXk
r1´ θapxqs
kź
j“1
phρqa,jpxjq.
For any λ P p0, 1q and any ζ PM2,
Fn ď λ´1E lnE1
„´ ÿ
xPX
hpxq
dź
a“1
uapxq
¯λ´ pk ´ 1qαλ´1E lnE1rpu0qλs `Opn´1{3q
where E1 denotes the expectation over ρ conditioned on all else, and E denotes the overall expectation.
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Remark E.4. In the statistical physics framework, elements ρ PM0 correspond to belief propagation mes-
sages for the underlying model, which has state space X. Elements η PM1 correspond to belief propagation
messages for the 1rsb model (termed “auxiliary model” in [MM09, Ch. 19]), which has state space M0. The
informal picture is that the η associated to variable x is determined by the geometry of the local neighborhood
of x — that is to say, the randomness of ζ reflects the randomness in the geometry of the R-neighborhood
of a uniformly randomly variable in the graph. In random regular graphs this randomness is degenerate —
the R-neighborhood of (almost) every vertex is simply a regular tree. It is therefore expected that the best
upper bound in Theorem E.3 can be achieved with ζ a point mass.
E.2. Replica symmetric bound. Along the lines of [PT04], we first prove a weaker “replica symmetric”
version of Theorem E.3. Afterwards we will apply it to obtain the full result.
Theorem E.5. In the setting of Theorem E.3, define
ΦV ” E ln
´ ÿ
xPX
hpxq
dź
a“1
uapxq
¯
, ΦF ” pk ´ 1qαE lnpu0q .
Then Fn ď ΦV ´ ΦF ´Opn´1{3q.
Inspired by the proof of [BGT13], we prove Theorem E.5 by a combinatorial interpolation between two
graphs, G´1 and Gnd`1. The initial graph G´1 will have free energy ΦV , and the final graph Gnd`1 will have
free energy Fn ` ΦF . We will show that, up to Opn1{3q error, the free energy of G´1 will be larger than
that of Gnd`1, from which the bound of Theorem E.5 follows.
To begin, we take G´1 to be a factor graph consisting of n disjoint trees (Figure 6a). Each tree is rooted
at a variable v which joins to d clauses. Each of these clauses then joins to k ´ 1 more variables, which form
the leaves of the tree. We write V for the root variables, A for the clauses, and U for the leaf variables. Note
|V | “ n, |A| “ nd, and |U | “ ndpk ´ 1q.
Independently of all else, take a vector of i.i.d. samples pηu, ρuquPU where ηu is a sample from ζ, and ρu
is a sample from ηu.
3 As before, the variables and clauses in G´1 are labelled independently with functions
hv and θa. We now additionally assign to each u P U the label pηu, ρuq. Let phρqupxq ” hupxqρupxq. We
consider the factor model on G´1 defined by
µG´1pxq “ 1ZpG´1q
ź
vPV
hvpxvq
ź
aPA
r1´ θapxδaqs
ź
uPU
phρqupxuq .
We now define the interpolating sequence of graphs G´1,G0, . . . ,Gnd`1. Fix m1 ” 2n2{3. The construction
proceeds by adding and removing clauses. Whenever we remove a clause a, the edges δa are left behind
as k unmatched edges in the remaining graph. Whenever we add a new clause b, we label it with a fresh
sample θb of θ. The graph Gr has clauses Fr which can be partitioned into AU,r (clauses involving U only),
AV,r (clauses involving V only), and Ar (clauses involving both U and V ). We will define below a certain
sequence of events COUPr. Let COUPďr be the event that COUPs occurs for all 0 ď s ď r. The event COUPď´1
occurs vacuously, so PpCOUPď´1q “ 1. With this notation in mind, the construction goes as follows:
1. Starting from G´1, choose a uniformly random subset of m1 clauses from F´1 “ A´1 “ A, and remove
them to form the new graph G0.
2. For 0 ď r ď nd´m1 ´ 1, we start from Gr and form Gr`1 as follows.
a. If COUPďr´1 succeeds, choose a uniformly random clause a from Ar, and remove it to form the new
graph Gr,˝. Let δ1Ur,˝ and δ1Vr,˝ denote the unmatched half-edges incident to U and V respectively in
Gr,˝, and define the event
COUPr ” tmintδ1Ur,˝, δ1Vr,˝u ě ku .
If instead COUPďr´1 fails, then COUPďr fails by definition.
b. If COUPďr fails, let Gr`1 “ Gr. If COUPďr succeeds, then with probability 1{k take k half-edges from
δ1Vr,˝ and join them into a new clause c. With the remaining probability pk ´ 1q{k take k half-edges
from δ1Ur,˝ and join them into a new clause c.
3For the proof of Theorem E.5 it is equivalent to sample ρ from ηav ” ş η dζ.
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3. For nd´m1 ď r ď nd´ 1 let Gr`1 “ Gr. Starting from Gnd, remove all the clauses in And. Then connect
(uniformly at random) all remaining unmatched V -incident edges into clauses. Likewise, connect all
remaining unmatched U -incident edges into clauses. Denote the resulting graph Gnd`1.
By construction, Gnd`1 consists of two disjoint subgraphs, which are the induced subgraphs GU ,GV of U, V
respectively. Note that GV is distributed as the random graph G of interest, while GU consists of a collection
of ndpk ´ 1q{k “ nαpk ´ 1q disjoint trees.
V
A
U
(a) G´1
V
Ar
U
AV,r
AU,r
(b) Gr with m
1 “ 1, r “ 3
V
U
AU
AV
(c) Gnd`1
Figure 6. Interpolation with d “ 2, k “ 3, n “ 6.
Lemma E.6. Under the construction above,
E lnZpG0q ě E lnZpGndq ´Opn1{3q , (135)
where the expectation E is over the sequence of random graphs pGrq´1ďrďnd`1.
Proof. Let Fr,˝ be the σ-field generated by Gr,˝, and write Er,˝ for expectation conditioned on Fr,˝. One
can rewrite (135) as
E ln
ZpG0q
ZpGndq “
nd´1ÿ
r“0
E∆r, ∆r ” Er,˝ ln ZpGrq
ZpGr,˝q ´ Er,˝ ln
ZpGr`1q
ZpGr,˝q .
In particular, ∆r “ 0 if the coupling fails. Therefore it suffices to show that ∆r is positive conditioned on
COUPďr.4 First we compare Gr and Gr,˝. Conditioned on Fr,˝, we know Gr,˝. From Gr,˝ we can obtain Gr
by adding a single clause a ” ar, together with a random label θa which is a fresh copy of θ. To choose the
unmatched edges δa “ pe1, . . . , ekq which are combined into the clause a, we take e1 uniformly at random
from δ1Vr,˝, then take te2, . . . , eku a uniformly random subset of δ1Ur,˝. Let µr,˝ be the Gibbs measure on
4The event COUPďr is measurable with respect to Fr,˝, since δ1Vr,˝, δ1Ur,˝ would remain less than k if the coupling fails at
an earlier iteration.
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Gr,˝ (ignoring unmatched half-edges). Let x ” px, x1, x2, . . .q be an infinite sequence of i.i.d. samples from
µr,˝, and write x¨yr,˝ for the expectation with respect to their joint law. Then
Er,˝ ln
ZpGrq
ZpGr,˝q “ Er,˝ lnp1´ xθpxδaqyr,˝q “
ÿ
pě1
1
p
Ap, Ap ” Er,˝
„A pź
`“1
θpx`δaq
E
r,˝

.
We have Er,˝ “ EaEθ where Ea is expectation over the choice of δa, and Eθ is expectation over the choice of
θ. Under Ea, the edges pe2, . . . , ekq are weakly dependent, since they are required to be distinct elements of
δ1Ur,˝. We can consider instead sampling e2, . . . , ek uniformly with replacement from δ1Ur,˝, so that e1, . . . , ek
are independent conditional on Fr,˝; let Ea,ind denote expectation with respect to this choice of δa. Under
Ea,ind the chance of a collision ei “ ej (i ď j) is Opk2{|δ1Ur,˝|q. Recalling 1´ θ ě  almost surely, we have
Ap,ind ” Ea,indEθ
„A pź
`“1
θpx`δaq
E
r,˝

“ Ap `Op1qp1´ qp min
"
k2
|δ1Ur,˝| , 1
*
.
Recall from (131) the product form of θ, and let Ef denote expectation over the law of f ” pfsqsPS . Then,
with bppsq as defined in (133), we have
Ap,ind “
ÿ
sPSp
bppsq
B
Ea,ind
" kź
j“1
Ef
„ pź
`“1
fs`px`ej q
*F
r,˝
“
ÿ
sPSp
bppsqxIV,spxqIU,spxqk´1yr,˝,
where, for W “ U or W “ V , we define
IW,spxq ” 1|δ1Wr,˝|
ÿ
ePδ1Wr,˝
Ef
„ pź
`“1
fs`px`eq

.
Summing over p ě 1 gives that, on the event COUPďr,
Er,˝ ln
ZpGrq
ZpGr,˝q “
ÿ
pě1
1
p
ÿ
sPSp
bppsqEr,˝xIV,spxqIU,spxqk´1yr,˝ ` errr,1,
where |errr,1| ď Op1qmin
"
k2
|δ1Ur,˝| , 1
*
.
A similar comparison between Gr`1 and Gr,˝ gives
Er,˝ ln
ZpGrq
ZpGr,˝q “
ÿ
pě1
1
p
Er,˝
„ ÿ
sPSp
bppsq
B
k ´ 1
k
IU,spxqk ` 1
k
IV,spxqk
F
r,˝

` errr,2,
|errr,2| ď Op1qmin
"
k2
mint|δ1Ur,˝|, |δ1Vr,˝|u , 1
*
.
We now argue that the sum of the error terms errr,1, errr,2, over 0 ď r ď nd´ 1, is small in expectation. First
note that for a constant C “ Cpk, q,
nd´1ÿ
r“0
Ererrr,1 ` errr,2s ď Cn
„
n´2{3 ` P
´
mint|δ1Vr,˝|, |δ1Vr,˝|u ď n2{3 for some r ď nd
¯
.
The process p|δ1Vr,˝|qrě0 is an unbiased random walk started from m1 ` 1 “ 2n2{3 ` 1. In each step it goes
up by 1 with chance pk ´ 1q{k, and down by k ´ 1 with chance 1{k; it is absorbed if it hits k before time
nd´m1. Similarly, p|δ1U |r,˝qrě0 is an unbiased random walk started from pm1 ` 1qpk ´ 1q with an absorbing
barrier at k. By the Azuma–Hoeffding bound, there is a constant c “ cpkq such that
Pp|δ1Vr,˝| ď |δ1V0,˝| ´ n2{3q ` Pp|δ1Ur,˝| ď |δ1U0,˝| ´ n2{3q ď expt´cn1{3u
Taking a union bound over r shows that with very high probability, neither of the walks |δ1Vr,˝|, |δ1Ur,˝| is
absorbed before time nd´m1, and (adjusting the constant C as needed)
nd´1ÿ
r“0
Ererrr,1 ` errr,2s ď Cn1{3 .
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Altogether this gives
E ln
ZpG0q
ZpGndq ´Opn
1{3q
“
nd´1ÿ
r“0
ÿ
pě1
1
p
ÿ
s
bppsqEr,˝
B
IV,spxqIU,spxqk´1 ´ k ´ 1
k
IU,spxqk´1 ´ 1
k
IV,spxqk´1
F
r,˝
.
Using the fact that xk ´ kxyk´1 ` pk ´ 1qyk ě 0 for all x, y P R and even k ě 2, or x, y ě 0 and odd k ě 3
finishes the proof. 
Corollary E.7. In the setting of Lemma E.6,
E lnZpG´1q ě E lnZpGnd`1q ´Opn2{3q,
where the expectation E is over the sequence of random graphs pGrq´1ďrďnd`1.
Proof. Adding or removing a clause can change the partition function by at most a multiplicative constant
(depending on ). On the event that the coupling succeeds for all r,ˇˇˇˇ
ln
ZpG0q
ZpG´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ln
ZpGnd`1q
ZpGndq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opm1q “ Opn2{3q .
On the event that the coupling fails, the difference is crudely Opnq. We saw in the proof of Lemma E.6 that
the coupling fails with probability exponentially small in n, so altogether we conclude
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ln
ZpG0q
ZpG´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
` E
ˇˇˇˇ
ln
ZpGnd`1q
ZpGndq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opn2{3q .
Combining with the result of Lemma E.6 proves the claim. 
Proof of Theorem E.5. In the interpolation, the initial graph G´1 consists of n disjoint trees Tv, each rooted
at a variable v P V . Thus
n´1E lnZpG´1q “ E lnZpTvq “ E ln
ˆ ÿ
xPX
hvpxq
dź
a“1
uapxq
˙
.
The final graph Gnd`1 is comprised of two disjoint subgraphs — one subgraph GV has the same law as the
graph G of interest, while the other subgraph GU “ pU,FU , EU q consists of nαpk ´ 1q disjoint trees Sc, each
rooted at a clause c P AU . Thus
n´1E lnZpGnd`1q “ αpk ´ 1qE lnZpScq ` n´1E lnZpG q “ αpk ´ 1qE lnu0 ` Fn .
The theorem follows by substituting these into the bound of Corollary E.7. 
E.3. Proof of 1RSB bound. For the proof of Theorem E.3, we take G´1 as before and modify it as follows.
Where previously each u P U had spin value xu P X, it now has the augmented spin pxu, γuq where γ goes
over the positive integers. Let γ ” pγuqu. Next, instead of labeling u with phu, ηu, ρuq as before, we now
label it with phu, ηu, pργuqγě1q where pργuqγě1 is an infinite sequence of i.i.d. samples from ηu. Lastly, we join
all variables in U to a new clause a˚ (Figure 7), which is labelled with the function
ϕa˚pγq “
ÿ
γě1
zγ
ź
uPU
1tγu “ γu
for some sequence of (random) weights pzγqγě1. Let H´1 denote the resulting graph.
Given H´1, let µH´1 be the associated Gibbs measure on configurations pγ, xq. Due to the definition of
ϕa˚ , the support of µH´1 contains only those configurations where all the γu share a common value γ, in
which case we denote pγ, xq ” pγ, xq. Explicitly,
µH´1pγ, xq “ 1ZpH´1qzγ
ź
vPV
hvpxvq
ź
aPA
r1´ θapxδaqs
ź
uPU
pργhqupxuq .
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V
A
U
a∗
Figure 7. H´1
We can then define an interpolating sequence H´1, . . . ,Hnd`1 precisely as in the proof of Theorem E.5,
leaving a˚ untouched. Let Gr denote the graph Hr without the clause a˚, and let ZγpGrq denote the
partition function on Gr restricted to configurations where γu “ γ for all u. Then, for each 0 ď r ď nd` 1,
ZpHrq “
ÿ
γ
zγZγpGrq .
The proofs of Lemma E.6 and Corollary E.7 carry over to this setting with essentially no changes, giving
Corollary E.8. Under the assumptions above,
E lnZpH´1q ě E lnZpHnd`1q ´Opn2{3q,
where the expectation E is over the sequence of random graphs pHrq´1ďrďnd`1.
The result of Corollary E.8 applies for any pzγqγě1. Now take pzγqγě1 to be a Poisson–Dirichlet process
with parameter λ P p0, 1q.5 The process has the following invariance property (see e.g. [Pan13, Ch. 2]):
Proposition E.9. Let pzγqγě1 be a Poisson–Dirichlet process with parameter λ P p0, 1q. Independently, let
pξγqγě1 be a sequence of i.i.d. positive random variables with finite second moment. Then the two sequences
pzγξγqγě1 and pzγpEξλ1 q1{λqγě1 have the same distribution, and consequently
E ln
ÿ
γě1
zγξγ “ 1
λ
lnEξλ .
Proof of Theorem E.3. Consider Zpγq ” pZγpGrqq´1ďrďnd`1. If we condition on everything else except for
the ρ’s, then pZpγqqγě1 is an i.i.d. sequence indexed by γ. Let Ez,ρ denote expectation over the z’s and ρ’s,
conditioned on all else: then applying Proposition E.9 gives
n´1E lnZpH´1q “ pnλq´1E lnEz,ρrZpG´1qλs “ λ´1E lnEz,ρ
„ˆ ÿ
xPX
hpxq
dź
a“1
uapxq
˙λ
,
n´1E lnZpHnd`1q “ Fn ` λ´1E lnEz,ρrpu0qλs.
Combining with Corollary E.8 proves the result. 
E.4. Extension to higher levels of RSB. We finally explain that Theorem E.3 can be extended relatively
easily to cover the scenario of r-step replica symmetry breaking. Before stating the result, we define some
notations (mainly following notation of [Pan13, §2.3]). Let N be the set of positive integers and Nr be its
r-fold product; in particular, N0 ” t∅u. We consider arrays indexed by the set
A ”
rď
p“0
Np .
We view A as a depth-r infinitary tree rooted at ∅. For 0 ď p ď r ´ 1, each vertex γ “ pγ1, . . . , γpq P Np has
children γn ” pγ1, . . . , γs, nq P Ns`1. The leaves of the tree are in the last level Nr. For γ P Np write |γ| ” p,
5That is to say, let pwγqγě1 be a Poisson point process on Rą0 with intensity measure w´p1`λq dw. Let W denote their
sum, which is finite almost surely. Assume the points of wγ are arranged in decreasing order, and write zγ ” wγ{W . Then
pzγqγě1 is distributed as a Poisson–Dirichlet process with parameter λ.
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and let ppγq be the path between the root and γ (not inclusive):
ppγq ”
"
γ1, pγ1, γ2q, . . . , pγ1, . . . , γp´1q
*
.
Fix a sequence of parameters m “ pm1, . . . ,mrq satisfying
0 ă m0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă mr´1 ă 1. (136)
For each γ P AzNr, let Πγ be (independently of all else) a Poisson–Dirichlet point process with parameter
m|γ|. Let puγnqnPN be the points of Πγ arranged in decreasing order. As γ goes over all of AzNr, we obtain
an array puβqβPAzN0 . Let
wγ ”
ź
βPppγq
uβ .
The Ruelle probability cascade of parameter m (hereafter RPCpmq) is defined as the Nr-indexed array
νγ ” wγř
βPNr wβ
.
For the validity of the definition, see for instance [Pan13, Lem. 2.4]. As in the 1rsb setting, we plan to apply
Theorem E.5 to the modified graph H´1, where we “glue” multiple weighted copies of G´1’s together via
the extra clause a‹. The only difference is that now the copies of G´1 are indexed by γ P Nr instead of N.
More precisely, the extra spin at each vertex u P U will take a value γ P Nr; the label at each vertex u P U
will be phu, ηu, pργuqγPAq; and the function at a‹ will be
φa‹pγq “
ÿ
γPNr
zγ
ź
uPU
1tγu “ γu, (137)
where pzγqγPNr is a Nr-indexed random array representing the weight of copy γ P Nr. In the proof, we will
choose pzγqγPNr according to the RPCpmq law.
We now specify the labels pργqγPA that will be used in the proof. Recall that M0 is the space of probability
measures on the alphabet X. We recursively define Mr, for 1 ď r ď p, to be the space of probability measures
on Mr´1. Now fix an element ρ∅ “ ζ PMr. For each 0 ď p ď r ´ 1 and γ P Np, suppose inductively that we
have constructed ργ PMr´p. We then take ργn PMr´p´1 for n P N as i.i.d. samples ργ PMr´p in Mr´p´1.
The process terminates with the construction of ργ P X for each γ P Nr. Define the σ-field
Fp ” σ
ˆ´
pργqγPNs
¯
sďp
˙
,
and write Ep for expectation conditional on Fp. For any deterministic function V pu, ρq, any random variable
U independent of pργqγPNr , and any sequence of parameters m satisfying (136), consider the random array
pV γqγPNr ” pV pU, ργqqγPNr . Let TrpV q “ V pU, ρ1q, and for 0 ď p ď r ´ 1 let
TppV q “
"
Ep
´
Tp`1pV q
¯mp*1{mp
The resulting operator T0 depends implicitly on the distribution of U , measure ρ
∅ PMr and parameter m.
The following lemma is a well-known property of the RPC.
Lemma E.10 ([PT04, Prop. 2]). Let pzγqγPNr be the RPC with parameter m. Under the notations above,
E lnT0pV q “ E ln
ÿ
γPNr
zγV
γ .
The next result generalizes Theorem E.3.
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Theorem E.11. Consider a (random) Gibbs measure (134) satisfying assumptions (131)–(133). Write
phρqa,jpxq ” ha,jpxqρa,jpxq. For each a P F we define
uapxq ”
ÿ
xPXk
1tx1 “ xur1´ θapxqs
kź
j“2
phρqa,jpxjq,
ua ”
ÿ
xPXk
r1´ θapxqs
kź
j“1
phρqa,jpxjq .
Note that uapxq and ua are deterministic functions of the variables
`
θa, pha,jqjPrks, pρa,jqjPrks
˘
. Let
v ”
ÿ
xPX
hpxq
dź
a“1
uapxq.
For any ζ PMr and sequence m satisfying (136), let pργqγPNr be constructed as above, and let pργa,jqγPNr be
i.i.d. copies indexed by pa, jq. Define T0 similarly as above, using the σ-fields
Fp “ σ
ˆ
pργa,jqγPNs : a P F, j P rks, s ď p
˙
.
Then the nonasymptotic free energy Fn ” n´1En lnZpG q satisfies the bound
Fn ď E lnT0pvq ´ pk ´ 1qαE lnT0pu0q `O
ˆ
1
n1{3
˙
where E denotes the expectation over pθaqaPF and pha,jqaPF,jPrks.
Proof. As outlined above, we consider the modified graph H´1 where each vertex u P U is independently
labeled with phu, ηu, pργuqγPAq and the extra clause a‹ is labeled with the function defined in (137). In this
setting, each u P U has spin value pγ, xq P Nr ˆ X. Since we are interested only in configurations pγ, xq such
γu ” γ for all u P U , we write pγ, xq instead of pγ, xq and define the Gibbs measure as
µH´1pγ, xq “ 1ZpH´1qzγ
ź
vPV
hvpxvq
ź
aPA
r1´ θapxδaqs
ź
uPU
pργhqupxuq .
Sample the weights pzγqγPNr according the law RPCpmq. The result then follows by the proof of Theorem E.3,
with Lemma E.10 replacing the role of Proposition E.9. 
